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MACROECONOMIC IMPACT OF VALUE ADDED
TAX IN NEPALESE ECONOMY

Keshar Bahadur Kunwar1

Abstract
The term 'Value Added Tax (VAT)' can be defined as a tax levied (on the value created) at
each stage in the process of production and distribution of a good or service. These stages
can be import, manufacturing, dealers, wholesalers and retailers etc. Value added tax
(VAT) is a tax on the value that a business firm adds to the things it buys from other firms in
producing its own product. The main objective of this study is to assess the impact of VAT
on GDP, PCON, IMP, GE, GNS, TI and to examine the relationship and causality among
the macro economic variables. In model specification only few variables such as Gross
Domestic production (GDP), value added tax (VAT), private consumption (PCON), import
(IMP), government expenditure (GE), gross national saving (GNS) and total investment
(TI) are including many other variables are unable to include. Literature review suggests a
growing need for examining extensive study on the contribution of VAT on economic growth.
There is lack of macro level studies ascertaining the impact of VAT in economic growth and
moreover this study incorporate more important variables as like private consumption,
import, government expenditure, gross national saving, disposable personal income and
total investment in the study. Some important findings have been obtained. The econometrics
results have shown the fact that a positively significant impact of VAT on gross GDP of a
country (Model I). Regarding the relationship between private consumption, disposable
personal income, value added tax( model 1.4), import, nominal gross domestic production,
value added tax(model 1.5), government expenditure, nominal gross domestic production,
value added tax(model 1.6), gross national saving , nominal gross domestic production,
value added tax(model 1.7), The application of VAR to examine the long run relationship
suggest long run relationship and all the explanatory variables are statistically insignificant
but all the model are free from the autocorrelation, Heteroskedasticity and residuals are
normally distributed which is desirable. There is unidirectional granger cause as like LnGDP
to LnVAT, LnGDP to LnGNS and LnTI to LnGDP.

Keywords: Unit root test, Cointegration test, VAT model etc.
1 Associate Professor, Tikapur Multiple Campus, Tikapur, Kailali
e-mail: keshar497@gmail.com
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1. Introduction
German businessman Wilhelm Von Siemens in 1918 at first introduced the concept of VAT; later
on American economist Thomas S. Adams also put forward this concept. France in 1954, the tax
on value added has spread like a prairie fire to a large number of countries. Its widespread adoption
has specially been witnessed during the recent years. Until the 60s this tax had been introduced
only by a handful of nations. During the 80s the tax has come to occupy an important place in the
fiscal armory of nearly all industrialized countries and a large number of Latin American, Asian and
African countries. More than 30 countries have adopted VAT since 1980. This has brought the
total number of VAT-countries to more than 60. Benin, Paraguay, Tanzania, Tobago, Thailand and
many other countries of the former Soviet Union have introduced VAT during just the last two
years. The trend of the adoption of VAT has thus been the most remarkable event in the evolution
of commodity taxes in the present century (Adam, 1982).
VAT was limited to less than ten countries in the late 1960s, and now it has been implemented by
more than 150 countries across the world (Charlet and Butdens, 2012)
The term 'Value Added Tax (VAT)' can be defined as a tax levied (on the value created) at each
stage in the process of production and distribution of a good or service. These stages can be
import, manufacturing, dealers, wholesalers and retailers etc. Value added tax (VAT) is a tax on
the value that a business firm adds to the things it buys from other firms in producing its own
product.
There are three methods of calculation, viz, addition method, subtraction method, and credit invoice
method. Under the addition method, VAT is calculated on the value derived by adding all costs
incurred to the factors of production like material, wages, overheads, profits etc. while VAT is
calculated by deducting raw materials from the sales under the subtraction method. Under the
credit invoice method, tax paid on the purchase of inputs is allowed to deduct from the tax collected
from the sale of goods and services. Moreover, some other important aspects of VAT design
issues must be addressed. This comprises the numbers of tax rates, the scope of exemptions and
zero-rating goods and services, level of exemption threshold, and administrative apparatus.
Olatunji (2013) adopted the descriptive research approach gathered primary data from the oral
interviews and structured questionnaires while he also used secondary data showing the impact of
VAT on the revenue generation in Nigeria and the perception of the citizen on VAT and Inflation.
The study concludes that for a success of any fiscal policy, VAT must be properly planned, the
-2-
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duration depending on the level of the development of the country, also effective communication
should be used to improve the quality of its implementation and increase the revenue collected.
Adereti, et al. (2011) the main aim of VAT was to increase the revenue base of government and
make funds available for developmental purposes that will accelerate economic growth.
Denis (2010) investigates the relationship between VAT and gross domestic product (GDP) in
Nigeria on the basis of VAT revenue and GDP data for the period from 1994 to 2008. The test
revealed a correlation Pearson with 96 percent strength. In addition, a major test confirmed that
VAT revenue is significantly different to a confidence level of 99% relative to GDP. The study
suggests maintaining the status quo because it would suggest supporting the economy and the
convenience of tax principles.
Bird (2005) reveals VAT as the 'money machine' tax which necessarily adopted by both developed
and developing countries that allow the government to collect sufficient amount of revenue. Hence,
the majority of economists as well as experts of political scientists think that VAT is the best
preferable general consumption tax recently available that enhances economic growth.
Goode (1986) described that VAT is most important innovation in public finance. This tax is
applied to the value added at successive stages of production and distribution. Value added in
equivalent to the sum of wages, salaries, interest, rent and profit. A value added tax may extend
through the retail stage. In that case, it is similar to a retail sales tax on goods and services covered
with the important difference that the value added tax is collected at each stage rather than being
concentrated at the final stage of distribution.
Musgrave and Musgrave (1976) stated that a sales tax may be imposed in single or multiple
stages. A properly implemented value added tax is equivalent to a single stage sales tax, from the
economist's point of view. They suggested that among three types of VAT (GNP type, income type
and consumption type), the consumption type of VAT is most important from the practical point of
view, which includes both efficiency and equity criterion. Tax based on consumption is similar to
the retail sales tax especially for the poor countries. Among the three types of tax calculation
methods (additive, subtractive, and tax invoice), the latter is more preferable and advantageous.
Statement of the problem:
In twenty first century government has to spend a lot of money to full fill its responsibility towards
its people. Government responsibility towards people has been increasing which enhances the
Government expenditure in favorers of the people. To meet the growing expenditure, the government
TMC Journal, 2018
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has to manage its fund from internal as well as external sources. VAT has come of 18 years in
Nepal, but it has completed 62 years in the international arena of taxation as it was firstly introduced
in France in 1954.
VAT in Nepal has witnessed many ups and downs so far. VAT has become important source of
revenue to the Nepal. The Government of Nepal is intending to increase percentage of VAT
imposed on goods and services because of its relevance to income base of the country. It is
therefore appropriate to carry out a research to determine the impact of VAT on the country's
economic development.
The impact of VAT on the economic developments and macroeconomic variables should be
empirically analyzed. VAT is the important sources of public revenue and major fiscal policy
instruments have an important in increasing rate of capital formation and thereby achieving high
rate of economic growth. Nepal is facing the serious problem of resources dearth and high
dependency on foreign revenue. The Nepalese economy is persistently suffering from the general
poverty stagnation. Tax reform and adoption of VAT is important fiscal phenomenon.
This study comprises following research questions:
Is a VAT an effective instrument for resource mobilization?
Is a VAT inflationary?
Does the government collect significant amount from the VAT?
Does the government apply effective measure to collect significant amount of VAT?
Does VAT impact on macroeconomic variables in Nepalese economy?
Objective of the Study:
The specific objectives are as follows:
To examine the contribution of VAT on economic growth of Nepal
To assess the impact of VAT on macroeconomic variables of Nepal.
Significance of the Study:
Nepalese Government has already been implemented VAT for achieving ultimate objectives of
economic development and accelerating growth rate of economy through expanding. During the
last few years of VAT implementation, Government has made a great effort to make VAT more
effective and productive. There was some correction in VAT rules and regulation then business
community accept the system and further demanded it to extend retail level so that all business
-4-
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firms will be treated equally. For strengthening the internal resource mobilization of Nepal, the
Government has already adopted VAT administration and policy, according to the reform policy
and programmed in the eight five year plans. Nepal has adopted VAT since 16 November 1997
which has the fowling objectives:
Expanding the base of tax i.e. bring more goods and services under the tax net.
Export formation.
Reducing economic inefficiencies.
Acceleration of the development pace through more resource mobilization.
Evolving a simple and transparent tax system.
Despite more than a one and half decade of VAT implementation, many Nepalese are unknown
about various aspects of it. This study basically concentrates on administrative structure of VAT,
the importance of VAT to improve internal resource mobilization, existing problems of VAT and in
Nepal and provided effective suggestion to making VAT effectiveness. In this regard, this study will
also assess the impact of VAT on macroeconomic variables and successful implementation of VAT
and hence make the country self-dependent to some extent instead of the rapidly persisting resource
gap.
The study provides relevant information for government organs. The researcher insights the study
would be useful to formulate appropriate policy to all stakeholders. Furthermore, the study will be
used as a reference for other researchers for further study in the topic.
Limitation of the Study:
The study centers on achieving the broad objective which is to evaluate the contribution of
VAT for the development of Nepalese economy. This study only covers the time period of
thirty one years from 1985/86 to 2015/16 the rational for choosing this period is mainly for
simplicity of analysis.
VAT was launched in 16 November 1997 in Nepal, no time series data prior to that time are
available. For that reason, the aggregate data on sales tax, hotel tax, entertainment tax and
contract tax are used in place of VAT prior to 1997. Disposable personal income (DPI) is
also unavailable before 2000.
This study will only use secondary data from the different sources so that validity and reliability
may depend on the goodness of these data.
This study will be examined the impact of VAT on macroeconomic variables such as private
consumption (PCON), import (IMP), government expenditure (GE), gross national saving
(GNS) and investment (INV) in current price. To this extent, for evaluation, disposable personal
TMC Journal, 2018
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income (DPI), nominal gross domestic product (GDPn) and value added tax (VAT) at current
prices are considered as explanatory variables many other variables will not include.
It is not a complete study of the whole tax system in Nepal.
Research methodology:
This study comprises both analytical and descriptive type. This study tries to carry out the impact
of VAT on GDP and macroeconomic variables.
The Research Design:
This study combined form of both analytical and descriptive research. It uses both the qualitative
and quantitative techniques depending on the nature and source of data and information. In this
study, there has applied some tools such as econometric models, graphs, tables and statistical
tools.
Nature and Sources of Data:
The basic objective of the study analyzes the impact of VAT on economic growth and macroeconomic variables. In order to seek the information regarding this study the relevant materials
review and gather the necessary information from the various secondary sources.
Time series data covering period of thirty one years from 1985/86 to 2015/16 has been used to
assess the impact on GDP and macro-economic variables. The secondary data has been taken
from Ministry of Finance (MOF), Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB), National Planning Commission
(NPC), Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), Department of Industry (DOI), Foreign Employment
Department, Central Library of TU Kirtipur, and various web pages including google.com, libraries
as per need.
Data Collection Tools and Procedures:
The study has been employed specific techniques of data collection and analysis methods in a way
that seems pertinent to the study. As a result, has been used specific tool; review the existing data
that enable to capture information pertinent to the study objectives. That means, the study has
been employed a documentary reviewing method.

-6-
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Techniques of Data Analysis:
The information collected from the secondary sources has been processed to analyze regression.
To address the objectives of the research and to analyze the data, descriptive statistics, simple and
multiple regressions will be employed.
This study examine the impact of VAT on private consumption (PCON), import (IMP), government
expenditure (GE) gross national saving (GNS) and investment (INV) in current price. To this
extent, for evaluation, disposable personal income (DPI), nominal gross domestic product (GDPn)
and value added tax (VAT) at current prices are considered as explanatory variables. In similar
way, this study also examines the elasticity and buoyancy of VAT in current prices.
The time series information (annual data has been used for statistical computations of the contribution
and hence, has been used for testing the hypotheses. Statistical computation has been employed to
explore the inherent relationships among the variables. This study will also test some reliable model
as like Augmented- Dickey Fuller unit root test, Johansen co-integration test, Vector error correction
model and Granger causality test which give reliability and validity of the model.
The Model Specification:
This study apply time series data covering the thirty one years from 1985/86 to 2015/16 or on the
basis of improved models will be used and it captures the link between VAT and its role on
economic growth in the Nepalese context by including some necessary variables and adjusting
them based on the objective of this study.
Measures of VAT Impact on GDP (Model I)
GDP = f (VAT)……………………………… (1.1)
From the above functional relationships, the following stochastic model is specified below:
GDP = β0+ β1 (VAT)…………………………… (1.2)
Generally, the working model can be restated in its natural logarithm form as follows:
LnGDP = β0 + β1Ln (VAT) + μ ……………………. (1.3)
Where,
GDP = Gross domestic product
VAT= Value added tax
β0 and β1are model parameters and μ is the stochastic error term.
TMC Journal, 2018
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Measures of VAT Impact on macroeconomic variables (Model II)
Measures of VAT Impact on other variables model will be appropriate for testing the impact of
VAT on macroeconomic variables.
Ln PCON = θ0 + θ1Ln (DPI) + θ2 Ln(VAT) + μ ………. (1.4)
Ln IMP = α0 + α1Ln(GDPn) + α2Ln(VAT) + μ………… (1.5)
Ln GE = β0+ β1Ln(GDPn) + β2Ln(VAT) + μ…………... (1.6)
Ln GNS = δ0 + δ1Ln(GDPn) + δ2Ln(VAT) + μ…………. (1.7)
Ln TI = Φ0 + Φ1Ln(GDPn) + Φ2Ln(VAT) + μ………… (1.8)
Where,
PCON = Private consumption
DPI = Disposable personal income
IMP = Import
GE = Government expenditure
VAT= Value added tax
GDPn = Nominal gross domestic production
GNS = Gross national saving
TI = Total Investment (Gross capital formation)
θ0, α 0, β0, δ 0, Φ 0, θ1, α 1, β1, δ 1, Φ 1, θ2, α 2, β2, δ 2 and Φ 2 are model parameters/ elasticity
coefficients and μ is the stochastic error term. The ‘priori’ expectation is that the model parameter
is expected to be positively signed.
Empirical Analysis
Measures of VAT Impact on GDP.
In the following equation the P- Value of VAT is less than 5 percent almost equal to zero (P<5%)
so VAT is statistically significant to the GDP. P - Value of F-statistics is also less than 5 percent
(P<5%) meaning overall model is also statistically significant and fit. The R- square value is 99
percent which is greater than 60 percent so we can accept this model. Since, 99 percent variation
in GDP is explained by the explanatory variable VAT. But this model is affected by serial correlation
even though residuals are normally distributed and Homoskedasticity which is desirable. The
regression equation is:
LnGDP = 5.612752 + 0.775450VAT + μ
SE =
(0.012183)
T value =
[63.64834]
P value =
0.0000
-8-
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R-squared=0.992892, Adjusted R-squared=0.992647, Prob(F-statistic)= 0.000000, DurbinWatson stat= 0.779291
Measures of VAT Impact on Macro Economic Variables.
The empirical evidences help to define the fact that DPI and VAT have positively significant impact
on PCON at 5 percent level of significance. P- value of F- statistics is less than 5 percent so this
model is statistically significant. Lagrange multiplier test for autocorrelation of residuals seem serially
correlated, JB test for normality of residuals are normally distributed and there is no heteroskedasticity
which is desirable for the model
Ln PCON = 5.855911+ 0.012663DPI + 0.714234VAT + μ
SE =
(0.004468)
(0.022725)
T value =
[2.834375]
[31.42992]
P value =
0.0084
0.0000
R-squared=0.992892, Adjusted R-squared=0.992696, Prob(F-statistic)= 0.000000, DurbinWatson stat= 0.905543
The result stated below positive coefficient of nominal gross domestic production and value added
tax confers significant impact on import.
Ln IMP = -1.121682 + 0.724955GDPn + 0.352882 VAT + μ
SE =
(0.219841
(0.171085)
T value =
[3.297628]
[2.062611]
P value =
0.0027
0.0485
R-squared=0.993110, Adjusted R-squared=0.992617, Prob(F-statistic)= 0.000000, DurbinWatson stat= 0.403781
In a similar fashion, coefficient of nominal gross domestic production seems positive and significantly
positive impact on government expenditure and the coefficient of value added tax seems positive
but insignificant on government expenditure.
Ln GE = -0.332050+ 0.663033 GDPn + 0.322590VAT + μ
SE =
(0.209679)
(0.163176)
T value =
[3.162142]
[1.976943]
P value =
0.0037
0.0580
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R-squared=0.992508, Adjusted R-squared=0.991973, Prob(F-statistic)= 0.000000, DurbinWatson stat= 0.626906
Coefficient of nominal gross domestic production seems positive and significantly positive impact
on government expenditure and the coefficient of value added tax seems positive but insignificant
on gross national saving.
Ln GNS = -5.241434+ 1.125820GDPn + 0.224984VAT + μ
SE =
(0.253733)
(0.197460)
T value =
[4.437020]
[1.139390]
P value =
0.0001
0.2642
R-squared=0.993633, Adjusted R-squared=0.993179, Prob(F-statistic)= 0.000000, DurbinWatson stat= 0.843165
Coefficient of nominal gross domestic production seems positive and insignificant impact on
total investment (gross capital formation) and the coefficient of value added tax seems positive
and significant on total investment.
LnTI = 0.897099+ 0.339768GDPn + 0.667485VAT + μ
SE =
(0.171107)
(0.133159)
T value =
[1.985704]
[5.012686]
P value =
0.0569
0.0000
R-squared=0.995947, Adjusted R-squared=0.995658, Prob(F-statistic)= 0.000000, DurbinWatson stat= 1.283801
Lagrange multiplier test for autocorrelation of residuals seem serially correlated except model
1.8, JB test for normality of residuals are normally distributed and there is no heteroskedasticity
except model 1.7 and model 1.8. ( Appendix 1).
Unit root test
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test has revealed non stationary at level and stationary when
the variables are converted into first difference from expressed as in the table.

-10-
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Table No 4.1: Augmented Dickey Fuller Test (trend and constant)
Variables Level variable p-value First difference p-value
lngdp
0.2798
0.0652
lnvat
0.5838
0.0007
lndpi
0.5397
0.0009
lnpcon
0.3588
0.0003
lnimp
0.0047
0.7076
lngns
0.1089
0.0005
lnge
0.9607
0.0477
lnti
0.0126
0.0072
Source: Author's estimation

Johansen Cointegration Test
So we can apply Johansen cointegration approach to test the long run association between the
variables. The result of Johansen cointegration test is expressed as below table.
Table No 4.2:
Johansen Test of Cointegration Trace Statistics 0.5% level of critical value

Model
Model 1.4
Model 1.5
Model 1.6
Model 1.7
Model 1.8

Hypothesized No. of CE(s)
None (0)
None (0)
None (0)
None (0)
None (0)
At most 1

P-value
0.1830
0.1021
0.1948
0.0561
0.0073
0.0966
Source: Author's estimation

Table no 4.3:
Johansen Test of Cointegration Max-Eigen Statistic 0.5% level of critical value

Model
Model 1.4
Model 1.5
Model 1.6
Model 1.7
Model 1.8

Hypothesized No. of CE(s)
None (0)
None (0)
None (0)
None (0)
None (0)
At most 1

P-value
0.1365
0.1401
0.4208
0.0629
0.0273
0.1793
Source: Author's estimation
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In the above table Trace Statistics and Max-Eigen Statistic revealed that model no. 1.4, 1.5, 1.6
and 1.7 are not cointegrated the p- value is greater than 5 percent but model 1.8 is cointegrated so
in this regard in the case of model no. 1.4, 1.5,1.6 and 1.7 should run unrestricted VAR model and
in the case of model 1.8 should run the vector correction test.
Regarding the relationship between private consumption, disposable personal income, value added
tax( model 1.4), import, nominal gross domestic production, value added tax(model 1.5),
government expenditure, nominal gross domestic production, value added tax(model 1.6), gross
national saving , nominal gross domestic production, value added tax(model 1.7), The application
of VAR to examine the long run relationship suggest long run relationship and all the explanatory
variables are statistically insignificant but all the model are free from the autocorrelation,
Heteroskedasticity and residuals are normally distributed which is desirable.
In similar way total investment, nominal gross domestic production and value added tax are
cointegrated therefore, the application of VECM suggest nominal gross domestic production and
value added tax have long run relationship and causality on the total investment. The coefficient
C(1) has negative sign. Coefficient of error term has been 66 percent meaning that the system
corrects its previous period disequilibrium at a speed of 66 percent annually. For the short run
causality wald test suggest there is no short run causality exist among the variables. The null
hypothesis is serially correlated, residuals are homoskedasticity, residuals are normally distributed
which is desirable.(Appendix 2)
Granger Causality Test
Ln PCON = θ0 + θ1Ln (DPI) + θ2 Ln(VAT) + μ
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Sample: 1 31
Lags: 2

Null Hypothesis:
LNDPI does not Granger Cause LNPCON
LNPCON does not Granger Cause LNDPI
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNPCON
LNPCON does not Granger Cause LNVAT
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNDPI
LNDPI does not Granger Cause LNVAT

-12-

Obs
29
29
29

F-Statistic
0.68536
1.99666
0.18461
2.82808
0.97559
1.06484

Prob.
0.5135
0.1577
0.8326
0.0789
0.3914
0.3605
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Ln IMP = α0 + α1Ln(GDPn) + α2Ln(VAT) + μ
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Sample: 1 31
Lags: 2

Null Hypothesis:
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNIMP
LNIMP does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNIMP
LNIMP does not Granger Cause LNVAT
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNVAT

Obs
29
29
29

F-Statistic
2.89918
2.16163
2.53059
2.27796
0.08580
6.53067

Prob.
0.0745
0.1370
0.1006
0.1242
0.9181
0.0054

Ln GE = β0+ β1Ln(GDPn) + β2Ln(VAT) + μ
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Date: 06/07/17 Time: 16:06
Sample: 1 31
Lags: 2
Null Hypothesis:
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNGE
LNGE does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNGE
LNGE does not Granger Cause LNVAT
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNVAT

Obs
29

F-Statistic
0.27114
1.59989
0.41136
4.41355
0.08580
6.53067

Prob.
0.7648
0.2227
0.6673
0.0233
0.9181
0.0054

Obs F-Statistic
29
4.27812
0.04574
29
0.46147
1.73415
29
0.08580
6.53067

Prob.
0.0258
0.9554
0.6358
0.1979
0.9181
0.0054

29
29

Ln GNS = δ0 + δ1Ln(GDPn) + δ2Ln(VAT) + μ
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Sample: 1 31
Lags: 2

Null Hypothesis:
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNGNS
LNGNS does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNGNS
LNGNS does not Granger Cause LNVAT
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNVAT
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Ln TI = Φ0 + Φ1Ln(GDPn) + Φ2Ln(VAT) + μ
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Sample: 1 31
Lags: 2
Null Hypothesis:
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNTI
LNTI does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNTI
LNTI does not Granger Cause LNVAT
LNVAT does not Granger Cause LNGDP
LNGDP does not Granger Cause LNVAT

Obs F-Statistic
29
3.10921
3.42713
29
0.12939
6.34569
29
0.08580
6.53067

Prob.
0.0630
0.0491
0.8792
0.0061
0.9181
0.0054

We cannot reject the null hypothesis because P- value is greater than 5 percent, meaning there is
no short run and long run relationship among the variables. But in some variable there is unidirectional
granger cause as like LnGDP to LnVAT, LnGDP to Ln GNS and Ln TI to Ln GDP.
Conclusion:
Some important findings have been obtained. The econometrics results have shown the fact that a
positively significant impact of VAT on gross GDP of a country (Model I). Regarding the relationship
between private consumption, disposable personal income, value added tax( model 1.4), import,
nominal gross domestic production, value added tax(model 1.5), government expenditure, nominal
gross domestic production, value added tax(model 1.6), gross national saving , nominal gross
domestic production, value added tax(model 1.7), The application of VAR to examine the long
run relationship suggest long run relationship and all the explanatory variables are statistically
insignificant but all the model are free from the autocorrelation, Heteroskedasticity and residuals
are normally distributed which is desirable. There is unidirectional granger cause as like LnGDP to
LnVAT, LnGDP to LnGNS and LnTI to LnGDP.
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Appenix 1:
Estimate of LM Test of serial Correlation, Jarque-Bera Test of Normality
and Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey

Model
Model 1.3
Model 1.4
Model 1.5
Model 1.6
Model 1.7
Model 1.8

LM Test of
serial Correlation
P- value =0.0072
P- value =0.0000
P- value =0.0002
P- value =0.0012
P- value =0.0093
P- value =0.0619

Jarque-Bera Test Heteroskedasticity Test:
of Normality
Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey
P- value =0.69793
P- value =0.4747
P- value= 0.78756
P- value =0.1057
P -value= 0.7322
P- value =0.1048
P- value= 0.00832
P- value = 0.4891
P- value= 0.57025
P- value =0.0104
P- value=0.99976
P- value =0.0270
Source: Author’s estimation

Appendix 2:
Unrestricted VAR and VECM Model
Unrestricted VAR model
Ln PCON = θ0 + θ1Ln (DPI) + θ2 Ln(VAT) + μ
LNPCON = C(1)*LNPCON(-1) + C(2)*LNPCON(-2) + C(3)*LNDPI(-1) + C(4)*LNDPI(2) + C(5)*LNVAT(-1) + C(6)*LNVAT(-2) + C(7)
LNDPI = C(8)*LNPCON(-1) + C(9)*LNPCON(-2) + C(10)*LNDPI(-1) + C(11)*LNDPI(2) + C(12)*LNVAT(-1) + C(13)*LNVAT(-2) + C(14)
LNVAT = C(15)*LNPCON(-1) + C(16)*LNPCON(-2) + C(17) *LNDPI(-1) +
C(18)*LNDPI(-2) + C(19)*LNVAT(-1) + C(20)*LNVAT(-2) + C(21)
Dpendent variable lnpcon
Dpendent variable lndpi
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
C(1)
0.887938
0.0012
C(8)
-5.348627
C(2)
0.040917
0.8591
C(9)
15.91415
C(3)
-0.003693
0.4003
C(10)
0.777039
C(4)
0.004356
0.2933
C(11)
-0.139535
C(5)
0.020100
0.8236
C(12)
-2.165573
C(6)
0.021590
0.8050
C(13)
-4.394625
C(7)
0.639092
0.3767
C(14)
-67.81611
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity
correlation test
Test
test
correlation test
Test
P- value
P- value
P-value
P- value
P- value
=0.3594
= 0.2688
= 0.65553
= 0.7002
= 0.1662

Dpendent variable lnvat
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
0.6609
C(15)
1.392241
0.1780
C(16)
-0.697784
0.0016
C(17)
-0.023401
0.4994
C(18)
0.019098
0.6331
C(19)
0.566759
0.3221
C(20)
-0.076993
0.0697
C(21)
-3.902831
Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity
test
correlation test
Test
P-value
P- value
P- value
= 0.00000
= 0.0486
= 0.2730

P-value
0.0229
0.2107
0.0322
0.0596
0.0138
0.7112
0.0301
Normality
test
P-value
= 0.12618

Source: Author’s estimation
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LnIMP=α0+ α1 Ln(GDPn)+α2Ln(VAT)+μLNIMP= C(1)*LNIMP(-1) + C(2)*LNIMP (-2)
+ C(3)*LNGDP(-1) + C(4)
*LNGDP(-2) + C(5)*LNVAT(-1) + C(6)*LNVAT(-2) + C(7)
LNGDP = C(8)*LNIMP(-1) + C(9)*LNIMP(-2)+ C(10)*LNGDP(-1) + C(11) *LNGDP
(-2) + C(12)*LNVAT(-1) + C(13)*LNVAT(-2) + C(14)
LNVAT = C(15)*LNIMP(-1)+C(16)*LNIMP(-2)+C(17)*LNGDP(-1)+C(18) *LNGDP (-2)
+ C(19)*LNVAT(-1) + C(20)*LNVAT(-2) + C(21)
Dpendent variable lnimp
Dpendent variable lngdp
Dpendent variable lnvat
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
C(1)
0.976115
0.0025
C(8)
0.059452
0.6082
C(15)
0.495837
C(2)
-0.426548
0.1408
C(9)
-0.185434
0.1105
C(16)
-0.638915
C(3)
0.370057
0.5621
C(10)
1.210557
0.0001
C(17)
1.403243
C(4)
-0.045685
0.9447
C(11)
-0.102395
0.6975
C(18)
-0.584636
C(5)
-0.074905
0.7281
C(12)
-0.047765
0.5797
C(19)
0.250121
C(6)
0.218942
0.2719
C(13)
0.069296
0.3815
C(20)
0.254661
C(7)
-0.223120
0.8603
C(14)
-0.049593
0.9220
C(21)
-4.233306
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity
correlation test
Test
test
correlation test
Test
test
correlation test
Test
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
=0.1419
= 0.1788
= 0.66661
=0.6621
= 0.8501
= 0.66334
= 0.2416
= 0.7778

P-value
0.1335
0.0516
0.0572
0.4279
0.3018
0.2510
0.0060
Normality
test
P- value
= 0.55777

Source: Author’s estimation
Ln GE = β0+ β1Ln(GDPn) + β2Ln(VAT) + μ
LNGE = C(1)*LNGE(-1) + C(2)*LNGE(-2) + C(3)*LNGDP(-1) + C(4)*LNGDP(-2) +
C(5)*LNVAT(-1) + C(6)*LNVAT(-2) + C(7)
LNGDP = C(8)*LNGE(-1) + C(9)*LNGE(-2) + C(10)*LNGDP(-1) + C(11)*LNGDP(-2) +
C(12)*LNVAT(-1) + C(13)*LNVAT(-2) + C(14)
LNVAT = C(15)*LNGE(-1) + C(16)*LNGE(-2) + C(17)*LNGDP(-1) + C(18)*LNGDP(-2)
+ C(19)*LNVAT(-1) + C(20)*LNVAT(-2) + C(21)
Dpendent variable lnge
Dpendent variable lngdp
Dpendent variable lnvat
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
C(1)
1.135298
0.0007
C(8)
0.289922
0.0602
C(15)
0.218403
C(2)
-0.119040
0.6945
C(9)
-0.143968
0.3547
C(16)
-0.033385
C(3)
0.071809
0.9123
C(10)
0.903959
0.0115
C(17)
1.622779
C(4)
-0.345188
0.5564
C(11)
0.035975
0.9038
C(18)
-1.104609
C(5)
0.116898
0.4439
C(12)
-0.018166
0.8141
C(19)
0.420808
C(6)
0.092050
0.5821
C(13)
-0.068306
0.4242
C(20)
0.031304
C(7)
1.478801
0.1571
C(14)
0.043102
0.9339
C(21)
-3.602895
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity
correlation test
Test
test
correlation test
Test
test
correlation test
Test
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
=0.2830
= 0.7422
= 0.96399
= 0.9094
= 0.7793
= 0.44553
= 0.4209
= 0.0824

P-value
0.6226
0.9422
0.1120
0.2222
0.0786
0.9018
0.0284
Normality
test
P- value
= 0.97266

Source: Author’s estimation
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Ln GNS = δ0 + δ1Ln(GDPn) + δ2Ln(VAT) + μ
LNGNS = C(1)*LNGNS(-1) + C(2)*LNGNS(-2) + C(3)*LNGDP(-1) + C(4)*LNGDP (-2)
+ C(5)*LNVAT(-1) + C(6)*LNVAT(-2) + C(7)
LNGDP = C(8)*LNGNS(-1) + C(9)*LNGNS(-2) + C(10)*LNGDP(-1) + C(11)*LNGDP
(-2) + C(12)*LNVAT(-1) + C(13)*LNVAT(-2) + C(14)
LNVAT = C(15)*LNGNS(-1) + C(16)*LNGNS(-2) + C(17)*LNGDP(-1) + C(18)*LNGDP
(-2) + C(19)*LNVAT(-1) + C(20)*LNVAT(-2) + C(21)
Dpendent variable lngns
Independent
Coefficient
C(1)
0.434375
C(2)
0.052254
C(3)
1.461570
C(4)
-0.293374
C(5)
-0.044354
C(6)
-0.296244
C(7)
-5.937103
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity
correlation test
Test
P- value
P- value
=0.0595
= 0.7422

Dpendent variable lngdp
Dpendent variable lnvat
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
Independent
Coefficient
0.0769
C(8)
-0.009385
0.9049
C(15)
-0.009681
0.8187
C(9)
0.025861
0.7325
C(16)
0.089662
0.0939
C(10)
1.404739
0.0000
C(17)
2.101860
0.7099
C(11)
-0.406988
0.1292
C(18)
-1.545777
0.8612
C(12)
-0.035569
0.6730
C(19)
0.399241
0.2375
C(13)
0.010098
0.9018
C(20)
0.090635
0.0073
C(14)
0.158261
0.8143
C(21)
-3.304342
Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity Normality
LM serial
Heteroskedasticity
test
correlation test
Test
test
correlation test
Test
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
P- value
= 0.84226
= 0.5818
= 0.1065
= 0.75664
= 0.5026
= 0.0154

P-value
0.9643
0.6670
0.0115
0.0407
0.0951
0.6879
0.0851
Normality
test
P- value
= 0.96469

Source: Author’s estimation
VECM Model
Ln TI = Φ0 + Φ1Ln (GDPn) + Φ2Ln(VAT) + μ
D(LNTI) = C(1)*( LNTI(-1) - 0.288996528159*LNGDP(-1) - 0.733741557298 *LNVAT
(-1) - 0.936261300878 ) + C(2)*D(LNTI(-1)) + C(3)*D(LNGDP(-1)) + C(4)*D(LNVAT
(-1)) + C(5)

Dpendent variable lnti
Independent
Coefficient
P-value
C(1)
-0.662093
0.1753
C(2)
0.296397
0.4072
C(3)
1.724538
0.0615
C(4)
-0.302328
0.3280
C(5)
-0.072360
0.5086
LM serial correlation test Heteroskedasticity Test
Normality test
P- value =0.0365
P- value= 0.4010
P- value = 0.32248
Source: Author’s estimation
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BARGHAR SYSTEM AND SOCIAL MOBILIZATION PRACTICES
IN THARU COMMUNITY (A CASE STUDY OF JANAKI RURAL
MUNICIPALITY OF KAILALI DISTRICT)

Nathuram Chaudhary1

Abstract
Barghar system is the traditional and indigenous organizational system in the Tharu
community of Tarai region of Nepal. Traditionally, Barghars perform the role of adjudicator
of community disputes and issue decisions and verdicts, generally with community
consultations. Other functions are to determine the festival calender and perform rituals.
They lead the selection of persons with religious responsibilities and coordinate traditional
rituals and pujas (worship). They also manage and facilitate Tharu festivals, dances and
marriage ceremonies. This study aims to to describe the organizational and selection
procedure of Barghar System in Tharu Community of Kailali district, to identify the role
of Barghars in social mobilization of Tharu community and to assess the social mobilization
practices of Barghar system in Tharu Community Janaki Rural Municipality. A qualitative
approach which used a questionnaire, Focused Group Discussion was used as the main
instrument to identify the role of Barghars and social mobilization practices of Barghar
system in Tharu Community of Janaki Rural Municipality. 12 Barghars ( 6 ex-barghars
and 6 current Barghars) became the respondents from ward no.1 and ward no. 5 for this
research. Barghar plays the central role especially the role of executives, directional and
managerial in the social mobilization of Tharu community. Roles and responsibilities of
Barghars are categorized into various sectors such as administrative, leadership, judicial,
ritual and development and planning of the village.
Key words: Barghar system, social mobilization, Begari, Bhuiyar/Guruwa
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Introduction
Background of the Study
Barghar system is the traditional and indigenous organizational system in the Tharu community of
Tarai region of Nepal. Tharus are the inhibitants of Tarai region. The Tharu people are an indigenous
group inhabiting the Terai of Nepal. They represent 6.6% (1.7 million) of Nepal’s total population
(Nepal Central Bureau [CBS], 2011). Although Tharus comprise the second largest indigenous
community of Nepal (CBS, 2011). They are spread from the eastern zone, Mechi, to the farwestern zone, Mahakali, in the Nepalese southern plain region called Tarai. Tharu mostly live in
Jhapa, Morang, Sunsari, Saptari, Bara, Parsa, Chitwan, Rupendehi, Kapilvastu, Dang, Banke,
Bardiya, Kailali and Kanchanpur districts. There are also several sub-groups within the Tharu
population with variations in language, dialect, culture and religion (Dahit, 2009, p. 29-37).
Indigenous groups, including Tharu, have their own traditional socio-cultural systems for dealing
with their conflicts. The Tharu traditional village chief is known as Barghar in Bardiya. Village chief
of Dang is called Matwan. Mukhiya is the name for the village chief in Bara District. Other names
for village chief include Kalandar in Deukhuri and Bhalamansha in Kailali (Chaudhari, Aug. 2,
2011, “Voice of Tharu”). This research will focus on the Barghar system and social mobilization
practices in Janaki Village Municipality of Kailali district.
Over the generation, the Tharu community has developed the barghar system and their lives have
evolved around it. The traditional roles of barghars include coordinating with community members
to identify and prioritize community development deeds or activities and to manage
community labour inputs into projects such as road repair or construction or irrigation canals.
Priority is given to utilising the labour of the community while seeking other resources, such as
financing or material, from local authorities and NGOs (Dhakal et. al.2007).
Traditionally, barghars perform the role of adjudicator of community disputes and issue decisions
and verdicts, generally with community consultations. Other functions are to determine the festival
calender and perform rituals. They lead the selection of persons with religious responsibilities and
coordinate traditional rituals and pujas (worship). They also manage and facilitate Tharu festivals,
dances and marriage ceremonies. Khadka (2016) claimed that the Barghar-Mukhiya model is a
local, community-based, inexpensive and speedy process for resolving local conflicts.
Brief Introduction of Barghar System
Tharu is one of the largest groups of indigenous. They live from Mechi to Mahakali. Usually,
they live in Terai and Inner Terai of Nepal. All Tharus like to live in their own community and they
-20-
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have also their own different traditional system. They have most important traditional systems.
Some are declined, which are unknown about the rule of this system, due to orally (not Written).
Some traditional system had lost. Such as: Shoriniya system, Baidawa system, Kulapani system,
Guruwa system, Chaukidar system, etc. and one the traditional system which is being alive from
ancient time that is Barghar system. Barghar system is most important for village infrastructure of
development, nowadays. Barghar is the leader of the Village who has main role for Village
development, judgment, administration and social Mobilization.
Barghar system in the past time
Barghar system seemed in the Tharus community from long time ago. There was not fixed date
to start of this system and unknown introducer of this system. In ths context, UNRCHCO
(2011) stated that Tharus’ Barghar system has been their system of governance throughout
their known history and some sources refer to the institution as early as the 12thCentury.
Thus, Barghar and Maghi Sakranti have interrelation with each other from ancient time. Specially,
the Barghar is the leader of community. Barghar is chosen every year in the Magh Month till 15
days. Actually, in the past time villagers used to choose Barghar in the Maghi Sakranti or second
day of Magh called Maghi Dewani. They had discussed to keep past Barghar or not. They
made the plans a year of work strategies for their village from the second day of Magh. Barghar
asked all villagers one by one their problems or their satisfaction towards Barghar. If someone
had not satisfied the past community or village, his family could go other village or community
from his own village. In the past time all villagers respected the Barghar and they used to go
ahead according to Barghar.
Barghar system in present time
Barghar system is slight different from past time of Barghar system due to impact of political
factors. In present, every VDC of Barghar has made organization to include their authority in the
government policy. But government does not response towards them. The organization makes
the voice for their authority and security from the Government. Such as, Bardiya’s Rajapur held
the Barghar’s conference in 2067 Push 2 to 4 which is the National conference for Barghar.
They wish to make their authority or make it payable service with responsible in new constitution.
They demand to manage the Barghar system from Government policy. They also wish to include
their authority or security in the Government policy. If the Government includes this system in the
Government policy, this system may not decline in future in the Tharus community.
The first national barghar conference was held in Bardiya in December 2010, and issued a
TMC Journal, 2018
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manifesto with 19 demands (The Bhaura Tappa Manifesto 2010). In addition, the conference
formed a central committee - comprising 31 members - that met on June 2nd, 2011 in
Dang and formed the Federation of Barghar, Bhalmansa and Mahatawa. The meeting
emphasized that budgets should be allocated for the promotion of Tharu culture and self
governance at DDC level and recommended that budgets to develop and promote Tharu
culture be incorporated in the Government of Nepal (GoN) national plan (or “Red Book”) under
the Ministry of Culture after endorsement by Tharu traditional leaders ( United Nations
Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator’s Office [UNRCHCO], 2011).
The Barghar system is considered by many Tharus as integral to their economic, social, and
cultural life. The Barghar is responsible for village-wide affairs and their role, particularly in mobilizing
communities to contribute labour for infrastructure development and in mediating local disputes, is
well recognized within the community.
Statement of the Problem
The unwritten rules enacted by the indigenous Tharu community for centuries have been known as
the customary laws by which Tharu community resolve their conflicts within their villages. These
laws are based on a common cultural and ethical code that holds its members to binding rules.
Communities use this code to resolve disputes, evaluate actions for praise or blame, and impose
sanctions against those who violate established village rules. Due to impact of political situation and
political impact on Tharu community the traditional system of Tharu governance has been highly
affected. UNRCHCO (2011) stated the Barghar system was badly disrupted by the influx of
immigrants into the Tarai and the internal armed conflict. Kailali is one of the mostly densely
populated districts by the Tharus and also internal armed conflicted area of Nepal. In this context,
this study will focus on the Barghar system and social mobilization practices in the Tharu community
of Kailali district.
The Local Self Governance Act (1999), which effectively excluded Badghars from the local
decision making process, was a further blow. It has long been a complaint of Tharus and other
Adibasi Janajatis that the State has done a great deal of damage to traditional structures by
excluding them from local decision making processes and structures such as the Village
Development Committees (VDCs) and District Development Committees (DDC), which
have been largely taken over by political parties. Likewise, the various resource management
committees and dispute resolution or paralegal committees set up by the State or supported by
donors have also served to displace Badghars from their previous functions. There is significant
potential for tension between mainstream political parties and Tharu communities over the
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role of traditional structures as the two institutions seek to play the same role and occupy the
same space. In this context, the major concern of this study was the Barghar system and social
mobilization practices in Janaki Rural Municipality of Kailali district.
Objectives of the study
The main objectives of the present study are as follows:
1) to describe the organizational and selection procedure of Barghar System in Tharu Community
of Kailali district.
2) to identify the role of Barghars in social mobilization of Tharu community.
3) to assess the social mobilization practices of Barghar system in Tharu Community of Janaki
Rural Municipality.
Research questions
The research questions are as follows:
1) What are the organizational structures of Barghar System in Tharu community?
2) What are the selection procedures of Barghars in the Tharu community?
3) What are the roles of Barghars in social mobilization activities?
4) What are the various social mobilization practices of Barghar System in Tharu community?
Justification of the Study
Participatory planning and decision making to deliver quality public services and to improve
local infrastructure is a keystone of the devolution of governance to the local level in Nepal. The
LSGA and its rules (1999) stipulate that local people must be involved in VDC-level decision
making through settlement-level and ward meetings to discuss and identify their needs and to
get them addressed in the annual VDC development plans. This study is helpful for encouraging
active community participation and effective utilization of local resources in resolving the
development issues. This study is helpful for realizing and activating the Barghars in social
mobilization activities of Tharus.
The result of this research study will provide the base for the improvement of Tharu village and
continuity of Indigenous Barghar system. Along with this, stakeholders of local governing body
will get the benefit in supporting their annual plan and documentation of the indigenous knowledge
about social mobilization phenomena of Tharus.
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 Peace and Social
Security

Fig.1 Conceptual Framework of the Study

Delimitation of the Study
The delimitations of this study were as follows:
- Densely populated Tharu wards (one and five) of Janaki Rural Municipality of Kailali district
was the study area.
- Wards of Janaki Rural Municipality were selected by convenience method of sampling for the
study.
- 6 Barghars and 6 Ex-Barghars were the key respondents for the study and they were selected
purposively
- The study was based on field study only.
Review of Literature
Tharu Barghar-Mukhiya Indigenous Model
According to Khadka (2016) explored the Tharu Barghar-Mukhiya Indigenous Model. The model
is developed based on the study of Three districts i.e. Bara, Dang and Bardiya districts. As illustrated
below, the model consists of Rituals and Festivals, a central theme, and five interrelated themes.
He concluded that the theme, Rituals and Festivals, is central to the model because it is through
rituals and festivals that Barghar-Mukhiyas make important decisions (Khadka, 2016, p.181).
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5
PROCESS/RECON
CILIATION
self-determination,
consensus-based,
win-win

6
PARTICIPATION/
ACCEPTANCE

1
RITUALAS/FEST
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compassion,
peace and harmony

4
STRUCTURE/BA
RGHARMUKHIYA
oral traditions,
cooperation,
respect for elders

2
DIALOGUE/IN
C

3
IDENTITY/S
ECU

LUSION
co mmunity,

RITY
culture,
religion

egalitarianism

Figure 2. Tharu Barghar-Mukhiya Indigenous Model (Khadka, 2016, p.181).
According to the model illustrated above, the themes Dialogue/ Inclusion, Identity/Security,
Structure/Barghar-Mukhiya, Process/Reconciliation, and Participation/Acceptance have dynamic
relationships with the central theme, Rituals and Festivals. The model reflects the traditions and
customs (Ritual/Festivals) of the Tharu people. It promotes Tharu identity (Identity) and embodies
self-determination (Process) through Barghar-Mukhiya’s decision-making power (Structure). The
model meets most of Tharu community’s basic human needs including identity and security because
it is based on ingrained values — community, egalitarianism (Dialogue and Inclusion), oral traditions,
cooperation, and respect for elders (Structure), consensus-based (win-win resolution -process)
and procedures (Process). All these values support and are reinforced by the Tharu rituals and
festivals.
Tharu Research on Barghar System
Dahit (2009) viewed as Tharu community of Barghar system is derived from many years of
experience and transforming from one generation to another. Under which each Tharu easily accepts
and follows all the norms and values of it. It does not require written rules and regulations to
enforce them to follow all the norms and values of Tharu organizational system (p.160).
Rajaure (1981) claimed that Mahatanwa was the leader of village for the administrative, justice,
and development construct; solve problem for villagers and other functions of village. When emerging
the rule of Prithivi Narayan Shah unified the Nepal, the tribe of indigenous in Nepal, gradually loss
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their Identity and culture. Many more valuable cultures and customs are lost from the ethnic of
Nepal due to the over loaded of the Hinduization and Sanskritisation. Hinduisation was accompanied
by the colonization of tribal areas” (as cited in Bhattachan, 2006).
UNRCHCO (2011) reported that Tharu have formed Bhaura Tappu Menifesto 2010. The Barghar
National Conference held on 17-19 December 2010 issued a manifesto outlining 19 demands.
Key demands include that the new constitution acknowledge the barghar system, including
their development coordination and implementation roles. The manifesto seeks to have Barghars
appointed as ex officio members in DDCs, Municipalities and VDCs based on their population.
The manifesto demands constitutional provisions for affirmative action such as competition
for recruitment to be limited to janjatis (indigenous groups) to ensure easier access to jobs within
the security forces, administration, judiciary and education sectors for the marginalized Tharu
community and bring them into the mainstream of national development. It also calls for
Tharus to have proportional representation in government institutions.
audhary (2069BS) identified the Rights and Duties of Barghariya and other sub-ordinates which
are as shown in the figure below:
Rights and
duties of
Barghariya

Leadership role

Traditional
Community
Leader

Judicial role

Modern Leader

Planning &
Development
role

Internal
resource
Mobilization

External
resource
Mobilization

Ritual role

Conducting
Puja

Conducting
Folk Dances

Administrative
role

Unity role

Ritual supports

Fig.3 Rights and duties of Barghariya and other sub-ordinates (Chaudhary, 2069BS, p.104)
Chaudhary (2069 BS) claims that the organization system of Barghariya system in the Tharu
community of Dang, Banke, Bardiya, Kailali, Kanchanpur, Surkhet and Rupandehi . He claimed
that Selection and formation and implementation process are similar in the above dirstricts.
Research Gaps
Most of the literature indicates that the Barghariya system of Tharu community is theri own identity.
This system has great role for local governance of Tharu community without any legal provision of
Nepal. Barghar system has been in practice from a long time in the Tharu community. There is the
lack of investigation of Barghar system and social mobilization practices in Janaki Village Municipality
of Kailali District. Thus, The researcher investigated the Practices of Barghar system in social
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mobilization of Tharu community.
Methodology
Selection of study Area
Especially, most of the Tharus live in Mid-Western and Far Western Region. Such as, Dang,
Bardiya, Banke, Surkhet, Kailai and Kanchanpur .Out of these districts, Kailali district was selected
for the study area. It lies in Far-Western region. Because of some limited budgets and limited time
whole Kailali district is not possible for research .So I selected only one Rural Municipality of
Kailali district.
The population of Tharu is large in the selected study area. So, that I have long experience about
the social, economic and educational condition of Barghar of Tharu community. As the result the
data collection became more and more accurate and not too tedious work.
Research Design
The study was based on both descriptive as well as exploratory research design. Descriptive
design was applied to trace organizational structure of Barghar system and exploratory was applied
to find out the social mobilization practices of Barghar system in the Tharu Community.
Population of the Study
The population of this study comprised all the Barghars and ex-Barghars of Janaki Rural Municipality
of Kailali district.
Sampling
Ward number 1 and 5 of Janaki Rural Municipality were selected by convenience method of
sampling and 6 Barghars and 6 ex-Barghars were selected by purposive sampling method.
Methods of Data Collection
Primary data were collected from the extensive field work and all other necessary information was
collected during field survey. However, different types of books, journals, and newspaper were
used as secondary data course of research study. Both primary and secondary data were collected
for the analysis.
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Sources by Primary Data
The major sources of the primary data were Key Informant Interviews, about Barghar system, the
condition of Barghar educational status, Selection process; Social mobilization practices etc. were
extracted from the respondents.
Sources of Secondary Data
Secondary data are the sources containing such data which were collected and complied for
another purpose. The available information about the study area from experiences of Barghar’s
published in an articles were utilized in the respective context.
Tools and Techniques of Data Collection
In this research the following data collection tools and techniques were used.
Questionnaire
Questionnaire was used to dig out the organization and selection procedure of Barghar in the
Tharu community. The instrument was divided into two sections. Section A was on the demographic
information of the respondents. Section B contained close ended questions. Actually, the technique
was used to find out the Barghars’ general information, Barghar selection process, social mobilization
activities and Barghar’s participation in the village works.
Focus Group Discussion (FGD)
For the general information group discussion was conducted among the Barghars and Ex-Barghars
of two wards of Janaki Rural Municipality.
Key Informant Interview
To explore the working style of Barghar in present and past time, role of Barghar in village, important
of Barghar system, problems of Barghars, participation of villagers in developmental work etc .
The interview provides the actual information. Key informant interview was done with Barghar
and Ex-Barghars.
Variables and Measures
For this research the variables related with the demographic information of the respondents (Age,
Gender, religion, experiences). For the research question the variables will be the Barghar system
(Organization and selection procedure) and social mobilization practices (Administration, Planning
and Development, Judicial Activities, Ritual Activities, Social Unity, Social Control, Leadership,
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Decision making, Participatory Activities, Conflict Management, Peace and Social Security).
Data Analysis Procedure
Descriptive Analysis was used as analysis techniques in this research. The descriptive analysis was
followed to transform raw data by summarizing; rearranging, categorizing and presenting into the
more understandable format. Descriptive statistics was used to describe the demographic data of
the respondents. Data analysis was the main part of research methodology to draw meaningful
result from the collected data are manually tabulated and prepared in an appropriate from to
analysis. Besides, these charts and diagrams were presented from the findings generated by the
computer excel program.
Results and Discussions
Mostly all the respondents accepted that Barghar system is the typical and their own communal
administrative system. Over the generation, the Tharu community has developed the barghar system
and their lives have evolved around it. They also claimed that the system as their own tradition
connected with their lives.
Barghar and the Selection Procedure
The selection process of the Barghar/Bhalmansa is similar process in the selected villages. Maghi
is the greatest festival of Tharu community. After celebrating the festival, Leader of the village for
administrative, developmental and judiciary work, is selected within the Hindu calendar month
Maghi.
Barghar is either selected by consensus or elected by villages for a year. A Barghar is
elected by the kisanwas (household chief) or household members among themselves. Most of
the Barghars are male but nowadays women and non Tharu are also elected in certain villages as
the respondents claimed. The selection process is based on the democratic system during the
Magh month. According to the respondents, the selection process of Barghar/Bhalmansa can be
presented as follows:
Firstly, the old Barghar announces the meetings of the kisanwas with the help of Chirakya
(messenger). The chirakya conveys the message of the old barghar to each and every kisanwas for
selecting the new Barghar for their village. Kisanwas or representatives of house hold chief are
gathered at old Barghar’s home. This occasion is known as the Maghi Dewani in Tharu community.
TMC Journal, 2018
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Each year the Barghar’s work is reviewed, and if found satisfactory, they support the old Barghar
again for one year. If the villagers are unsatisfied with the Barghar’s roles and responsibility, then,
they elected the new personal through the general agreement of them. Voting system is also followed
by the kisanwas in case of selecting the new village leader i.e. Barghar. Mostly Barghar is elected
by doing free and open discussion. The tenure of the Barghar is one year but nowadays villagers
decide their own for their convenience. The researcher found that the tenure might be the two
years or more than two years. Traditionally, the tenure of any Barghar is agreed for one year only.
In case of some villages the tenure of the Bharghar is two or more than two years.
In this way, the researcher concluded that Tharu people elected their leader by following the
norms of Democracy for one or more year on the general assembly of the village. It is one of the
scientific and Democratic systems that take place in the public forum.
The Barghar and other actors in the Barghar System
Along with the Barghar of the village, other actors are elected for the executive member of the
Baghar system. The researcher found that the ex-Barghars and the current Barghar’s view towards
the actors elected in the Maghi Dewani are slightly different. Both the Barghars views towards
Actor proposed for the Barghar system can be summarized in the following ways:
Table 1:The Barghar and other Actors of the Barghar System
S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7.
8.
9.

Designtion in the Barghar System Ex-Barghars Current Barghars
Barghar /Bhalmansa (The Leader)
√
√
Vice Barghar/ Tole Barghar
X
√
Likhandariya (Secretary)
√
√
Bhuiyar/Guruwa (The Priest)
√
√
Kesauka (Assistant Priest)
√
√
Chaukidar (Messenger)
√
√
Chirakya (Assistant of Guruwa)
√
X
Lohara (Blacksmith)
√
X
Darjiwa (Tailor)
√
X

Source: The field report 2017
From the aforementioned table the designation in the Barghar system of Tharu can be seen differ in
different period. Some of the designations are not found in the new generational Barghar system.
Most of the respondents claimed that the reasons behind this are as follows: due to impact of
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increase in population density in the village, uplift of educational status of the youths, development
of professionalism for making agricultural tools for farmers and clothes for villagers. As a result,
Lohara and the Darjiwa are not fixed in the Tharu Community nowadays.
Provision of Salary for Barghars
In the ancient time, the Barghars played the role as a leader and social worker as their personality.
The ex-Barghars noted that they didn’t claim salary from the villagers. Nowadays, each household
chief agreed that fixed amount of grains (Tihai in Tharu) whatever they decided in the Maghi
Dewani, is provided to the Barghar in his home at the end of the year of Tharu calendar. There is
the provision of providing fixed amount of money to the Barghar to acknowledge his services in
some villages instead of Tihai.
Roles of the Barghar
The general assembly of the household chief of a village decided the roles and responsibilities of
the Barghars and the other actors of Barghar System of Tharu community. Barghars and exBarghars views are found similar towards the roles and responsibilities of Barghars which can be
tabulated as follows:
Table 2: Roles of the Barghar
S.
Roles
N. Desination
1 Barghar
/Bhalmansa
(The Leader)

Administrative
Role
Calling
meetings
for
various issues
- management of
Begari
(community
labour )
-coordinate
people
-role
of
executives,
directional and
managerial.

Leadership
Role
-leading
the
community
-held
village
assembly
-decising making
in
various
developmental
plans of society
such as irrigation
system
-delegation to the
concerned offices.

Judicial
Role
-typical cases
and disputes
are resolved
-domestic
violence
-conflict
management
-debate
on
farmland

Ritual
Role
-leads the selection
of Guruwa/Bhiuyar
-coordinate
traditional
rituals
and
poojas
(worship)
-manage
and
facilitate
Tharu
festivals,
dances
and
marriage
ceremonies.

Planning &
Development
coordinating
with
community
members
to
identify and
prioritize
community
development
needs
or
activities
and
to
manage
community
labour

Source: The field report 2017
The table shows that Barghar is chief leader of the village and he/she mobilizes the villagers in
various social aspects. Barghar plays the central role especially the role of executives, directional
and managerial in the Barghar system of Tharu community.
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Roles of Other Actors in Barghar System
Under the Barghar system including Barghar other actors are also elected in the village assembly.
Roles of Other Actors in Barghar System are listed as follows:
Vice Barghar/ Tole Barghar: supportive role for Barghar
Likhandariya (Secretary) : record keeping of Minutes & writing letters
Bhuiyar/Guruwa (The Priest): vicarious role for unifying villagers, conduct traditional rituals and
poojas (worship)
Kesauka (Assistant Priest): supportive role for Bhuiyar/Barghar
Chaukidar (Messenger): Convey the messages to the household chief and supportive role for
Barghar and Guruwa
Barghar and Social Mobilization Practices
Roles and responsibilities of Barghars are categorized into various sectors such as administrative,
leadership, judicial, ritual and development and planning of the village. Along with this, Barghar
plays a vital role in social mobilization of Tharu community. Barghars’ responses towards social
mobilization practices in the Tharu community can be analyzed as follows.
1. Time management for social mobilization
Barghars manage their time for social mobilization as a social service whatever they have committed
in Maghi Dewani. Barghars claimed that they work as a social leader in various judicial and
developmental planning activities around the year.
2. Social Mobilization Activities
Barghars mobilize the villagers and household chiefs in the following activities:
Road and bridge construction
Internal resources mobilization
Participating villagers for Sanitation programme
Announcing for Begari in developmental activities
Organization and celebration of feasts and festivals
Community ritual activities
Gravelling the roads
Traditional irrigation system management
Judicial activities
Collaboration with external donors’ activities
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3. Social issues and problems solved By the Barghars
Barghars mostly faced the various social problems and issues found in the Tharu community.
Barghar announces the meetings of the household chiefs for solving the social problems which are
as follows:
Quarreling of people
Conflict management
Family Separation
Love marriage cases (Urrhi urrha cases in Tharu)
Divorce and reunion of spouses
Stealing cases
Irrigation problems
Issues related with land and road
Problems created by pet animals
Aforementioned issues and problems are solved by the Barghars through democratic and cooperative
way. At first, Barghar provide the opportunity to put the views of the people who are involved in
the certain cases. Then, Barghar collects the ideas of the household chiefs who are participated in
the meetings. Finally, Barghar provide the justice to the villagers for the case. If he/she is not
satisfied with the Barghar’s decision, he/she goes to the police station for the justice. Barghar and
the elders of the village cooperate and play as mediator with the police to clarify the cases
4. Social traditions, festivals and Rituals of Tharu Community
Barghar leads the selection of Bhuiyar/Guruwa, kesauka, Chiraki and chaukidar of the village.
Barghar takes part in common worship like Hareri puja, Dhuriya puja, lawangi puja etc. and he/
she held the Guruwas to maintain this village’s puja for public. He/she manage and facilitate the
marriage ceremony, folk dances, particular feasts and festivals of the Tharu community. In the past
time, Barghar used to maintain all the festivals and rituals in the village. According to ex Barghars,
he used to manage wedding and funeral ceremony by providing free labour from the villagers like
Begari. At that time every people of the village respected and obeyed the Barghar’s decisions, but
now no one do the activity as past. Current Barghars are facing the difficulties for this type of ritual
and social traditions.
5. Gender Inclusion in Social Mobilization
Barghar enhances the participation of women in general assembly of the village as well as other
social development activities. There is the provision of participating in village meetings and begari
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for household chief or women. There is no gender discrimination in the Barghar system of Tharu
community.
6. Barghar and other Tharu Organizational System
From the ancient time, there is the provision of Kulapani Chaudhary organizational system (Deshawar
system), Family organizational system and Agro-farming organizational system in the Tharu
community. Barghar coordinates with the related organizational system and manage the free labour
i.e. begari for the completion of the activities of the system. If any household chief or representatives
are absent then there is the provision of punishment to pay certain amount of money i.e. khara in
Tharu language. Barghar strictly implement this rules and regulation to enhance the public participation
in other organizational system of Tharu community.
7. Problems and challenges faced by the Barghars
In the past time villagers respected and obeyed the Barghar system. But now villagers thought and
behaviour towards Barghar system has been changed as ex-Barghars claimed. This is because of
local political leader’s participation in village development programme and there is lack of legal
authority for Barghar system in Rural Municipality Office. Respondents pointed out the problems
and challenges in social mobilization practices which are as follows:
lack of provision of legal authority
intervention of local political parties
lack of sufficient facilities for Barghars
negligence of government towards the indigenous Barghar system
presence of mixed society in Tharu village
lack of participation of educated Tharu people
impact of local body of government
unknown towards the developmental strategies of Rural municipality.
managing free labour to support developmental plan.
The responses gathered from the Barghars and ex-Barghars shows that the traditional Barghar
system of Tharu community is being in critical condition. Being the indigenous and identity of Tharu
community, this system is alive now but Barghars face many problems and challenges. If the
government gives the fertile this system to include in the government policy, then it helps in protecting
the indigenous system of Tharu community.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
The Barghariya system is the one of the ruling and governing system of Tharus. All of indigenous
traditional organization systems have been declined or lost but the Barghar is the most important
traditional organization system of Tharu. The mostly same rule and regulation is being applied
from and ancient period. This system has been playing developmental, Judiciaries and safety and
security among the Tharus.
Barghar system is real identity of Tharu community. Tharus governing system is excluded and
Tharus have are deprived from development and decision making bodies. Tharus may stop to
decline this system in the society. For this, Tharu community should make the voice to keep the
Barghar system in the government policy and Government should give this system legalize in the
policy too. Along with this, it is needed to strengthened and included by the government. The
planning’s done by Barghars should be included in the Rural Municipality Assembly and should
be included in the planning’s too.
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A GLIMPSE ON HEALTH CARE FINANCING IN NEPAL
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Abstract
This article highlights the important components of Nepalese healthcare financing and
aims at examining the health care financing system in Nepal in terms of share of government
health care expenditure per capita, household out-of-pocket expenditure, and ratio of
total health care expenditure to Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The recent data shows
that Government of Nepal allocates meagre 1.11 percent of GDP from government coffer
for health care financing where out-of-pocket payment is 3.47percent of GDP and it is
about 60 percent of total health care expenditure. It implies that people are heavily
dependent on their own source for health care financing. Public Health Expenditure as a
percent of Total Health Expenditure 40 percent. Public Expenditure on health as Percent
of Total Government Expenditure is 11 percent, Total Health Expenditure (government
and out-of-pocket) is 5.8 percent of GDP. The annual per capita government health care
expenditure is US$ 44 for 2015. This figure is extremely low in comparison to the other
parts of the world like European Union US$ 2192, Western Pacific Region US$ 1338,
American Region US$ 1192 even African Region US$114 and South East Asian Region
US$ 175 for the same period. This infers that the health care financing in resource-poor
country like Nepal relies heavily on household out-of-pocket payments which often results
in financial catastrophe for poor and economically vulnerable households. The government
needs to make serious effort to bring drastic change in policy priority to improve health
care financing to ensure quality change in this sector taking into consideration allocative
efficiency and technical efficiency the essential parameters to ensure efficiency in health
care financing schemes.
Key Words: Government expenditure and Health, Gross Domestic Product per-capita,
Household out-of-pocket payments, Public Goods
JEL Classification: D13, H41, H51, I 18
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Introduction
Health is both a direct component of human well-being and a form of human capital that increases
an individual’s capabilities. Better health significantly contributes to economic development and to
the reduction of poverty and income inequality. Health care financing has an important role to play
in transforming the health care system into one which provides efficient and effective health care to
poor and vulnerable people in Nepal. Health care financing in resource-poor country like Nepal
relies heavily on household out-of-pocket payments which often results in financial catastrophe
(Adhikari, 2010). According to WHO (2017), Nepal’s Domestic General Government Health
Expenditure (GGHE-D) is 1.11 percent of Gross Domestic Product, Domestic General Government
Health Expenditure (GGHE-D) per capita at current price is US $8.05, Total Current Health
Expenditure (TCHE) as percent of Gross Domestic Pocket (GDP) is 6.14, Current Health
Expenditure (CHE) per capita at current price US $ 44.42, and household Out-of-Pocket payment
is 60.41 percent of TCHE. The main institutions of Nepal that delivered basic health services in
2072/73 were the 104 public hospitals, the 303 private hospitals, the 202 primary health care
centers (PHCCs) and the 3,803 health posts. Primary health care services were also provided by
12,660 primary health care outreach clinics (PHCORC) sites (DoHS, 2016). Nepal has made
gradual and steady improvement in health indicators such as life expectancy, infant/child mortality,
and maternal mortality. The recent studies have made some findings regarding healthcare financing
implication such as increasing the real per capita income by 10 percent, will cause the Infant
Mortality Rate (IMR) to fall by 7 percent, child mortality rate (CMR) by 11 percent, and life
expectancy rate (LER) will increase by almost 2 percent. Increasing the ratio of health budget to
total budget by 10 percent, CMR will decrease by 4.5 percent, and LER will increase by 0.6
percent. If more service is provided by increasing health services, for example increasing number
of beds by 10 percent, IMR will fall by 4 percent and LER increase by 1 percent (MoHP, 2010).
The results show that in recent years, public health institutions have less capacity to improve
intermediate health outputs because of a shortage of human resources, number of health institutions,
and institution-related inputs. Equity and efficiency are not in conflict. Improvement of institutional
capacity in the delivery of health services (at least increasing the numbers of institutions and manpower
in the institutions) can shift the health production function ensuring equity in health care services
across regions. Allocation of resources according to needs can improve equity and efficiency of
health outputs; however, a blanket policy will not have such a capacity (MoHP, 2010. The financing
method chosen is of critical importance because it determines the collection of revenue, the riskpooling arrangement and the distribution of the cost burden, and the purchasing of services. This
national health policy 2071, a complete revision of the national health policy 2048, has been
introduced to promote, preserve, improve and rehabilitate the health of the people by preserving
the earlier achievement, appropriately addressing the existing and newly emerging challenges and
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by optimally mobilizing all necessary resources through a publicly accountable efficient management
(DoHS, 2072/73). The Constitution of Federal Republic of Nepal 2072 has declared right to
health as a fundamental right. Government of Nepal has set forth several health related targets in
accordance with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Therefore, health financing cannot
be dealt separately as it has got to do with good governance, economic growth, social inclusion
and financial protection to the vulnerable. Health service is considered as a public good and
government needs to actively participate to avoid market failure.
The global pattern of healthcare financing in terms of government expenditure, out-of-pocket
payments and share of GDP shows great variation across the region. In fact, across the globe there
are great variations on the amount countries spend on health. In high income countries per capita
health expenditure is over USD 3000 on average, while in resource poor countries it is only USD
30 per capita (Xu& Saksena, 2011). There is also wide variation in health expenditure with
respect to economic development. Some countries spend more than 12 percent of GDP on health,
while others spend less than 3 percent on health. According to WHO (2017) the nations of European
region allocate 7.94 percent of GDP as Current Health Expenditure where as $ 2192 as annual
health expenditure at current price. Similarly, Western Pacific Region (Asia) allocate 5.70 percent
of GDP as Current Health Expenditure where as $ 1338 as annual health expenditure at current
price. But, South East Asian Region and African Region allocate less resource for the same
(Table 1).
Table 1 Comparative International Health Financing Status
Regions and Nation
European Region
Western Pacific Region(Asia)
Americas Region (North, Central and
South America)
Americas Region (Non-Latin, Caribbean)
Eastern Mediterranean Region
Western Pacific Region(other than Asia)
South East Asia Region
African Region
Nepal

7.94 %
5.70%

$ 2192
$1338

Average
GDP per
capita
USD(2015)
$27017
$19143

7.61%

$1172

$12179

5.77%
5.35%
8.38%
4.48%
6.18%
1.11%

$656
$562
$471
$175
$114
$ 44.42

$10851
$12120
$6832
$3096
$2200
$730

Average CHE Average CHE
as a percent of
per capita
GDP (2015)
USD(2015)

(Source: WHO, 2017)
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It is essential to formulate workable and functional health care financing policies to ensure access
to better health care facility to foster conducive environment for producing active, productive and
creative human resource that is essential to accelerate GDP growth rate of any economy. Everyone
knows importance of health as a basic right for life. Therefore, identifying appropriate policies on
how to finance and provide healthcare is a key to success for government of Nepal for achieving
health related SDGs targets. This paper aims at examining the health care financing system in
Nepal in terms of share of government health care expenditure per capita, household out-ofpocket expenditure, and ratio of total health care expenditure to Gross Domestic Product.
Review of Literature
Theoretical Literature
Adam Smith, the leading classical economist asserted that size of productive labour and productivity
of labour is the major determinant of wealth stock of any nation. He has implicitly emphasized the
importance of healthy human resource for economic growth and development. In fact, qualitative
human resource is both means and end of economic growth and development. According to
Amartya Sen health is a kind of empowerment that gives value to human life. It leads to individual
growth capacity and economic security for the individuals and families (Asefzade, 2008). Wagner
(1958) predicts that the development of an industrial economy will be accompanied by an increased
share of public expenditure in gross national product that The advent of modern industrial society
will result in increasing political pressure for social progress and increased allowance for social
consideration by industry.
Newhouse (1977) asserted that health expenditure is growing at a faster rate than GDP and
emphasizes to curb the growth of health spending. Hence, it is crucial to identify the factors explaining
the increase of the latter. He found that over 90 percent of the variance in per capita medical
expenditure is explained by variation in per capita Gross Domestic Product. He concluded that
per capita income is an important factor determining healthcare expenditure (HCE) in developed
countries and concluded that the income elasticity of national HCE is greater than one. These
results were consistent to an earlier study by Kleimen (1974). These studies established the
precedent viewing income as a major determinant of health care expenditure and have been
reinforced by the results of numerous studies. The emergence of endogenous growth theory with
the publication of Romer (1986) and Lucas’s (1988) seminal paper formalized the importance of
human capital in the economic growth of nations. Barro (1991) and Barro and Sala-I-Martin
(1992) pointed out that economic growth of a country is affected by environment factors and
available amount of physical and human capital. Theoretical literature suggests that expenditure on
healthcare is a function of income. A number of researches within health economics indicate that
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there are variations in per capita health care expenditure, which could be mostly explained by
variations in per capita GDP ( Gerdtham & Jonsson,2000).There is debate amongst health
economists, academia, and health policy makers regarding determinants of per capita healthcare
expenditure. Leu(1986) extended Newhouse’ analysis to inquiry whether other variables than
income have any significant impact on healthcare expenditure: the share of the elderly in the
population, share of public financing and delivery, dummies for centralized systems and so on.
Leu insisted that non-income variables are significant, but of minor quantitative importance, and
income elasticity exceeds one.
Health financing refers to the “function of a health system concerned with the mobilization,
accumulation and allocation of money to cover the health needs of the people, individually and
collectively, in the health system… the purpose of health financing is to make funding available,
as well as to set the right financial incentives to providers, to ensure that all individuals have
access to effective public health and personal health care” (WHO, 2000).
Empirical Literature on Health care Financing in International Context
Hooda (2015) found that the fiscal capacity of a particular state turns significant in influencing
the public expenditure on health in India. That is, the government health expenditure increases
with the increase in the per capita fiscal capacity of a particular state. He concluded that among
the determinants of health expenditure, the per capita income and fiscal capacity of a particular
state turns positive and significant in determining the per capita public. Sghari et. at., (2013)
underscore that health expenditure is growing at a faster rate and emphasized to curb the growth
of health spending. They also stated that it is crucial to identify the factors explaining the increase
the health spending. They explored health spending, the overall spending on medical, whatever
their nature (ie, mainly spending on hospital, outpatient, pharmacy and medical goods
expenditures) or the mode of financing (socialized expenses, reimbursed by private insurance or
direct payments to households). Angko (2013) examined the demand-side macroeconomic
determinants of publicly financed healthcare expenditure employing annual time series data of
Ghana from 1970-2006 and an error correction model that captures both short-run and longrun relationships; the analysis clearly captures the demand-side factors that motivates decision
to allocate financial resources to the health sector. The main finding highlights the dominants of
per capita income (Per capita GDP) and other macroeconomic factors such as health status of
the population and age structure of the population in influencing the decision to invest in healthcare.
Xu & Saksena (2011) estimated static as well as dynamic panel data models to study the
factors associated with per capita total health expenditure, government health expenditure and
private out-of-pocket health expenditure (OOP). Their results suggested that health expenditure
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in general does not grow faster than GDP after taking into consideration other factors. Government
health expenditure and out-of-pocket payments follow different paths. The pace of health expenditure
growth is also different for countries at different levels of economic development.
Milne and Molana(1991) also reports that healthcare is a luxury goods. A majority of empirical
studies carried out in the 1980s and 1990s also examined the effect of national income on HCE by
including other determinants of health spending like demographic factors. Parkin et. al., (1987)
pointed out that there is a diversity and heterogeneity concerning healthcare. Medical services vary
greatly in the mix of services provided, so that analyses are hampered by comparing countries
which produce essentially different product.
Empirical Literature in the National Context
World Health Organization (2017) estimated that Nepal’s Domestic General Government Health
Expenditure (GGHE-D) is 1.11 percent of Gross Domestic Product, Domestic General Government
Health Expenditure(GGHE-D) per capita at current price is US $8.05, Total Current Health
Expenditure (TCHE) as percent of Gross Domestic Pocket (GDP) is 6.14, Current Health
Expenditure (CHE) per capita at current price US $ 44.42, and household Out-of-Pocket payment
is 60.41 percent of TCHE.
Adhikari (2010) states Nepal National Health Account suggests that the government contributes
less a quarter of total health spending, while out-of-pocket contributes almost 60 percent of total
health spending. He states that health care financing has an important role to play in transforming
the health care system into one which provides efficient and effective health care to poor and
vulnerable people in Nepal. The functions of health care financing – the collection of revenue, risk
pooling and purchasing are all critical to policy design. Risk pooling is a mechanism in which
revenue/contributions are pooled so that the risk of having to pay for health care is spread among
users. A number of organizational entities exist that can provide risk pooling options. These include
tax-based financing, social health insurance, and private health insurance, among others. Purchasing
is how funds are used to purchase effective health services from public and private providers.
Data and Methodology
This study is basically based on secondary data. The researcher has taken into consideration the
secondary data of the variables on per capita health care financing like Nepal’s Domestic General
Government Health Expenditure (GGHE-D) as a percent of Gross Domestic Product, Domestic
General Government Health Expenditure (GGHE-D) per capita at current price, Total Current
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Health Expenditure (TCHE) as a percent of Gross Domestic Pocket (GDP), Current Health
Expenditure (CHE) per capita at current price, and household Out-of-Pocket payment as a percent
of TCHE. The secondary data ranges from time period 1995 to 2014. The relevant data are
collected from Ministry of Health and Population, Ministry of Finance annual publication, World
Health Organization, and Central Bureau of Statistics and National Planning Commission publication.
Data are manly analyzes showing correlation and ration among the variables of interest.
This study is expected to provide general understanding to estimate and forecast the per capita
health care expenditure and its various determinants in the context of Nepal. It is expected that the
findings of the study will be of tremendous helpful to concerned stakeholders that are responsible
to make decision on allocation of resources in public health care expenditure. It also will be a
useful technique to assist public health care planning agencies. In short, this proposed study will
widen and sharpen understanding regarding relevancy and significance of public healthcare
expenditure. The findings of the study are expected to provide basic guidelines for public authorities
responsible for making decision on healthcare expenditure.
Result and Discussion
Private Health Expenditure as a Percent of GDP
Private health expenditure includes direct household (out-of-pocket) spending, private insurance,
charitable donations, and direct service payments by private corporations. Private Health
expenditure in Nepal was 3.46 percent of GDP for 2014. Its highest value over the past 19 years
was 4.23 in 2004, while its lowest value was 3.43 in 2012.
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Public Health Expenditure as a percent of Total Health Expenditure
Public health expenditure consists of recurrent and capital spending from government (central and
local) budgets, external borrowings and grants (including donations from international agencies
and nongovernmental organizations), and social (or compulsory) health insurance funds. Total
health expenditure is the sum of public and private health expenditure. It covers the provision of
health services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, nutrition activities, and emergency
aid designated for health but does not include provision of water and sanitation. The value for
Health expenditure, public (% of total health expenditure) in Nepal was 40.33 as of 2014. As the
graph below shows, over the past 19 years this indicator reached a maximum value of 48.18 in
2011 and a minimum value of 24.91 in 2000.

Public Health Expenditure as Percent of Total Government Expenditure
Public health expenditure consists of recurrent and capital spending from government (central and
local) budgets, external borrowings and grants (including donations from international agencies
and nongovernmental organizations), and social (or compulsory) health insurance funds. Health
expenditure, public (% of government expenditure) in Nepal was 11.18 as of 2014. Its highest
value over the past 19 years was 16.02 in 2011, while its lowest value was 7.61 in 1996.
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Public Health Care Expenditure as Percent of GDP
Public health expenditure consists of recurrent and capital spending from government (central and
local) budgets, external borrowings and grants (including donations from international agencies
and nongovernmental organizations), and social (or compulsory) health insurance funds. Health
expenditure, public (% of GDP) in Nepal was 2.34 as of 2014. Its highest value over the past 19
years was 3.24 in 2011, while its lowest value was 1.35 in 2000.
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Total Health Expenditure as Percent of GDP
Total health expenditure is the sum of public and private health expenditure. It covers the provision
of health services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, nutrition activities, and
emergency aid designated for health but does not include provision of water and sanitation. Health
expenditure, total (% of GDP) in Nepal was 5.80 as of 2014. Its highest value over the past 19
years was 6.73 in 2011, while its lowest value was 5.31 in 1995.

Conclusions
Nepal being a resource poor country, healthcare financing status is extremely poor and critical.
Evidence shows that health care financing has got less priority. The annual per capita government
health care expenditure is US$ 44 for 2015. This figure is extremely low in comparison to the other
parts of the world like European Union US$ 2192, Western Pacific Region US$ 1338, American
Region US$ 1192 even African Region US$114 for the same year. Nepal being a resource poor
country, allocation of resources for health care services is always critical and frequently unstable
due to nuances annual budget process, small fiscal space, uncertainties in contributions of external
development partners. The government needs to formulate appropriate health care financing scheme
to ensure the efficient, equitable, and effective use of health care resources; however, each popular
health care financing scheme has some advantages and disadvantages. In fact, the designing of
health care financing strategy to fit with the country specific features is not straight forward. The
government needs to make serious effort to bring drastic change in policy priority to improve
health care financing to ensure quality change in this sector taking into consideration allocative
efficiency and technical efficiency the essential parameters to ensure efficiency in health care financing
schemes.
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Abstract
This paper portrays on contemporary issues and discrepancies in Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs) with References to Community Campuses of Nepal focusing on their
existing governance system and legitimacy. Government need to have strong and explicit
legislation to regulate almost all academic and administrative affairs of community
campuses. This is essential ingredient to open the door for quality assurance of higher
education system of Nepal. This study paper has taken into consideration these very
aspects of community campuses. The specific objectives of the study were; to assess the
existing governing system of community campuses and to identify issues and discrepancies
of community campuses. This study is based on survey of selected community campuses of
provinces seven and five of Federal Republic of Nepal. The main objective of this study is
to explore the scope of existing governing system and identify the issues and discrepancies
of community campuses of Nepal. There is found great variation and discrepancies in
campus management committee formation process and its components, campus chief
selection process and its tenure. Likewise, perception of teachers towards their career
development was found to be gloomy. There is found substantial variation on workload of
teacher and their recruitment process. The transparency and accountability, the hallmark
of good governance are found to be poor amongst the respondent campus. The campuses
have suffered a lot due to lack of financial sustainability. If this situation recurs for long in
higher education arena, it would be catastrophic for nation as whole. Thus, existing scenario
paves way to make inference that it is a high time for government and need to prepare
strong legislation framework to regulate and address issues and discrepancies of overall
governance of community campuses of Nepal.
Key Words: Higher education, Public goods, corporate governance, community campus,
legislation
JEL Classifications: D61, H11, H75, I 23, J71
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1. Introduction
Governance in higher education institutions (HEIs) refers to the structure and processes of decision
making and the establishment of policies to guide the overall activities of the HEIs. Globally there
is emergence of sense of corporate governance in HEIs to ensure integrity and adherence of rule of
law. The corporate governance in HEIs predominantly refers to the internal structure, organization
and management of autonomous institutions that includes governing board with a team of
administrative chief and teaching and non teaching staff, faculty members, department head, and
usually some form of organization for student representation. Good governance features like
accountability, transparency, equity and inclusiveness, responsiveness and participation, rule based
should be adopted (Saraswathi, 2016). Education imparted after the higher secondary level or the
12th standard or PCL is considered as Higher education in Nepal.
In a very short history of higher education, Nepal made different experiments in this regard. In the
beginning there were only government colleges, and later the government allowed community
colleges to be run. In 1970 all the colleges were nationalized but after a few years it was realized
that the state could not take all the responsibility of education and no we have three different kinds
of educational institutions government funded, community managed and institutionalized (private)
(Bhattarai, 2014).
At present, there are nine universities viz. Tribhuvan University (TU), Nepal Sanskrita University
(NSU), Kathmandu University (KU), Purbanchal University(PU), Pokhara University(PoKU),
Lumbini Buddha University (LBU), Farwest University(FWU), Mid West University(MWU) and
Agriculture and Forestry University (AFU) and four autonomous academic institutions viz. National
Academy of Medical Science(NAMS), B P Koirala Institution of Health Science(BPKIHS), Patan
Academy of Health Science(PAHS) and Karnali Academy of Health Science(KAHS) that offer
higher education in Nepal(UGC, 2016). Thus, in Nepal there are nine universities and four
universities like degree granting medical academies as the apex higher education institutions.
The universities have two types of campuses: constituent campuses; campuses directly managed
and administered including financial management by the concerned university; and affiliated
campuses; campuses whose academic programs are affiliated to a university, but managed and
administered including financing either by private individual/organization (private campuses) or by
local community stakeholders (community campuses). The academic activities of both types of
campuses are governed by the rules and regulations of the concerned university. But, in fact there
is lacking precise legal provision to form governing body of affiliated campuses. The university act
of Nepal does not have any clear and precise provision for their registration too. Nepal is lagging
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behind in the context of development of the framework of corporate governance for Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs). In the year 2015/16, there are altogether 1407 higher education campuses, 98
constituents (6.97 percent) campuses, 777 private (55.22 percent) and 532 community (37.81
percent) campuses (UGC, 2017, p.7). Among the types of campuses, share of student enrollment
in the community campuses is 30.71 percent, share of constituent campuses is 33.72 percent, and
share of private campuses is 35.56 percent. Furthermore, there are altogether, with 361077 students
enrolled in different academic programs in higher education (UGC, 2017, p.17). The affiliated
campuses are managed by Campus Management Committee (CMC) that is either private or
community based, accordingly they are called private campus or community campus. The
Community campuses are Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) that begin to be establishment in
Nepal especially since 2037 B S to meet increasing demand of higher education aspirant Nepalese
youth. Thereafter, Nepal witnessed rapid growth of community campuses to meet ever increasing
demand of higher education and due to inability government to establish constituent campuses
across the nation.
Table 1 Trend and Growth of Higher Education and HEIs Indicator
Indicators
Total Student
enrollment
Total Number of
Campuses
Constituent
Campuses
Affiliated Campuses
Total Number of
Teachers
Number of
Graduates

2009/10

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

2015/16

376869

407934

444994

560110

458621

395365

361077

967

1087

1134

1276

1369

1369

1407

88

90

90

96

98

98

98

895

1012

1044

1180

1271

1271

1309

14528

15365

16042

9157

9157

9157

9142

76045

65382

62115

61553

58802

72579

90428

(UGC Nepal, 2017)
Tribhuvan University is the first university of Nepal and was established in 2016 BS (1959 AD) in
order to fulfill the demand for higher education in the country. After its inception, many constituent
campuses were established across the country and 60 constituent campuses were established till
2050 B S. The constituent campuses could not accommodate the increasing demand of higher
education. As a result, there was begun to be established affiliated campuses to meet the increasing
demand of higher education from 2037 B S. Since then, there is seen upsurge in the number
community campuses across the country. There is significant rate of growth of higher education in
terms of student enrollment, number of campus (constituent and affiliated), number teachers and
number of graduates. Therefore, it is necessary prepare strong legal framework for ensuring justice,
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uniformity and integrity in HEI governance system of Nepal.
The existing laws, by-laws and regulations of various universities of Nepal are not clear regarding
nature and formation system of governing body of community campuses. The nature and formation
system of governing body are not uniform in all community campuses across the nation. Universities
of Nepal have not made separate division for affiliation, monitoring and regulation of community
campuses. The community campuses are suffering from legitimacy problem as their registration
agency is unclear. There is issue in the recognition of hierarchy of designation of teaching and
nonteaching staffs of community campuses. It has given rise to several types of anomalies in the
higher education institutions (HEI). It leads to severe undermining of intellectual and technical
contribution made by teaching and nonteaching staff of community campuses thereby degrading
academic performance. Likewise, the community campuses are using substantial community as
well as government resources for their operation and management. The sole umbrella organization
to coordinate HEI in Nepal, University Grants Commission of Nepal has been disbursing huge
fund to community campuses across the nation in order to upgrade quality of education. To ensure
its efficient utilization, there should be strong and legally recognized governing body of community
campuses. To ensure this, precise and clear legal provision is necessary. Therefore, there are some
pertinent questions that are to be answered to solve issues and discrepancies relating to governing
system of community campuses of Nepal. The pertinent questions to be answered are as follows:
a) How is the existing status of governance system of community campus of Nepal?
b) What should be the governing body of community campuses to ensure best practice?
c) Where to be registered the community campuses for its legitimacy and its acknowledgement of
all the performance?
d) How to ensure integrity and recognition of designation of teaching and non- teaching staff of
community campuses?
e) What should be financial sustainability provision of community campuses?
The general objective of this study is to explore the scope and identify the existing governing
system of community campuses of Nepal to upgrade quality of education and efficient utilization of
community and government resources. The specific objectives were; to assess the existing governing
system of community campuses of Nepal and to identify ongoing issues and existing discrepancies
of community campuses relating to various aspects of governance and management.
Good governance is a key to holistic and sustainable growth and development of any institutions.
According to United Nation Development Programme (UNDP), transparency, law based,
responsive, accountability, participatory, effective and efficient, equity and inclusive and consensus
oriented are the essential elements for good governance of any organization. Therefore, it is essential
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to adhere this globally agreed element of good governance. HEI is complex in terms of people,
processes, structures and systems. HEIs are now regarded as enterprises that produce and distribute
public goods which are knowledge (Basheka, 2014). It is a matter of fact that for better
performance in higher education, the institutions have to balance their academic mission and executive
capacity, and the government needs to maintain the equilibrium between excellence and equity
(OECD, 2003). In Nepal, the governance system of HEIs is not precise and clear. Even, their
legal existence is at risk. The precise and clear governance system is a key to ensure rule of law,
efficient and effective utilization of resources and upgrade quality of higher education as well. This
proposed research work has focused to get the answer of the above mentioned research questions.
The research is mainly limited to community campuses affiliated to Tribhuvan University located in
current provinces number 5 and 7 particularly Dang, Banke, Bardiya, Kailali and Kanchanpur
district of Nepal.
2. Review of Literature
Academia and Scholars have forecasted that an unprecedented and powerful confluence of forces
political, economic, public policy, regulatory, technological, and consumer choice will drastically
reshape the landscape of higher education governance in coming years. These forces will cause a
seismic shift in governance and accountability for Nepalese colleges and universities. Board members
will need additional skills and competencies for leading their institutions through the more treacherous
terrain of a new governance world. Several scholars (Kezar and Eckel 2004; Lapworth 2004)
pointed out that the due to the influences of public sector reforms, concept of shared and participative
governance a new form of governance has emerged, i.e. the notion of corporate governance of
institutions, that has increasingly become a more dominant approach to tertiary level of education
management.
Vedanatham & Saraswathi (2016) asserted that higher education is beacon that guides a society to
a better future and the aims of higher education can be achieved through good governance in
higher education institutions. Therefore good governance features like accountability, transparency,
participation, equity and inclusiveness, efficiency and effectiveness, responsiveness and law based
should essentially be existed in HEIs.
Zaman (2015) studied on ‘Quality guidelines for good governance in higher education
across the globe’ and revealed that governance indicators act as a strong contributor for increasing
educational effects, which further assist in formulating the policies towards the internationalization
of universities. It is concluded that greater Voice and Accountability, political stability, government
effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law and control of corruption enhance educational outcomes,
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which ultimately benefit the major regions of the world that have internationalized their universities.
Berger et. al., (2014) study explored models of educational management used in the post secondary
educational institutions in the five Northeast provinces of the People’s Republic of China. The
study explores the complexity and diversity that characterized Chinese higher education with
important implication for ongoing education reform within China. As higher education in the People’s
Republic of China expands and undergoes significant changes, a nuanced understanding of the
organizational structures in Chinese higher education is increasingly important. This qualitative
study included group interviews with university administrators from institutions in each of the five
northwestern provinces.
National University of Singapore (2013) underscored that policies related to the reform of
higher education systems worldwide are increasingly being driven by ambitions to facilitate and
strengthen knowledge economies and societies. Two aspects of this broad development agenda
are the emergence of supra-national, regional-scale higher education visions, policies, programs
(which generate distinctive mobility patterns), and new forms of experimental inter-regional
relationship building.
Eurydice (2008) studied on ‘Higher Education Governance in Europe’ and stated that the
role of higher education in the society of knowledge is recognized both at European and Member
State levels. This level of education is called upon to make a significant contribution to achieving
the Lisbon objectives in terms of growth, prosperity and social cohesion. The study highlights the
process of modernization at work in higher education in Europe and analyses in particular the
structures of governance, the methods used to fund higher education institutions and their
responsibilities vis-à-vis academic staff. It also draws attention to the wide variety of models of
governance, for example as regards private fund-raising, or decision-making bodies inside
institutions. It further emphasizes that important national debates are under way concerning the
strategic policies of higher education, which involve a wide range of stakeholders. The study thus
enhances the existing knowledge of the processes of governance in higher education and is original
in terms of its geographical coverage, through surveying 30 European countries in the Eurydice
Network.
3. Research Methodology
This proposed study is exploratory in terms of study design as there is acute dearth of literature in
this context in Nepal. In other words, there has not been traced out this type of study in the
Nepalese context so far. The study was focused on the existing corporate governance status of
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Community campuses affiliated to Tribhuvan University as a representative of Higher Education
Institutions in Nepal based on the findings. The study assessed the perception of stakeholders on
current provision, issue relating to it and necessary reform for better practices. The study populations
for this were the Community Campuses affiliated to Tribhuvan University where as the samples are
fourteen community campuses located in province number 5 and 7 of Federal Republic of Nepal.
This study is qualitative in nature. The source of data and information of this study were collected
from some selected community campuses of provinces 5 and 7 of Nepal. The key informants were
chairperson of campus management committee, Campus chief, chairperson of public campus
teachers association, chairperson of public campus non-teaching staff association and chairperson
of free students union. This study was based on qualitative as well as quantitative data. The relevant
primary data were collected from selected community campuses of the study area and the relevant
secondary data were collected from concerned institutions and their publication such as University
Grants Commission of Nepal, Ministry of Education, Tribhuvan University, Ministry of Finance,
publication of Nepal Public Campus Association, publication of concerned campuses.
The relevant data were collected using tools like structured questionnaire that consisted with close
ended and open ended both category of question to fulfill the objectives of research. Like-wise,
check list, e-mail, telephone inquiry also were adopted wherever required. The procedures of
data collection were field visit, direct personal interview with key informants, indirect oral interview,
schedule fill up through e-mail. The quantitative data were processed by editing and tabulating by
entering them into Excel 2007 package for their further analysis. This study is mostly qualitative in
nature. Therefore, the qualitative information was analyzed adopting content analysis for qualitative
nature of data. There were adopted narrative analyses also if necessary.
The main variables of the study are related with corporate governance framework of community
campuses. They include transparency of campus activities, legal status of campus and its management
committee, responsiveness to the stakeholders, accountability framework of campus activities,
participatory approach in campus activities, effectiveness and efficiency of resource utilization,
equity approach in the service delivery and inclusive and consensus in the formation of management
committee. Likewise, the study also will focus on financial disciplines which include annual budget
formulation and its adherence, auditing and report publication.
In Nepal, an umbrella organization for regulating, funding and policy making of University and
HEIs is UGC. The UGC has recently initiated development and implementation of performance
based public funding in higher education, it has become imperative to have the data reliable and
verifiable. Likewise, the government of Nepal (GoN) has recently endorsed and started to implement
the national higher education policy that has emphasized on its need for the development of better
TMC Journal, 2018
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higher education management information system (HEMIS). In addressing the needs of GoN,
UGC has launched the Higher Education Reform Project (HERP 2015-2020), a national priority
project for supporting implementation of the higher education policy aims to build a comprehensive
and coordinated HEMIS extending from UGC to the universities and to their respective campuses
that is open and accessible to all stakeholders including educational planers, researchers, critiques,
faculties, and students. This proposed study will be a corner stone to support the aforementioned
task.
4. Result and Discussion
Existing Governing Body of Community Campuses
There is observed wide range of variation regarding the provision of Campus Assembly (CA) or
General Assembly (GA) in order to formulate governing body or campus management committee.
That has given rise to several problems in the management activities (Table 2).
Table 2 Provision of Campus Assembly/General Assembly in Respondents

Response Category
Yes
No
Provision of Campus / General Assembly (Percent) 78.57 21.43
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Participation of Stakeholders in the Campus
Proportional participation of all the stakeholder of concerned institutions is globally accepted
approach to ensure good governance of each and every institution. In this regard, there is found
relatively less participatory in the sample observations. In more than 35 percent campus guardians
are excluded, in more than 28 percent campus donors are excluded and so on. This is clearly
visualized in Table 3 below.
Table 3 Participation of Stake holders in CA or GA
Response category in Percent
S.N.
Participation
Yes
No
1
Guardians
64.28
35.72
2
Donors
71.42
28.53
3
Educators
64.28
35.72
4
Social Leaders
64.28
35.72
5
Local organization
57.15
42.86
6
Teachers
64.28
35.72
7
Non-teaching staffs
57.15
42.86
8
Students
57.15
42.86
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
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Campus Management Committee Formation
There is found wide range of variations regarding inclusion of stakeholders in CMC. The significant
numbers of campuses are lacking participation of key stake holders of HEI like president of
professor union, chairperson of student union and chairperson of non-teaching staff in the campus
management committee formation process (Table 4).
Table 4 Campus Management Committee Formation Process of Respondent Campus

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5

Response Category in percent
Yes
No
Chairperson
85.71
14.29
General Members
85.71
14.29
President of Professor Union
78.57
21.43
Chairperson of Free Student Union
78.57
21.43
Chairperson of Staffs
35.71
64.29
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Participation

Process of Campus Chief Selection
There is found wide scale of variation in the process of campus chief selection amongst the respondent
campuses. This gives rise to instability and ad-hoc in campus management and adversely affects
imparting of quality education in HEIs. In more than 57 percent campus chairperson recommends
to appoint campus chief, in more than 14 percent campus chairperson of teacher union recommends
for the same and more than 35 percent don’t have clear provision in this regard (Table 5).
Table 5 Process of Campus Chief Selection in Respondent Campus
S.N.
Participation
Yes (percent) No(percent)
1
Recommendation of Chairperson of CMC
57.14
42.86
2
Recommendation of Teacher Union
14.30
85.70
3
Undecided
35.70
64.30
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
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Tenure of Campus Chief
There is found wide range of variation regarding tenure of campus chief that reflects serious
discrepancy in campus governance system of community campuses of Nepal. The data reveals the
fact that in 50 percent campuses 4 years tenure followed by 3 years in 28 percent and 2 years 14
percent. At the same time, 7 percent don’t have any clear provision (Table 6).
Table 6 Tenure of Campus Chief of Respondent Campus Chief
S.N. Tenure of Campus Chief (year) Response Percent
1
3 years
28.57
2
4 years
50.00
3
5 years
14.29
4
undecided
7.14
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
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Provision of Administrative Designation and Tenure
The data reveals that there is wide range of variation regarding provision and tenure of assistant
campus chief, department head, chairperson of subject committee, Head of Practice Teaching,
and Head of Examination section that reflects serious discrepancy in campus governance system
of community campuses of Nepal (Table 7).
Table 7 Provision of Administrative Designation and Tenure of Respondent Campus
Response in Percent
S.N.
Administrative Designation
Yes
No
1
Assistant Campus Chief
92.86
7.14
2
Department Head
78.57
21.43
3
Head of Practice Teaching
85.71
14.28
4
Chairperson of Subject Committee
7.14
92.85
5
Head of Examination Section
7.14
92.85
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Campus Legislation System
Campus governing system is best reflected by community campus legislation system which is
proxy of rule based institutional management. In other words, the universally accepted norms and
values is to have provision of constitution, rules, by-laws and regulation to ensure law based
activities. The data reveals the fact that substantial proportion campuses are lacking this very
important aspect that makes the environment of lawlessness and promotes uncertainty (Table 8).
Table 8 Provision of Campus Constitution of Respondent of Campus

Response in Percent
Yes
No
1
Provision of Campus by-laws(BIDHAN)
100
00
2
Regulation(NIYAMAWALI)
42.86
57.14
3
Directives (NIRDESIKA)
7.14
92.86
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Human Resource Recruitment Process
S.N.

Contents

Human resource recruitment system reflects equity and level of transparency in the community
campuses while recruiting human resource in such campus. The data reveals the fact that still there
is acute discrepancy in this regard (Table 9).
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Table 9 Recruitment Process of Teaching and Non- teaching Staffs
Response Category
S.N. Recruitment Process
Yes
No
1
Advertisement
92.86
7.14
2
Written Test
92.86
7.14
3
Oral Test
92.86
7.14
4
Others
7.14
92.86
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Scope of Career Development for Teaching and non-teaching staff
Educational institutions provide career development to assist teaching and non-teaching staff with
their educational development. Career development is the process that forms a person’s work
identity. It is a significant part of human development and spans over the individual’s entire lifetime.
Career development refers to the lifelong process of managing learning, work, leisure, and transitions
in order to move toward a personally determined and evolving preferred future. In educational
development, career development provides a person, focus for selecting a career or subject(s) to
undertake in the future. In this study, there is found severe discrepancies’ in career development
opportunity. The data shows that 36 percent campus has no promotion, grading, training and
reward, more than 85 percent have no provident fund provision and more than 70 percent have
study leave provision (Table 10). This is a matter of serious concern with a view to upgrade higher
education quality.
Table 10 Scope of Career Development in Respondent Campus
Response Category
S.N. Provision of Campus
Yes
No
1
Promotion
64.29
35.71
2
Grading
64.29
35.71
3
Training programme 64.29
35.71
4
Reward
64.29
35.71
5
Provident Fund
14.29
85.71
6
Study Leave
28.57
71.43
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Opportunity of Fellowship for Career Development
Globally, Higher Education Institutions are regarded as knowledge producing industry. In this
regard, community campuses are also important ingredient of HEIs. But, in Nepal, faculties of
Community campuses have extremely rare incentive and opportunity for research activities and
thereby barred the career growth and development.
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Table 11 Provision of Fellowship for Career Development
S.N.
1
2
3

Response Category Percent
Yes
No
According to Tribhuvan University Legacy
7.14
92.86
According to By-Laws and Regulations of Campus
42.86
42.86
Unclear
35.7
64.86
Provision of Campus

(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Establishment of Integrity of Protocol and Hierarchy
Establishment of integrity of protocol and hierarchy of teaching and non- teaching staffs is an
important ingredient of social justice and equity that is also regarded as an indicator of good
governance. Almost all respondents feel that there are serious discrepancies in this regard in the
their respective community campuses. The faculties and non-teaching staff are suffered a lot due to
such bias. It can be visualized with the help of following data (Table 12).
Table 12 Agency for Establishing Integrity of Protocol and Hierarchy

S.N. Provision of Campus
1
2
3

According to TU
According to UGC
Unclear

Response in Percent
Yes
No
64.29
64.29
7.14
92.86
28.57
71.43
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)

Work Load of Faculties
There should be uniformity in terms of work load of faculty members of HEIs. It is an important
indicator of equity and justice. The data reveals the fact that there is serious discrepancy in this
regard in the community campuses that running across the country (Table 13).
Table 13 Provision of Work load of Teaching Staffs (Weekly)
S.N.
Work load
Response in Percent
1
Weekly15 Period
14.28
2
Wekly18 Periods
64.86
3
Weekly 24 periods
7.14
4
No clear provision
14.28
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
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Financial Sustainability Positions
There is found serious problem in terms of financial sustainability in the community campuses. The
data reveals that only 62 percent campuses have somehow managed corpse fund. Likewise,
about 92 percent campuses are receiving some grants from UGC Nepal and almost all campuses
are dependent on tuition fee from students to manage operating expenses of campus. Other sources
are Community forestry (CF), District Development Committee (DDC), local bodies and income
from land and building (Table 14).
Table 14 Financial Sustainability Positions of Respondent Campuses
S.N.
Financial Provision
Multiple Response (Percent)s
1. Corpse Fund
64.28
2. Income From Land and Building Rent
42.85
3. Monthly Fee of Student
100
Local Body
64.28
DDC
71.48
4.
Subsidy
UGC
92.85
CF
50
Others
50
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
Public Hearing of Community Campuses
Public hearing procedure reflects that transparency and social accountability aspect of community
campuses. In other words, there should be excellent public hearing procedure to ensure transparency
and accountability. The data also reveals fact that there is extremely poor public hearing procedure
(Table15).
Table 15 Procedure of Public Hearing of Annual Financial Report of Campus
S.N.
Particular
Response in Percent
1
Annual Financial Publication
49.98
2
Social Auditing
35.85
3
Others(General Assembly, News paper, website,
21.42
Annual Programme)
(Source: Field Survey, 2017)
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Legality of Community Campuses of Nepal
Community campuses began to be established rapidly since 2037 B S across the country in order
to meet the higher education demand in Nepal. Community campuses were established taking
affiliation from concerned universities in conventional basis. But, such campuses are lacking strong
legislation base. That created several discrepancies in various aspects of institutional management.
In this regard, the stakeholders have different view regarding registration of community campuses
(Table 16).
Table 16 Response on Registration Authority of Community Campus for their legality
S.N.
Particular
Response in Percent
1
Concerned University
14.28
2
University Grants Commission of Nepal
21.42
3
Separate Authority
7.14
4
Undecided
57.12

Funding From University Grant Commission of Nepal
University Grants Commission of Nepal is single source of government finance for Nepalese
community campuses. It has been playing appreciable role to upgrade the standard of community
campuses of Nepal. In this study, more than 92 percent campuses found to be received from UGC
Nepal in average fund received is NPR 9.6 Lakhs annually (Table 17).
Table 17 Recipient of fund from UGC Nepal
S.N. Response Category Response in Percent
1
Yes
92.86
2
No
7.14
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Pattern of UGC Fund utilization
The fund provided by UGC is mostly used for salary and allowance payment and Infrastructure
Development (ID). Thereafter, it is used for Performance enhancement (PE) Student Teaching and
Learning (STL) (Table 18).
Table 18 Pattern of UGC Fund utilization by the Campus
S.N.
Particular
Response in (Percent)
1
Infrastructure Development(ID)
14.28
2
Salary and Allowance(SA)
14.28
3
Performance enhancement(PE)
7.14
4
Student Teaching and Learning(STL)
14.28
5
ID and SA
14.28
6
ID+PE+STL
7.14
7
ID+STL
7.14
8
SA+STL
21.42

Contemporary Issues and Problems of Community Campuses
Based on the findings of this study, Community campuses of Nepal are facing several anomalies
and discrepancies. The major problems and issues of community campuses are as follows:
Problems in the regular payments of salary to teaching and non-teaching staffs
Lack of adequate budget for monthly payment of salary.
Lack of sustainable income sources of campuses.
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Fluctuation in the student enrollment rate.
Due to lack of adequate fund inability to pay increased salary.
Less number of students to make up regular class running expenditure.
Due to lack of regular source of income inability to pay salary and remuneration timely.
Students enrollment is decreasing in general subjects thereby fall in the income from monthly fee
collection.
Problems in the Formation of Management Committee
Problem in organization of campus assembly.
Lack of understanding among the stakeholders.
Problems to identify the key stake holders.
Excessive political intervention.
Problems in the Construction and Management of Physical Infrastructure
Lack of adequate classroom.
Lack of well equipped library.
Lack of furniture and fixture.
Lack of application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT).
Problems in the Faculty Development
Lack of research and publication activities.
Lack opportunity of M.Phill and Ph. D. study leave.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations
There are several issues and discrepancies in the existing governance system of Community
Campuses which are proxy of HEIs of Nepal. Government need to have strong and explicit
legislation to regulate all most all academic and administrative affairs of community campuses. This
is essential to open the door for quality assurance of higher education system of Federal Republic
of Nepal. These types of discrepancies should not go for long in higher education arena, and
otherwise would be catastrophic for nation as whole. Therefore, it is a high time for government for
appropriate policy shift in this regard. In other words, it is desirable to prepare strong legislation
framework to regulate and address ongoing issues and discrepancies of overall governance system
of community campuses of Nepal.
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Recommendations for Reform Measures of Community Campuses
Based on the opinions, views and perceptions of stakeholders of community campuses, necessary
steps to be taken to ensure uniformity in the formation of Campus governing laws are as follows:
Concerned University Authority must formulate and implement strictly Campus Governing laws.
Public Campus Association must facilitate to formulate and implement strictly Campus Governing
laws.
Conducting seminar, workshop for carrying out discussion on modality of Campus Governing
laws and by-laws.
Conducting discussion between Public Campus Association and Public Campus professors
Union to formulate and implement strictly Campus Governing laws.
Concerned UniversityAuthority must designate Public Campus Association in order to formulate
and implement compulsory Campus Governing laws.
Initiation of UGC is necessary to set up the criteria for uniformity.
Holding discussion among Chairpersons of campus, campus chief, and professors Union to
bring uniformity.
Reform Perspective of TU towards Community Campus
Equal treatment to constituent and community campus.
UGC must carry out for Stratification and grading of community campuses based on their
performance.
Necessary steps to be taken to uplift quality education and reduce the drop out ratio.
Emphasis should be given to allocate sufficient fund to community campuses from national budget.
Equivalence of designation of teaching and non teaching staffs of constituent and community
campus.
Equal opportunity of participation in training, seminar, symposium and educational activities as
concerned university.
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TRAFFIC FLOW MODELS

Athma Ram Adhikari 1
Abstract
Traffic flow is the study of the movement of individual drivers and vehicles between
two points and the interactions they make with one another.Traffic flow models can be
used to simulate traffic, for instance to evaluate ex-ante the use of a new part of the
infrastructure. Models can be categorized based on, firstly, representation of the traffic
flow in terms of flows (macroscopic), groups of drivers (macroscopic) or individual drivers
(microscopic) and, secondly, underlying behavioral theory, which can be based on
characteristics of the flow (macroscopic) or individual drivers (microscopic behavior).
Microscopic traffic flow variables focus on individual drivers. Macroscopic traffic
flow variables reflect the average state of the traffic flow. A macroscopic traffic flow
model is a mathematical traffic model that formulates the relationships among traffic
flow characteristics like density, flow, mean speed of a traffic stream etc. such models are
conventionally arrived at by integrating microscopic traffic flow models and converting
the single-entity level characteristics to comparable system level characteristics.
Key Words: Traffic, Traffic flow models, Macroscopic model, Microscopic model, Traffic
speed, Traffic density, Traffic flow rate, Extreme point, Maximum flow rate, Linear car
following model.
Introduction
We like to drive our own vehicles on a traffic arteries. Sometimes we can drive in maximum
velocity and sometimes this velocity approaches to zero. To analyze the traffic flow in arteries, we
deal with two types of modeling.
They are:
i) Macroscopic modeling
ii) Microscopic modeling
i) Macroscopic Modeling
The macroscopic modeling of traffic assumes a sufficiently large number of cars in a lane or on a
road such that each stream of autos can be treated as we would treat fluid flowing in a tube or
stream.
Macroscopic models are expressed in terms of three variables for a whole line of traffic:
Variables
1
Rate of flow: The number of cars passing a fixed point per unit time, called the rate of
flow, denoted by q(x , t).
1 Associate Professor, Tikapur Multiple Campus, Tikapur, Kailali
athmaram286@gmail.com
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Speed of traffic flow: The distance covered per unit time by a car, called speed of traffic
flow, denoted by v (x , t).
3
Traffic density: The number of cars per unit length of road, called traffic density, denoted
by ρ(x, t).
Conservation of Cars
The conservation principle states that the change in the number of cars within that stretch of
road results from the flow of traffic into and out of that road interval, and from the generation or
consumption of cars within the interval. In horrific mega-accidents that occur during severe fogs or
major storms, we assume that the cars are neither generated nor consumed within that interval
2
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EMPLOYEES PERFORMANCE AND MOTIVATION: A CASE OF
MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATION OF TIKAPUR MUNICIPALITY

Damodar Kandel1
Abstrac
This study is designed to explore the employee’s performance on the basis of motivation.
Questionnaires were distributed to 100 employees from 20 manufacturing organization
located in Tikapur Municipality. Descriptive statistics and correlation were used to analysis
the data. Using correlation and regression equation, best employee’s performance depends
salary, training, working condition and other facilities. The result showed that factor of
motivation made positive effects on employee’s performance.
Key Words : Manufacturing organization, Employees performance, Motivation, Salary,
Working condition
Introduction
The Manufacturing organization plays a vital role for producing finished goods and delivering
goods services to their customers. The manufacturing service is one of the most competitive and
highly globalized sectors due to the extensive use of information technology systems by firms
operating in this sector. Level of technology has become the red rock for the companies in the
production sector at the global level, but human capital still remain the driving force in the highly
digital financial service industry.
Every organization and business wants to be successful and have desire to get constant progress.
The current era is highly competitive and organizations regardless of size, technology and market
focus are facing employee retention challenges. To overcome these restraints a strong and positive
relationship and bonding should be created and maintained between employees and their
organizations. Human resource or employees of any organization are the most central part so, they
need to be influenced and persuaded towards tasks fulfillment. The organization design different
strategies to compete with the competitors and for increasing the performance of the organization
with achieving prosperity.
Lecturer, Tikapur Multiple Campus, Tikapur, Kailali
e-mail: kandelraju88@gmail.com
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A very few organizations believes that the human personnel and employees of any organization are
its main assets which can lead them to success or if not focused well, it will decline the performance
level of the employees. Unless and until, the employees of any organization are satisfied with it, are
motivated for the tasks fulfillment and goal achievement and encouraged, none of the organization
can progress or achieve success. The focus of this study is to enlighten that how an organization
through its employees can achieve success and effectiveness.
Many manufacturing industries believe that the key to improve staff performance and productivity
in any area is motivation rather than ability. Motivation is the force that energizes, direct and
sustains a person’s effort towards the achievement of a goal Bergstrom, (2001). A highly motivated
person will work hard towards the achievement of organizational goal, given the ability and adequate
understanding of the job. Therefore, the challenge for today’s management is to administer
motivational programs which will encourage employees to improve their work performance and
productivity.
The organizations, whether they produce services or products there is need of human capital in the
process. The success or failure of the organization will be determined by the organization that how
an organization motivate their employees Bosweell, W.R. and Boudreau, J.W. (2005) Hence, it is
very important to know what motivates the members of an organization, and if all people are
motivated by the same factors or if there are differences among people, which can be related to
some common characteristic, such as sex, cultural differences or level of education.
The motivation is likely to have effect on the delivery of manufacturing service and the outcome on
customer care and performance of work. Herzberg, F.,Mausner, B. and Snyderman, B. (1959)
indicates that having fewer dis-satisfiers does not motivate a worker to do a good job, but only to
stay in it. Worker performance clearly depends on their level of motivation, which stimulates them
to come regularly, work diligently, be flexible and be willing to carry out the necessary tasks.
Katz, R. (2005) demonstrates that a motivated worker is easy to agility, dedication, enthusiasm,
focus, zeal, and general performance and contribution to organizational objectives and goals. All
organizations are concerned with what should be done to achieve sustained high level of performance
through people. This means giving close attention to how individuals can be motivated in a best
way such means as incentives, rewards, leadership and importantly, the work they do and the
organization’s context within which they carry out that work. Today’s uncertain and turbulent
business environment brought about the current global economic crisis makes it even more critical
for employees to find ways of gaining full potential from their employees. Thus, understanding what
motivated employees to work at or near their peak level is a critical issue for business society.
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Further, women are much lesser likely to be in a relationship, about one third of the women
managers in the study was single compared to only one tenth for the men. Women see having a
family as a career related dilemma. Men in the study did see payment and redundancy threats to
create a bigger pressure than their women colleagues since; they had to provide for their family.
Women did see their sex as a disadvantage and that they had to perform much better than their
men colleagues to get the same recognition Friedlander, F., (1966). The success of any business
or organization as a matter of fact depends largely on the motivation of the employees. Human
resources are essential to the prosperity, productivity and performance of any company. Motivation
is the key to creating an enabling environment where optimal performance is possible.
Every employee or worker have a set of motivation and personal incentives that ginger them to
work hard for the organization. Most of the employees are motivated by cash incentives but other
is motivated by recognition. Employees incentive program go a long way towards ensuring employees
feel appreciated cared for and deemed worthwhile. This can go a long way to help with employee
motivation across the board. The greatest thing about motivation is that it is individualized as such
programs are tailored to suit the needs and wants of employees. Motivation does not only encourage
productive performance but also show employees how much the company cares. Perhaps the
most vital impact of employee motivation is that of increased productivity or performance.
Employee motivation promotes workplace harmony and increase employee performance. It is the
key to long term benefit for the organization. Motivated employees means staff retention and
company loyalty, which in the short run will give birth to growth and development of business
(Jishi, 2014). It is that employee motivation is very essential to the growth, development and
success of any business entity even if it is small or big. In the business world workplace human
resources are the most valued and cherished resources for successful organization. Motivated
employees are productive, happy and highly committed to their job.
The people are motivated to seek social equity in the rewards to receive for high performance. To
get recognition, promotion, social relationship and intrinsic reward various inputs needs to be
employed by the employees to the job as time, experience, efforts, education and loyalty. Work
motivation does not determine employee’s level of performance, but it does influence employees’
effort toward performing the task.
Statement of the Problem
Nepalese manufacturing sector is becoming more competitive than the past and they are found to
be competing with each other by providing quality goods. There is difficult to sustain in the
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competitive market without satisfying the customers. Therefore, there is a great need to focus the
efforts to build up best human resource to achieve the goal of the market. It will be successful if
employees are satisfied with the organization.
Hence, the present study is going to analysis the employees’ performance in manufacturing sector.
The study is conducted to answer the several questions.
1) What are the main motivating factors that influence the employees’ performance of the
organization?
2) What is the relationship between motivation and organization performance?
3) How to increase the profitability of the organization?
4) Which factors motivate more to employees?
5) Does motivation have positive impact on the employee performance?
6) Is there any particular factor that influences more in determining employees’ satisfaction in
relation to employee’s motivation?
7) What types of motivational packages are offering to the employees?
Study Model
In this study, the model has been used to test the theoretical relation between the employee
motivations with employee performance. There is function of salary, promotion, working
environment, carrier development, training, incentives and recognition. The theoretical statement
may be framed as under:
Y = „ (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, )
Where,
Y= Employee performance
X1= Salary
X2= Promotion
X3= Working environment
X4= Career development
X5= Training
X6= Incentives
Objectives of the Study
The main objective of the study is to find out the relation between motivations with organizational
performance of organization.
1) To examine the relationship between motivation of employees and organizational performance.
2) To examine the effect of employee’s motivation on organizational performance.
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3) To determine the factors that increase motivation of employees in an organization.
Rational of the Study
The study shows the stage of employee motivation and its impact on the employee performance.
Modern technology for production, emergence of new technology and introduction of new product
and services are challenging for manufacturing sector. So employees should be motivated towards
the work which leads them to work effectively and efficiently. Employees will not able to perform
job unless they possess the required abilities. Employee’s abilities can be improved through training
and development and other variables. However, without motivation, ability is of no use. Employee
will not use abilities effectively without motivation. Job performance is thus the result of the interactions
between ability and motivation. So, in Nepalese context motivation play an important role for
achieving the goal.
Conclusively, the findings from this study will be beneficial not only to the workers of the organization.
In other words, this study will be useful at three levels thus, the individual level, institutional level
and national level.
a) At the individual level, the workers of the institution will be informed as to the incentive
programs available to them and how best to utilize them for personal development and improved
performance.
b) At the institutional level, it will help the manufacturing concern to change or review their
employee motivational policies and strategies in vogue which will inevitably cause an increase in
staff turnover or productivity which will also lead to growth and eventually development.
Limitation of the Study
i) This study covers only the employees from manufacturing organization so it cannot be claimed
to be the representatives to deal with employees performance for all institutions.
ii) This study has been conducted only on the premises of Personal characteristics, facets of
motivation to explain the employees performance. Hence, the findings may be generalized with
due consideration.
iii) The reliability and validity of the study findings will be based on the reliability of the information
obtained from the respondents.
iv) The measures used in the study are subjective exposure, information obtained from the respondent
will be highly influenced by the personal biasness, emotion, and judgment.
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Research Design
The study has employed descriptive, and casual comparative research design to deal with the
fundamental issues associated with motivation influencing employee of the manufacturing firms of
Tikapur. The descriptive research design has been adopted for fact finding and search adequate
information about factor affecting employee performance. The questionnaire has been designed to
assess the opinions, perception of respondent employees regarding their motivation level. The
questionnaire also deals with the personal details of the respondent like academic qualification, job
position, and age of the selected employees.
Population and Sample
The population of this study includes employees of 20 manufacturing firms. The organizations are
divided into two categories on the basis of production. The total sample respondents are 100 from
different organization employees. A set of questionnaire is prepared to collect information about
employee’s motivation level regarding organization performance. It consisting section with
demographic factors such as age, gender, income level, highest level of education and occupation.
Validity and Reliability
Reliability is the degree to which the observed variable measures the true value and is error free.
The reliability measured and conformed by testing both consistency and truthfulness of the
respondents’ response in primary data. Validity is the degree to which a measure accurately
represents what it is supposed to measure. After the data collection the reliability and validity was
tested and the result was reliable and valid with Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.812 which means the
data’s are reliable on 81.2% and 19.80% data were error.
Analysis Plan
This section gives a presentation of how the empirical data was analyzed for research purpose.
Under the first section, primary data were collected for measuring motivation and its impact on
employees’ performance. After gathering the entire completed questionnaire from the respondent
for the analysis and interpretation of data worksheet was prepared. Depending upon the multiple
choices, ranking scale, Likert scale the coding was followed as per rule. After the analysis and
interpretation the result were interpreted and presented.
The various tools such as frequencies, percentage and correlation were used to derive the result.
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Correlation analysis was conducted to determine the significance level of motivation and employee
performance. Further cross tabulation was used to summarize the motivation and employee
performance. Moreover in order to gain better understand and suggestion from the employee to
improve performance open end questions were prepared.
Correlation Coefficient Analysis
The research has eight dimensions in total with one dependent and seven independent dimensions
which are determining their effect on employee performance. The dependent variable is motivation
and the independent variables are salary, promotion, working environment, carrier development,
incentives training and recognition. The correlations are shown on the table.
Correlation Coefficient of Employee Motivation with Dimensions of employees’
performance
EP
SI
PM
WE
CD
TR
IN
EP
1
0.60*
0.55*
0.362** 0.166*
0.26*
0.102*
SI
1
0.245** 0.137** 0.339** 0.268** O.078*
PM
1
0.262** 0.109* 0.440** 0.076*
WE
1
0.105*
0.108* 0.031*
CD
1
0.125* 0.107*
TR
1
0.209*
IN
1
Source: Survey, 2017
* Correlation is significant at 1% level.
** Correlation is significant at 5% level
Here, employees’ performance has a relation with variables dimension of employees motivation
salary, promotion, working environment, career development, training and incentives. Positive
correlation implies that as one variable increases in values so does the other. The data shows salary
is highly positively correlated with employee’s performance with 0.60 and is significant at 1% level
of significance. Similarly, the correlation between employee motivation and promotion is highly
correlated which is accounted at 0.55 and is significant at 1% level of significance. Working
environment is also positively correlated with employee performance by 0.362 which is in significant
at level of 5 %. Similarly Career development, incentives and recognition is positively correlated
employee performance at magnitude of 0.166, 0.102, respectively.
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Conclusion
The conclusion of the study is that employee motivation can play a major role in the success of
manufacturing sectors. In general the employee performance in direct relation to employee
motivation that can be used as a strategic tool to influence new customers and retain existing
customers. The joy of every employee would produce a conducive and friendly business
environment for customers to be served. Seminar and job instruction training are considered
more practical and simulation exercises are better training programs for employee motivation.
A good salary package, promotion (performance appraisal), good working environment play
an important role in motivating employees. This study reveals that if management withdrew
motivational packages it will have negative impact on employee’s performance. The correlation
analysis shows that there is positive relationship between the variables. The salary is highly
correlated with the employee performance and recognition is least correlated with employee
performance.
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INVESTIGATING ON CRITICAL PEDAGOGY IN EFL CLASSROOMS:
CONSCIOUSNESS, PRACTICE AND PERCEIVED PROBLEMS

 Jnanu Raj Paudel1
Abstract
Although critical pedagogy has brought about positive changes in the field of education
by shifting from traditional pedagogy to emancipatory pedagogy, not much attention has
been paid to the implementations and problem side aspect in Nepal. This paper investigated
the consciousness of English language teachers in the tenets of critical pedagogy. Moreover,
it also presented the discussion of how Nepali teachers teaching English as a foreign
language (EFL) at higher education institutions practice the critical pedagogy approach
and delved the problems the teachers face when put the theory into action. I employed the
mixed methods design where both quantitative and qualitative data were collected. I
explored the informed consciousness of teachers about the critical pedagogy. Though
they have not been following the exactly the same critical pedagogy procedure of practice
in the EFL, they have been trying to be the active agent of transformation by applying the
techniques like dialogue, debate, reflective practices, allowing the learners experiences,
opinions in the classroom discussions. However, the teachers’ and students, status quo
tendency and adopting the safe method are found as the major difficulties of proper practice
of critical pedagogy in EFL classroom.
Keywords: Critical pedagogy, banking mode, problem posing mode, dialogue, praxis.
Introduction
Traditionally, teachers were taken as the sole source of knowledge who deposited the essential
knowledge on the learners bit by bit. They were the agent of knowledge transfer and students
were the consumers of knowledge. Learners were always passive without any active role during
their learning. They were not aware about socio- political issues and the learners were not provided
with their agency of learning. Critical pedagogy approach came into existence in reaction to this
sort of traditional depository mode of education. Critical pedagogy, based on the seminal work of
Paulo Freire (1970) has been used as a transformative pedagogy in the institutions throughout the
world. It takes shape as a dialogue in which teachers and students mutually investigate everyday
1 Lecturer, Tikapur Multiple Campus, Tikapur, Kailali
paudeltmc@gmail.com
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themes, social issues and academic knowledge. Through dialogue and problem posing, the students
become the active agent of their own learning. Critical pedagogy aims at helping students achieve
critical awareness. It aims at improving social justice with an emphasis on action. Duncan, Andrade
& Morrel (2007) summarize critical pedagogy as:
An approach to education that is rooted in the experiences of marginalized people; that is central
in a critique of structural, economic and racial oppression; that is focused on a dialogue instead of
one way transmission of knowledge; and that is structured to empower individuals and collectives
as agents of social change (as cited in Larson, 2014, p. 122).
This transformative approach is contrasted to a banking approach to education “in which the
students are the depositories and the teacher is depositor” of knowledge (Freire, 2005, p 72). In
the banking concept of education, knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider
themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know nothing. An educator
looks at students as if they are empty container ready to be filled with knowledge. Banking
concept of education regards humans as adaptable, manageable beings. The more the students
work at storing the deposits entrusted to them, the less they develop critical consciousness
(Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011). The banking system maintains the status quo whereas transformative
approach challenges it. As alternative to banking model, Freire (2005) proposed problem
posing model which can lead to critical consciousness. Problem posing concept affirms humans
in the process of becoming- as unfinished, uncompleted beings. It solves the student – teacher
contradiction by recognizing that knowledge is not deposited from teacher to student but is
instead formulated through dialogue and interaction between them.
Critical pedagogy connects the words with the world. For this connection to be established, the
learners must develop the skill to tackle with their world problems (Akabari as cited in Noroozisiam
&Soozandehfar, 2011). The learners should learn to read the world before they read the words.
They must come to an understanding of the cultural, political and social practices that constitute
their world and their reality before they go through the prescribed text. The key Freirean concept
of critical pedagogy includes problem posing, dialogue, praxis, codes. In the classroom, problems
are posed by the learners which form the main content of the lesson. Problem posing educational
method includes three stages: listening, dialogue and action (Wallerstein, as cited in Larson, 2014,
p. 122). Dialogue is the key to the problem posing. According to Freire (2005), “problem posing
education regards dialogue as an essential to the act of cognition which unveils reality. Dialogue
requires critical thinking and equality among all participants. Praxis, another key component of
critical pedagogy is “reflection and action” Freire (2005). It consists of an ongoing cycle of reflection
that leads to action those results in more reflection, further action and so forth. Codes are concrete
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physical expressions that represent all of the aspects of a theme surrounding a problem. They can
take many forms like photographs, drawings, stories, movies, songs and are used to enhance
critical thinking and dialogue.
Wallerstein, (as cited in Larson, 2014, p. 122) outlines some basic steps for critical pedagogy.
First the teacher familiarizes him/ her to the learners and identifies their problem. Then codes based
on the problems are provided and the students are asked to elicit further critical thinking and
dialogue. Within this process students should name the problem, understand how it applies to
them, determine the cause of the problem, generalize to others and finally, suggest alternative
solution to the problems. The last of these steps involves action on the part of the learners. However,
there is not one sole kind of critical pedagogy. It is flexible in nature so that it can fit the local
context of learning. Norton & Toohey (2004) claim “critical pedagogy cannot be a unitary set of
texts, beliefs, convictions or assumptions” (p.2). Since critical pedagogy is flexible and its aim is to
use experiences and issues that are directly or indirectly connected to the students as the learning
materials. Multicultural, multiethnic, multi -religious, multilingual countries like Nepal is the proper
situation where critical pedagogy makes sense.
Role of Learners in Critical Pedagogy
Critical Pedagogy regards learning as active and creative process through critical thinking. It always
puts learners at the central of teaching and learning activity, where the learners should struggle to
gain such knowledge which helps them to fight against inequality and injustice in the classroom.
Critical pedagogy advocates in favor of learners’ freedom, to think for themselves, to behave
intellectually without oppression from powerful elite, to cherish their beliefs and traditions and
cultures without the threats of forced change (Brown, as cited in Poudel, 2014). Students, as
Giroux (1997) puts it, are active participants in that together with the teacher they correct the
curricula and that they share their ideas and learn to challenge assumptions. According to Degener
(2001), students contribute to curricular decisions and determine areas of study and the associated
reading materials.
Role of Teacher in Critical Pedagogy
Teachers in this approach are viewed as problem posers. As a pioneer to this approach Dewey
(1963) believes that learning through problem solving and practical application leads students to a
more active role in determining their experiences and positions within society In CP, teachers play
the role of transformative intellectual since they are taken as agents of transformation in their
society. Smyth, (2001, pp 22-23) writes “Teachers must go beyond the roles of technicians,
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managers or efficient clerks imposed upon them by others and be unwilling to continue to accept
the way things are in schools.” Poudel (2014) referring to Holliday’s key speech, quotes NELTA
editorial review of NELTA conference proceedings (2011):
…teachers’ role as a passive-technician is not enough rather they have to be a transformative
intellectual. Teachers should understand that classroom is socially constructed and historically
situated and they should create such an environment where students from various backgrounds
can get opportunities to utilize their prior knowledge. In general, English teachers are not simply incharges of classroom but also agents for social changes. They can also contribute to foster
democracy and critical thinking skill by creative inclusive learning environment where students can
exercise their values, assumptions and identities shaped by local, national and global socio-cultural
settings and expectations. (p. III)
As the teachers are the agents to bring desirable change in the students, they are expected to bring
the theories in to classroom practices. Teachers need more opportunities to reflect on their practice
and engage in discussions with other teachers about their success and failure. Such discussions can
be enriched by drawing on praxis.
Praxis in Critical Pedagogy
Praxis is the self creative activity through which one identifies the surrounding world. When the
ideological concept is brought into practice, it is praxis. The requirements of praxis are theory both
relevant to the world and nurtured by actions in it and an action component in its own theorizing
that grows out of practical and political groundings (Buker, as cited in Aliakbari & Faraji, 2011).
Praxis implies a combination of the awareness gained from ideological critique with reflective
strategies for social change (Prasad & Caproni, 1997).
Praxis aims at bridging the gap between theory and transformation action (Aliakbari & Faraji,
2011). Praxis for Freire (1970) is both reflection and action, both interpretation and change.
Critical consciousness is brought not through intellectual effort alone but through praxis. Thus
praxis is the critical reflection and action which aims at implementing educational practices. Though
teachers in EFL context have positive perception about the theory of critical pedagogy, very few
teachers are found to be implementing the essence of it through praxis. Critical pedagogy may be
challenging endeavor in EFL cultural context when there are hierarchies and constraints.
Critical pedagogy, though having a long history in the European and American language teaching
system has recently entered in the Asian territory. In the countries like Nepal where English language
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is taught and learnt as a foreign language, teaching learning process has been inspired by teacher
centre lecturing, grammar translation method, paraphrasing, drilling, repetition, and memorization.
The teachers are taken as the sole source of knowledge, having abundant deposits and they
transact it to the students according to their needs. The students are rarely taken to the critical
situation with the opportunities of dialogue. They are spoon fed gradually. Moreover, the teachers
in the higher level are well theoretically informed about the need of interaction, contextualization
of the teaching items, the ground reality might be different. This research tries to explore the
existing situation of classroom in terms of the pedagogy the teachers implement to empower the
learners.
From a decade of my experiences of teaching to the students of higher levels in semi urban area
of Nepal, I realized that teaching and learning can better take place in dialogic situation and in
problem posing way. Thus, I am interested to see what extent the teachers of campus level are
aware about the criticality of language teaching, how they implement these ideas in teaching and
the problems they face while implementing the theory in to practic
Methodology
This research employs mixed method research design (Creswell, 2009, Doyle, Brady & Byrne,
2016), which systematically integrates quantitative and qualitative method in a single study for
the purpose of fuller picture and deeper understanding of a phenomena, (Creswell, 2009,
p.203).Within the mixed method design, the researcher makes use of the convergent parallel
design. In this design, quantitative and qualitative data are collected concurrently but remain
separate (Creswell & Clark, as cited in Doyle, Brady & Byrne, 2016). Equal priority is assigned
to quantitative and qualitative data and results are usually merged in the interpretation phase of
the research where meta-inferences are developed (Doyle, Brady & Byrne, 2016). This study
comprises two phases Quantitative data were collected from 20 teachers who have been teaching
at Bachelors and Masters Level through random sampling. The researcher reviewed resources
including books, journals and research articles to develop a theoretical framework for the
instrument. Apart from this, specific attention was paid to a few prominent figures’ works of the
field namely Friere (1970), Shor (1992), Giroux (1997), Norton & Toohey (2004). A five
point Likert scale was developed to find out the level consciousness of Nepali EFL teachers in
critical pedagogy. The data elicited from the instrument were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
After the first phase, the researcher selected two participants purposively to dig out the
implementation aspect of critical pedagogy and problems. I visited the teachers in their convenient
location, shared the background of the study in brief. After briefing, they agreed to be the part
of the study by being the interviewee. I agreed to use the pseudonym to protect their anonymity
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and for confidentiality. I engaged in the interview with them individually. During my focused interview
with them, I tried to maintain the natural environment. The individual interviews lasted between 10
to 15 minutes. I was able to collect deep and rich data from their experiences which enabled me to
explain the practice and problems. It was recorded in mobile phone recorder for the further analysis
and interpretation. The descriptive mode of data was transcribed, coded, categorized and interpreted
connecting with the theoretical tenets.
Results and discussions
The findings related to both quantitative and qualitative date have been presented and discussed in
this section. The findings from the quantitative data are simply presented in the frequency table with
analysis whereas the data from the qualitative procedure have been presented in the pattern of
themes.
Table 1 Awareness of EFL teachers in theoretical tenets of critical pedagogy
S.
N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Tenets of Critical Pedagogy
Teachers make the learners learn, think, and act more
independently.
Teachers help students to develop their position and place
in the world.
EFL teachers should design teaching strategies & techniques
based on learners' specific features.
Teachers books are those designed locally in light of learners' real life.
Teachers must share their authority with the students in the classroom
Teachers should participate in dialogue and discussion as learner
among the learners.
Teachers are not only the source of knowledge.
EFL teachers should encourage and help learners to create
learning opportunities themselves.
Teachers should use dialogue and open communication in EFL
classroom for sharing ideas.
The content of EFL classroom and books in Nepal is unrelated to
learners' real life concerns and problems
Genuine and real life dialogue should form the context of
teaching and learning in EFL classroom.
EFL teachers should have critical and socio- political approach to
the content of course books.
The role of a teacher is to improve learners' critical thinking skill.
Environmental, social, and political issues are suitable topics to
focus on in EFL classroom.
Main goal of education is to understand the dominant social norms.
Teachers' role is to aware students about inequalities in society.
The teacher adopts negotiated syllabus.
The teacher and students collaborate with each other to draw
the conclusion in the issue of discussion
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Responses in Percentage
SA A N D SD
% % % % %
75 25 45

35

20

-

-

50

50

-

-

-

30
45
65

70
20
35

20
-

10
-

5
-

25
65

55
35

20
-

-

-

40

60

-

-

-

5

50

30

15

-

30

70

-

-

-

20

80

-

-

-

25
20

65
55

10
20

5

-

25
30
35
60

55
60
45
35

10
10
15
5

10
5
-

-
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Table 1 reveals the teachers’familiarity with the different aspects of critical pedagogy. The statements
and the responses in five levels indicate their awareness and theoretical knowledge about it. Majority
of the informants (75%) strongly agreed and (25%) agreed that teachers should work for learners’
autonomy by allowing them to learn, think and act more independently. Equal number of teachers
(50%) revealed their strong agreement and agreement on the need of teaching strategies based on
learners’ specific interests. Teachers (65%) accepted that they participate in class dialogue and
discussion as learners. A large number (80%) of teachers believe in the creation of critical and
social- political context while dealing with the content. The teachers responses varied from strongly
agreed to strongly disagree in the issue of the aim of education, 55% teachers believe that
understanding the dominant social norms as the key goal of education. Unlike it 25 % are strongly
agreed on the same tenet whereas 10 % / 10%participants remained neutral and disagreed on the
issue respectively.
In the issue of syllabus, 45% teachers agreed on the negotiated syllabus, 35% strongly agreed, 15
% remained neutral on the type of syllabus adopted in critical pedagogy. In overall, the frequency
distribution displays that EFL teachers are conscious about the syllabus, content, materials, teaching
techniques, activities and teachers’ role envisioned by critical pedagogy. Though they show their
informed awareness in overall critical teaching procedure, there has been a question about its
implementation in the real classroom. I conducted I in-depth interview to explore the models and
patterns of its practice in the class. I draw the following themes from the analysis and interpretation
of the qualitative data.
Critical Consciousness and Informed Practice
As it is the new concept in the context of Nepal, I wanted to explore the critical knowledge and
practice of critical pedagogy among the teachers teaching at HEIs. I explored that both teacher A
and teacher B having the qualification of M. Ed and M. A. and M Phil scholar in English Language
Education are familiar with the theoretical tenets of critical pedagogy. Teacher A said that he had
carried out many research studies on it and also presented a paper on the same issue at TESOL
conference. While, teacher B admitted that he has heard about it but did not have in depth knowledge
about the concept. Teacher B being engaged in teaching English more than eight years is subtly
informed about the approach and has materialized in the classroom in his own way without being
consistent to theoretical patterns. When I asked them about their eagerness in presenting the
lesson critically, teacher A said:
… I am strongly and enthusiastically motivated to present lessons embracing critical
pedagogy. As it is the pedagogy which relates teaching topics, teaching matters, teaching
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contents to the local context meaningfully and it also values students’ opinions experiences
and interests. Most importantly, it is a generative mode of teaching…
Teachers being theoretically informed about the critical pedagogy like teacher A are strongly
inspired by generative mode of teaching similar to Freire’s problem posing concept of teaching.
The banking system of education is not followed which according to Monchinski (2008) pits
teacher against students and both against the joys that the education can bring and should bring.
At the same time, teacher B agrees to the concept of criticality and is inspired to create meaningful
local context in teaching English language classroom.
I explored the teachers furnished with theoretical critical pedagogy approach are using it in
practice. The teachers with knowledge and skills at both cognitive and affective levels have been
found implementing the theory of praxis in the classroom. The classrooms activities are developed
to address the concept of praxis (action plus reflection) as proposed by Freire (1970).The
teachers have shared the actual classroom lesson with specific topic. While teaching Myth (a
topic in Expanding Horizons in English), he provides them chance to put their understanding
from their local context.
…Before dealing with the topic Myth, I asked the students to tell if they are familiar with
the myths. I gave them chance to put their understanding. I asked them to tell about the
Nepalese myth, local myths for example; Ramayana that is familiar to them. Later, I
presented the lesson relating to the local context of Nepal. And then, I assigned them
group work and asked them to discuss on the myth; relating local myths to Norwegian
myths…
He encourages their opinions, understandings. The ideas received from them are discussed with
the class. Teacher A demonstrates more openness to students interacting with their experiences.
Affirming identities, making sure both teachers and students see each other as an intelligent and
creative and welcoming all students, ideas and experiences are the basis of critical pedagogies in
language teaching (Cummins, cited in Norton &Toohey, 2004), teacher A presents the classroom
teaching generating ideas from the learners and empowering them. The students’ opinions and
experiences are valued in the classroom. Connecting the classroom with the students’ real life
context is one way to ensure that teachers have been practicing the essence of critical approach.
On the other side of spectrum, there are dominant and prevailing ideologies that exist in society
and academic institutions. Haynes, Gale and Parker (2015) state that we remain constantly
aware of these types of ideologies to ensure that we do not bring cultural invasion of historically
and socially constructed thinking to our interpretations and understandings as it is constructed
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from the notion of superiority/inferiority, male/ female, white/ black, poor/ rich . Praxis requires
teachers to reflect upon these dominant ideologies and recreate knowledge and understanding in
new, alternative and liberating ways. The students’positions and academic voices are to be addressed
by the educators in order to promote equality in terms of race and ethnicity. While having the
interview with teacher B, I explored that he creates comfortable classroom atmosphere to ensure
the setting envisioned by critical pedagogy approach.
Teachers told that they often use socio political stance to bridge the traditional trend with critical
pedagogy. They agree that our systems are discriminatory as it values only the powerful minority
and talented pupils but ignores the minority and underprivileged. They act as agent of transformation
rather than transmission.
Dialogue, Debate and Discussion as the Part of Practicum
To Freire (1970), dialogism is the base of critical education. It is one means of actively involving
students in the issue. The use and practice of dialogue limits teachers talk and encourages learners
voice (Shor, 1992). It creates mutual acceptance and trust between the students and teachers. The
teachers in my study have shown their strong concern about dialogue, debate and discussions.
They often listen to their students and learn about their problems that are important within their
communities. Dialogue in opposition to monologue challenges a readymade truth and status quo
and promotes egalitarian way of learning (Friere, 1970). Teacher A shares the experience of using
these tools while teaching CULTURAL PLURALISM (a topic from Expanding Horizons in English).
He asks them to favor one stance either sigularism or pluralism and debate over the issue. The
teacher empowers the students and gives them voice which enables them to decode the hidden
codes to construct reality.
Problems in Planning and Practice
Despite the positive experiences within English language classrooms using critical pedagogy,
problems and challenges have not been absent from these practices. Teachers involved in the
interview have shared the challenges which they think should be addressed. The problems are
related to curriculum, contents, instructional materials, time, and size of the class, cultural
expectations, and readiness of the learners and so on. When teacher A was asked about the
inclusion of content relevant to critical pedagogy in the courses he teaches, he pointed out the
number of courses that have been designed incorporating critical pedagogy approach such as;
course of compulsory English prescribed for B. Ed. first year, Reading Writing and Critical Thinking
of the same year. Similarly, Expanding Horizons in English prescribed for B. Ed. second year and
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other literature courses of bachelor and masters level include the content. Moreover, it is not
difficult to manage the instructional materials. On the basis of the nature of topic, the teacher can
prepare the materials such photos, newspaper cutouts and so on in the classroom.
The most importantly, both the teachers agree that traditional power hierarchies and habituation
in banking mode have been interfering in the implementation of the critical pedagogy. In one
hand do not want to change their learning habit since they themselves are socialized from their
earliest experiences in school to expect some manifestation of the depositing concept of education
in the classroom. On the other hand, teacher A claims that;
If we want to practice critical pedagogy in all classrooms of Nepal, you will also feel the
same problem in teachers’ side as well. Teachers feel much more comfortable to present in
depositing mode. It is less risky.
There are a lot of good teachers who really care for their students, their subject matter and the
art of teaching but in their daily practice perpetuated the banking concept of education (Monchinski,
2008). Furthermore, although critical pedagogy is the new concept in the context of Nepal,
educators involved in higher education institutions have critical consciousness. The key problem
is the comprehensive level of knowledge and strong desire to convert that knowledge into skill
and practice.
Conclusions
This study uncovers the fact that though language teachers teaching HEIs of Nepal are aware of
critical pedagogy and favor the beneficial consequences of its principles and premises, they
occasionally apply such pedagogy in their teachings. Analyzing the quantitative data and reflecting
on the in depth interview with the teachers I noticed some obstacles which prevent teachers
from practicing the principles of critical pedagogy. Centralized education system in which decisions
are made in top- down manner is the major problem. They argued that the pre- planned decisions
about courses, materials and teaching procedures reduces the learners’ creativity and criticality.
They also complained that large number of students with diverse ethnic background in a single
class prevents from conducting learner centered activities. Thus, it does not encourage the
formation of friendly and supportive learning atmosphere in which learners could develop mutual
trust and understanding of one another. Teachers who have been practicing critical pedagogy
suggest that materials developers and language classes should be sensitive to learners’ needs,
their learning styles and local knowledge in order to enhance quality of teaching and learning.
From this mini research, I came to delve that language classrooms can be the places of genuine
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interaction. It is possible to say that working with critical language can be the great opportunity for
the teachers to rethink their role and the role of students in the society. Critical pedagogy demands
engaged and imaginative teachers who aren’t afraid of leaving their “comfort zones” and taking
risks in the classroom (Monchinski, 2008). Critical pedagogy demands teachers who are committed
to their fields, teachers who will follow developments inside and outside their subject matter.
Critical pedagogy demands teachers who will not knowingly fool themselves and their students,
teachers who will face the relations of power in their classrooms, their schools, and their societies.
There exists an imperative need to decolonize the methodological aspects of ELT and move toward
the concept of post method by being sensitive to each learning context and consider it as a unique
experience. Nepali teachers in this study being theoretically informed are reluctant to use this
approach despite having knowledge about the tenets of critical pedagogy, lack of focused training
and workshops, crowded classes, poor classroom management and logistic support. I witnessed
teachers’ appreciation for critical pedagogy and passion for practicing it for transformative education.
They are also enthusiastically motivated to play the role of theoretically informed educators to
active agent for social transformation.
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KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE ABOUT REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
OF MUSLIUM WOMEN IN PATHRAIYA

Parbati Upadhyaya1
Abstract
The study entitled “Reproductive Health Status of Muslim Women in Kailali Districts” was
to find out the general knowledge and practice about some components of reproductive
health. the respondents of this study was Muslim married women who are in reproductive
age group. There are 24 household of Muslim in Patharaiya VDC ward no. 1 and 4, total
household were selected for data collection each women from each household was selected
for respondents.
Analysis of data reveals that 66 percent respondents got non formal education, few
respondents (12.5%) got primary education but none got secondary on higher education.
Most of the respondents (91.76%) had knowledge about family planning device but they did
not practice it about 86 percent respondents did not use any kinds of device due to their
religion.
Percent respondents did not seek antenatal checkup form health institution, rather they
prefer their relatives and neighbors. Respondents felt shy for open talk about their pregnancy
condition in the community. They have not knowledge about taking additional ion nutritional
food during pregnancy period.
Majority, 62 percent of the respondents delivered at home with the help of family members
or neighbors in unhygienic conditions this caused various complications among the women
of Muslim community. All most all (91%) respondents did not take postnatal care and they
did not this may be the result of lack of knowledge, time and money also.
The study shows that knowledge on reproductive health is very poor. Awareness should be
created in the community to motivate women to utilize the health facilities this will in turn
encourage them to seek antenatal and postnatal care. Moreover, focused should be on women
who belong to the marginalized group.
Key Word: Reproductive health, Knowledge, practice, Muslium Women
1 Lecturer, Tikapur Multiple Campus, Tikapur, Kailali
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Introduction
Within the framework of the World Health Organization(WHO) definition of health as a state of
complete physical and social well being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity,
reproductive health addresses the reproductive process, function and system at all stage of life.
Reproductive health life implies that men and women ought to be informed of and to have access
to safe, effective, affordable and acceptable method of birth control; also the access to appropriate
health care service of sexual reproductive medicine and implementation of health education
programmers to stress the importance of women to go safely through pregnancy and childbirth
could provide couples with the best chance of having a healthy infant.
The women who are working beyond the section , which are not socially acceptable has troubled
by two factors : namely the law of enforcement officers as well as local people while asserting their
right to work. The goal of universal access to reproductive health was endorsed at the highest
level . Reproductive right are considered to be valuable ends for women, and it is also necessary
for the enjoyment of other fundamental rights. Reproductive rights of women and adolescent girls
are the main focus of this study , moreover , the importance of sex education and reproductive
health programs are also the area of study.
Reproductive rights of human beings are the rights of individuals to decide either to reproduce or
to have reproductive health. It consists of an individual’s right to plan a family , terminate a
pregnancy, use contraceptives, learn about sex education, maternal and child health , HIV and
AIDS, and STD and reproductive rights among others . Government of Nepal has focused on
population and reproductive health issues.
In the developing country , the situation of reproductive health and the quality of life of females are
not satisfactory. The data of 2013 depicts that the maternal mortality rate of Nepal is 190 per
1,00,000. The prevalence of rate of reproductive rights is 29%. Reproductive right is very important.
Since the most maternal and newborn deaths could be prevented advance access to well integrated
reproductive health services that including; antenatal care , skilled attendance during childbirth and
immediately after birth, and emergency obstetric care for complications. Family planning and several
contraception alternatives have made women empowered on reproductive rights and enabling
them to avoid early pregnancy in their life, when they are at high risk which ultimately reduces the
maternal and child deaths.
Far Western Development Region is considered as the backward region of Nepal. There are nine
districts in this development region,and Kailali is one out of them. This district is also underdeveloped
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district. The women of Kailali district, particularly of Pathraiya VDC are conservative as well
as traditional. Their thinking towards reproductive health is poor and they do not have access
to modern knowledge about reproductive rights and its utilization. So the study is considered
relevant to be conducted here. Therefore, such type of research has been conducted in Pathraiya
VDC ward no.4 and ward no.5 of Kailali district.
Objective of Study:
1. To find out socio-demographic status of Muslim women.
2. To access the knowledge and practice of Muslim women on different components of
reproductive health.
3. To explore the barriers of using the reproductive health service in Muslim .
Community.
Review of Related Literature
(United Nations 1996, paragraph 96)2 . As a signatory to the declarations made in these
conferences, HMG of Nepal is committed to provide RH care as human rights to the Nepalese
people. Human Rights have been described as universal, indivisible, interdependent and
interrelated. Human dignity and non-discrimination are the values inherent in human rights.
Principles of rights based approach to programming for health have been adopted by some
development agencies; others could share the experiences and scale up these approaches. The
key principles of human rights based approach to programming are responsibility and
accountability, participation, transparency, empowerment.
The study conducted on Awareness and Utilization of Reproductive Rights Among the Women
of Reproductive Age in Kapan VDC, Nepal find out that of the total 101 respondents, most of
them (26.5%) were of age group 35-39 years (mean age=33 years) from different ethnic
groups and religions. Most were simply literate (38.6%). Of the total, 68.3% were aware of
reproductive right with commonest response being family planning (30.4%). The percentages
of aware respondents towards sex education, right marriage age, ideal pregnancy age, proper
birth spacing and safe abortion were 59.4%, 83.2%, 98.0%, 99.0% and 66.3%, respectively.
Furthermore, 38.6% got sex education (51.2% in proper age), 34.6% got married at the right
age, 56.4% conceived at right age (29.7% on own will), 78.2% of them utilized any family
planning methods of which 35.6% of respondents decided themselves for family planning and
77.2% maintained proper birth spacing. Moreover, 43.6% respondents did abortion due to no
desire of child (36.4%) and 34.1% decided themselves for abortion. Furthermore, 65.3%
respondents did e”4 ANC visits, 52.5% delivered at health institution, 53.5% respondents did
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proper PNC visits with 70.3% respondents deciding themselves for PNC. The associations between
awareness and utilization for Family Planning, ANC visit, PNC visit and abortion right were
statistically significant (p<0.05) except for institutional delivery. Awareness and utilization of
reproductive rights in the study population is higher with significant statistical associations. Similar
studies in large scale are necessary for generalization of the results. (Kaphle, 2013)
(Baniya, Pokheral, Chhetri, 2015) states that the highest mobilization of sources which provided
throughout the health institute disseminates the MIS information. During the study seventy nine
mothers went to hospital for treatment. Utilization helps to change the delivery behavior (practice)
of women(78%) with the hospital service by birth attendants. The 54.2% were not getting
money(private hospital) for delivery and 13.5% respondents used money in nutrition and
transportation, 11.5% used in medicine and 1% did not spend money how income and poor
women (63%) have been more benefited from the incentive scheme.
Methodology
The study was based on descriptive research design to find out the reproductive health status of
muslium women in Pathraiya VDC.The study population was the Muslium women of reproductive
age group having at least one child .There are 24 household in Pathraiya VDC of Muslium and one
women from each household was selected for respondents. Interview schedule was the main tool
of data collection.Data was analysis according to objectives using SPSS programme.
Discussion and conclusion:
Socio-demographic Characteristics
Socio demographic characteristics include age, educational status, economic status of the
respondents. This socio-economic status plays a vital role in the development of the country as
well as the life status of the people. Population growth creates the problems of lack of quality
education, health services, environmental pollution so, demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the Muslim women were examined and presented in following.
Age Composition of the Respondents
This study was conducted to find out the reproductive health status of Muslim women so only
reproductive age group was selected, which is presented in following.
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Table 1: Age Composition of Respondents
S.N. Age Groups (Year) No. of Respondents Percent (%)
1
15-19
3
12.5
2
20-24
4
16.66
3
25-29
7
29.16
4
30-34
5
20.83
5
35-39
3
12.5
6
40 on above
2
8.35
Total
24
100
Above table shows that majority 29.16 percent of the respondents were of age group 25-29.
Followed by age group 30-34 is 20.83 percent in age group of 40 years above there were the
lowest proportion 8.35 percent. It is indicate that majority of the respondent were from 25-29 age
group.
Educational Status of the Respondents
Education is the weapon of the all kinds of development. It helps to change the society. Respondents
were asked about their educational status their reply is in below.
Table 2: Educational Status of the Respondents

S.N.
1
2
3
4
5

Educational Status No. of Respondents Percent
Illiterate
5
20.83
Non-formal Education
16
66.67
Primary
3
12.5
Secondary
0
0
Higher
0
0
Total
24
100

The table indicates that the majority of the respondents got only non formal education (66.67%).
21 percent respondents were illiterate. Lowest proportion got primary education (12.5%). The
respondents from Muslim community have not got secondary and higher education. It is concluded
that the educational status of Muslim women is poor in the study area.
Knowledge on Family Planning Device
Muslim community decoded by their religion, they do not want to use family planning device. Due
to their religion the respondents were asked the knowledge about the device of family planning
their answer is in below.
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Table 5: Knowledge on Contraception of Family Planning

S.N. Knowledge on Device No. of Respondents Percent
1
Yes
22
91.67
2
No
2
8.33
Total
24
100
Table shows that all most all respondent (91.67%) had knowledge on family planning device only
few respondents (8.33%) had not knowledge on family planning device.
It is concluded that they had knowledge on family planning device in the Muslim community.
Current User of Family Planning
Family planning practice are important for shaping family, family size, prevention of HIV/AIDS
and STDS and birth spacing. It helps to develop the society and country. So, the respondents
were asked about the use of family planning device their replied is in below.
Table 7: User of Family Planning

S.N. Use of Family Planning No. of Respondents Percent
1
Yes
9
37.5
2
No
15
62.5
Total
24
100
Table shows that more than half (62.5%) had not use the device the family planning and only more
than one third (37.5%) used the device. It was indicate that more number of respondents they did
not use of family planning device, there is gap between knowledge and practice of contraception
of family planning.
Causes of Not Using Family Planning Device
Muslim women are decoded by their religion and culture. Many women are not want to use of
family planning contraceptives respondents were asked about the barriers of family planning device
their answer is in below.
Table 9: Causes of not Using Family Planning

S.N.
Causes
No. of Respondents Percent
1
Due to religion
13
86.67
2
Not available
0
0
3
Not Necessary
2
13.33
Total
15
100
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Above table shows that majority of the respondents (86.67%) not use the family planning device
due to religion and 13.33 percent said not necessary. It is concluded that majority of the respondents
were decoded to their religion so they don’t want to use any family planning device. If they use any
family planning device their god rage and angry.
Knowledge and Health Checkup Practice During Pregnancy
Health checkup practice is important factors to promote the health status of mother and child. So,
respondents were asked about their health checkup during pregnancy their replied is as below:
Table 11 : Distribution of Respondents by Knowledge ANC

S.N. Knowledge No. of Respondents Percent
1
Yes
16
66.67
2
No
8
33.33
Total
24
100
Above table shows that majority of the respondents (66.67%) had knowledge on ANC checkup
but only one third respondents (33.33%) had not knowledge about ANC checkup. It is concluded
that more than fifty percent had knowledge on ANC check up in the study area.
Casus of Not Visiting Antenatal Checkup
Above data shows that majority of the respondents were found not visiting the health institution of
regular for antenatal checkup respondents were asked about the cause of not visiting health facilities
during their pregnancy period their replied is in below.
Table 13: Causes not to Visit ANC

S.N.
1
2
3
4

Casus
No. of Respondents Percent
Lack of Knowledge
2
25
Shyness
2
25
Lack of Money and Time
7
87.5
Due to Religion
6
75
Total
24
100

Multiple response only 8 respondents they did not go to visit ANC. among them majority of the
respondents (87.5%) did not visit due lack of money and time most of the respondents (75%) did
not visit due to their religion and 25 percent respondents did not visit due to lack of knowledge and
shyness. It is indicating that a main cause of not visited ANC is lack of money in the study area.
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Place of Delivery:
Safe and hygienic environment is essential during of delivery process to avoid potential infection
the respondents were asked about the place of delivery their answer is show in the following table.
Table 17: Place of Delivery

S.N.
1
2
3

Place of Delivery No. of Respondents Percent
Home
15
62.5
Health Center
7
29.16
Hospital
2
8.33
Total
24
100

The table shows that majority of the respondents (62.5%) delivered at home, 29.16 percent
delivers at health center and few respondents (8.33%) had gone hospital for delivery. It is indicate
that majority of the respondents delivered at home in the study area.
Postnatal Care
Postnatal care is uncommon practice in Nepal. Adequate utilization of post natal care can help
refuse mortality and morbidity among mother and their babies. Due to their low socio economic
condition, women in Nepal have less access to modern health services and have more trust in
traditional treatment method.
Practice of Postnatal Care
Respondents were asked about practice of post natal care their replied is in below:
Table 19: Practice of Postnatal Care

S.N. Postnatal Care Practice No. of Respondents Percent
1
Yes
2
8.33
2
No
22
91.66
Total
24
100
Above table shows that all most all (91.66%) respondents did not receive postnatal care services
only few (8.33%) respondents received postnatal care services. Majority of the Muslim women
delivered at home, which hinders postnatal services. Most of the respondents of Muslim community
replied they did not take postnatal care practice due to their religion in the study area.
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Causes not to Visit Postnatal Care
Postnatal care visit reduce the maternal and child mortality but it is uncommon practice in Nepal
respondents were asked about the causes no to visit PNC their replied in below:
Table 20: Causes not to Visit PNC
S.N.
Causes
No. of Respondents Percent
1
Not Necessary
10
45.45
2
Lack of time and Money
15
68.18
3
Due to religion
20
90.90
Total
24
100

Multiple Response Almost all respondents (90.90%) they did not go for PNC due to religion 68
percent said lack of time and money and 45 percent said not necessary. It is concluded most of the
respondent in the study area are devoted by their religion.
Conclusion
Form the above analysis, it is concluded that the knowledge about safe motherhood in Muslim
women is poor, who have knowledge they also not use any family planning device.
They are decoded by their religion in the socio-economic condition of the respondents was very
poor. Literacy rate in the community was low. So the Muslim community had less knowledge
about safe motherhood and reproductive health. They were not conscious about reproductive
health. So, they highly influenced by early marriage and teenage pregnancy. Majority of the
respondents were delivered at home with helped by traditional birth all andantes. Family members,
relatives and by neighbors most of the respondents had knowledge about family planning but they
did not use. Because they devoted by their religion. Majority of the respondents did not have
antenatal visit four times and they did not take additional food during pregnancy.
Respondents in the study area did not get full does of TT vaccine. The respondents of the Muslim
community did not have knowledge of seeking a postnatal care until and unless they had a serious
problem.
At last to concluded that, Muslim community must made aware about different women issues
like reproductive health status. Different components of reproductive health e.g. antenatal care
service, safe delivery place and postnatal practice in problem and qualitative way should
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provide so fist of all Muslim community must be educated, which will bring changes in personal
knowledge, special education package about reproductive health is needed for those illiterate
women in this community.
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MARRIAGE RATUEULI IN ACHHAM: A SITE OF PERFORMITIVITY
AND GENDER DYNAMISM

Nabraj Pandey1
Abstract
Marriage rateuli in Achham is remarkable for its typical performance of deuda dance and
songs of mixed emotions among women in the night time of marriage day at bridegroom’s
home. Among its four stages of performing deuda dance, the stage of deuda khel and real
rateuli embody the real and traditional convention of rateuli performance with a humorous
performance of a typical female character called dyangsya than the stages, dio mano and
balokhelaune. But today, the traditional convention of performing marriage rateuli has
been dynamic and modified with an easy inclusion of male and female performers due to
the influence of other culture, technology, commercialization and visualization of deuda
dance and song and growing women education. This article attempts to present a
comparative study of marriage rateuli in Achham from the contour of its performitivity
and its gender dynamism with their brief analytical information.
Key Words: marriage rateuli, Achham, women, performance, deuda khel, dyangsya,
gender dynamism
Background
Essentially cultural performance has been viewed from two perspectivesdas an ideological entity
encompassing values, norms and traditions and as a combination of ideological and materials
elements consisting their cultural typicality (Kunwar, 20015: 3). In the real sense, culture becomes
remarkably identifiable site through the performance of its intangible elements which are values,
beliefs, traditions, customs and modes. In the globally and technically contracted world, the traditional
mode of cultural performances has been influenced with the issue of gender dynamic.
Achham represents a hub of Far western region for varieties of Deuda performance. Marriage
Rateuli in Achham is an occasion for women to perform Deuda Khel (dance) with Deuda songs
especially in the marriage night when the bridegroom and his marriage processors go to bring
bride. But today it has become a site of performitivity and gender dynamism. It represents both
1 Lecturer, Birendra Vidya Mandir Multiple Campus, Tikapur, Kailali
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traditional convention of performance with Deuda dance and song among women and dynamic or
modified performance with Deuda and non-deuda dance and song among females, males, women,
men, girls and boys. In the very night of a marriage, the women, girls and small children enjoy the
spacious and recreational Rateuli with the performance of Deuda Khel.
The originality and traditional convention of Rateuli begins with Dio Mano and ends with the good
wish expressing performance of Balo Khelaune. The stages of Deuda Khel and real Rateuli which
comprise the emotive and glamorous Deuda Khel in the leadership of a humorous female character
called Dayangsya are the real and performative attraction of marriage Rateuli in Achham. The role
of the humorous character, Dayangsya is to evoke and satire the prevailing patriarchy where the
Rateuli women live. But today, the traditional mode of performing marriage Rateuli in this district
has been modifying due to the influence of the non-deuda dance, songs and the participation of
men and women. The commercializing and visualizing strategy of Deuda Khel and songs have also
encouraged and popularized the issue of gender dynamism in the performance of marriage Rateuli.
In this sense, the traditional performance of marriage Rateuli is in the liminal phase.
This article is an attempt to compare marriage Rateuli ofAchham district in its original or traditional
mode of performance and its recent and dynamic mode covering six different sections with their
brief informative discussion.
Methodology
This article is based on field study, which was carried out in 2016. Overall, two weeks long time
had taken to conducting the fieldwork. This one is the concise part of the original article. In this
article, the researcher has applied both descriptive and analytical research design. Primary and
secondary data and sources are considered equal importance for this research work. The secondary
data have collected through the published and unpublished literature, whereas, the primary data
have come into collection through the field survey. During field survey, interview, questionnaire and
general observation techniques have been applied.
Marriage Rateuli and Performitivit
Marriage ceremony in Achham district becomes a remarkable and identifying site for wonderful
Rateuli and peculiar performance among women of different typicalityd married, unmarried, old,
young and women from the family and relatives and from the neighbourhood. When the bridegroom
with his marriage processors leaves towards the home of the bride for marriage ritual, the women
in the family and relatives become more responsible to organize Rateuli dance in the very night. All
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the women around neighbourhood are invited offering them clove and/or supari (the betelnut). It is
simply known as Ratyadi ko niuto (an invitation for the Rateuli dance). The invitation to women
confirms the Rateuli performitivity at the home of bridegroom. In this sense, marriage Rateuli
means Deuda Khel (dance) which is performed by women at bridegroom’s home in the very night
of the marriage day and performitivity means an “utterance or performance that constitutes some
acts or activities” (web).
Marriage Rauteuli in Achham district commonly consists of four stagesd (i) stage of dio manu (ii)
stage of Deuda Khel (deuda dance) (iii)stage of real Rateuli and (iv) stage of Balo Khelaune
(Interview with old women, Mrs. Manti Joshi, Sita Koli and hudke (caste of Damai) Gore Nagarji
etal.). All these stages do embody their unique features of performance. These stages entail brief
performative information as below.
Stage of Dio Manu:
The invited women after their dinner go to the bridegroom’s home with a manu (half kg.) of rice
and money, see the mother of the bridegroom, offer the things into the basket containing Dio (oillamp) and wish for her son’s beautiful bride and successful marriage. The mother or other responsible
women of the family, offer laaun/puri,(small, delicious and round chapati which is cooked in mustard
oil) babar,(delicious Achhami dish) and kasar (sweet and tasty flour of fried rice) to the invited
women as Sagun. Sagun (tasty food kasar) initiates and energizes the women to sing Magal.
“Magal (wish expressing deuda songs) sets an appropriate atmosphere for Deuda Khel (deuda
dance)” (Interview with Navaraj Rimal). Hence, Dio Manu cements all the women for Rateuli
performance.
Stage of Deuda Khel ( dance):
This is the most remarkable stage which ties up all the invited women to perform Deuda dance/
Khel with Deuda songs. They dance in a circle making a collective grip to their hands and arranging
and balancing their feet which is called Paital Hannu in general. Some of them wear men’s clothes.
The more interesting and odd character in the dance is Dyangsya (humorous character) who puts
on quite uneven clothes of men and romanticizes the performers chasing the small boys and girls
with the expression of vulgar and emotional language. The songs for the performance in this stage
are not so odd and vulgar though. Such as- “bayulo baiga bayuli layuna samdhi jiu ka ghara, logne
manchhe baigya janta kai ko mannu dara. Bwari hoijau laxmi jasi pailai beta choro, sukh mili jau
baddi tamlaai niko hoi jau khoro.” [The groom has gone to bring his bride to in-law’s home. All the
men have gone to marriage and no matter to be feared. May the bride be like a goddess and beget
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a baby son as her first child! And, may you get happiness and be lucky!] (My interview and
translation with Sita Koli). All enjoy Rateuli with the flavor of Deuda dance because as professor
Joshi, “Dance” becomes “a full- fledged performance inherently accompanies Deuda making”
(Joshi 3). In this stage, general Deuda songs are performed through Khel and there is the presence
of women, girls, boys, children, old men and so on. The atmosphere of Deuda dance is normal and
entertaining.
Stage of real Rateuli
This stage is the groundbreaking stage of Rateuli performance which consists of an amalgamation
of emotive cum vulgurous Deuda songs and performances with the peculiar, humorous, glamorous
and caricaturing performance of male representing woman character called Dyangsya. Dyangsya
has put on very odd, old, tattered, and laughter-cracking clothes of a male and performs accordingly.
According to the actor Navraj Rimal, “The humorous performance of dyangsya satirizes the sexiest
nature and libido of men of the society in Gaijatra (humorous festival observed by Newar people
in Nepal) style” (Interview with Navraj Rimal). She chases the women, girls, boys and others who
teases and/or provokes her. The songs are also of humorous or glamorous typed Tero rayo mero
sassi ekaudai peluli, tei jaireko kya manuli bhakundo kheluli (we will love each other in an inseparable
way; we will jointly dispose all the obstacles that may come to our love), Baikan mera madhesa
chhan ma ghara tharyay ki, mauka ei ho bokeya hunya jatkala haryay ki [I am thirsty of love for my
husband is in Madhesh, now is the chance to bear the role of he-goat (husband/male) for I am still
not being a mother] (My interview and translation with Sarada Dhungana (Timilsina) and so on.
Hence, this stage accumulates such romanticizing performance of the male representing character
Dyangsya or Bungchya.
Stage of Balo Khelaune:
This is the final stage of Rateuli Performance which is performed in the early morning of the marriage
arriving day at bridegroom’s home. This stage invites the lucky dawn and good omen in the house
of bridegroom. The cool, healthier and gentle breeze of the early morning befits for Balo Khelaune
(playing with a doll and singing). Balo means a baby which is invited to be begotten from the bride
through Deuda songs. The mother of the bridegroom and other women sing Magal (songs which
are supposed to bring fortune or good luck in the home) during Balo Khelaune time. The initiation
of Balo Khelaune starts with the dialogic song asd
Mother-in-law (Bridegroom’s mother): Tero balo bauwa kati masya?
Daughter-in-law (a woman representing the bride): Mero balo bauwa ekai masya.
Mother-in-law (Bridegroom’s mother): Tero balo bauwa kati masya?
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Daughter-in-law (a woman representing the bride): Mero balo bauwa dui masya.
[Mother-in-law (Bridegroom’s mother): What is your pregnant period, daughter-in-law?
Daughter-in-law (a woman representing the bride): One month has passed, mother-in-law.
Mother-in-law (Bridegroom’s mother): What is your pregnant period, daughter-in-law?
Daughter-in-law (a woman representing the bride): Two months have passed, mother-in-law.]
(My interview and translation with Gomadevi Pandey, Mandhari Saud and Deurupa Dhami).
The conversational song during Balo Khelaune ends with the question and its answer meeting the
number ten (10). The “ten” signals the tenth month which is the time for begetting a baby. Within
Balo Khelaune, there is another sub-stage known as Magal which is performed by songs of
summoning good luck and romance in the bride groom’s house.
The Magal songs are “romantic in feature and are presumed to invite good omen to the marriage
house” (Interview with Tek Bahadur Shahi) because of its special romantic rhythmic instruction
given to the marriage processors by the mother of the bridegroom and her co-singer. As noted
during interview with the midwife and an old woman of Patalkot, Achham, Mrs. Manti Joshi, these
songs are sung/performed as Magal: Aao aao janti singari.Pathari aao, balaka janti jao. Aama
khuwaunni dudh bhat, bajao panchya baja. Sara sara jantya pailo. Byaulo pathari dolima chadhao.
Agi laga hudkya patar pachhi laga janti. Bicha lao doli. Jao jao baba bayuli ghara. Bayuli layao
panchai baja thoki, layo mera ghara. Padhyaraka pati mani sita ki dui baini, paniko kalas dinni,
pela dahi chamal sita lagai dinni. Jao jao baba bayuli ghara. [Come all the persons being the
member of the marriage procession and go to bring a bride for the bridegroom. The mother of the
bridegroom will feed delicious food to us and her milk to the bridegroom; play the Panche Baja.
Move ahead the marriage processors. Decorate/make up the bridegroom and mount him into
Doli. Lead the musician (hudkya) and dancing girl (patar) and follow them you all marriage
processors. Keep the Doli (means of carrying bride and bridegroom) in the centre. Go and keep
on going, you all “dear”, to the bride’s home. Come with the bride playing panchai baja (Nepali
national music). Bring her to my home. Two sisters of Sita will offer you a mug full of water at the
tap yard and Sita will offer key (tika) with the mélange of curd, rice and yellow colour on your
(marriage processor’s) forehead. Go and keep on going, you all “dear”, to the bride’s home.] (My
interview and translation with Mrs. Joshi).
Marriage Rateuli in this district is, thus, performed with a mixture of emotions among Raeutili
women playing and chanting varieties of Deuda dance and songs.
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4. Gender Dynamism in Rateuli Performance
Gender dynamism are the terms which constitute “gender”the fact of being male or female: issues
of class, race and gender and dynamism”energy and enthusiasm to make new things happen or to
make things succeed” (Oxford Dictionary, 2005) in a particular situation. To interpret the etymological
meaning of the terms in a more substantive way, gender dynamism refers to the dynamic or
changeable relationship and interactions between and among girls, boys, women and men and
formed by socio- cultural ideas about gender and the power relationships that define them. Gender
dynamism can “reinforce or challenge exiting norms and values” (Web). To concretize the aforesaid
references, gender dynamism in Rateuli performance refers the modification or change in relationship
between and among girls, boys, women and men in Rateuli performance by challenging the existing
norms and values of the patriarchcal society. In a very plain sense, gender dynamism in Rateuli
performance means changing or modifying its traditional convention with an equal and fair
participation of both male and female performers.
Today, this sort of ritual of Rateuli dance during marriage ceremony in Achham district has been
modifying with the influence of modern cultural era and the participation of both male and female in
the performance is rapidly growing. Cathrine Bell says, “The notion of ritual is constructed in the
image of the concerns of a particular era and ongoing time”(Bell, 2009: 12). Similarly, the convention
of “Magal and Balo khelaune” which is done at the dawn of the next day is rather done or about to
remix with different cultural effect. Its typicality and originality is being modified. This shows the
step of “anti-ritualism and hybridization” (Ron Eyreman, 2006: 52) of a particular culture and
ritual. Nowadays, we see hybridity in the participation of Rateuli dance. It is equally performed
among male and female. Deuda, Dohari, Pop and other songs are also played to perform. “The
humorous role of Dyangsya is being modified and new sort of item dances with quite modern
clothes are performed especially by young performers of both sexes and genders” (Interview with
Bishnu Joshi).
Hence, the ritualization of Rateuli dance, there, is also influenced with other culture. “There is
fluctuating relationship between efficacy and entertainment among gender dynamism over time’’
(Schner, 2003: 215). The cultural convention of performing marriage rateuli among women with
Deuda Khel, Balo khelaune, Magal and so on in their proper stages are becoming contingent. The
system of Rateuli dance at night time has been affecting due to the practice of one day marriage.
“Today, globalization and gender dynamism go side by side.” (Victor, 2008: 15) And for commercial
purpose, the visualization of Deuda dance of Rateuli by even the members of different culture has
made the dance dynamic. The Dance is getting its more recreational charm with modern, pop, Lok
Dohari and Hindi songs as well.
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The rigidity in Rateuli is slowly converting into flexibility giving more room to entertainment and
gender dynamism. The entertaining fluctuation of Rateuli is in a liminal phase in Achham because
the traditional Rateuli dance and the modern Rateuli dance are at the liminal stage. There is high
fluctuation between them. Therefore, the old convention of performing marriage Rateui has become
dynamic due to the ongoing involvement of both sexes.
Analysis: Performitivity and Gender Dynasim in Marriage Rateuli
Marriage Rateuli as a ritual performance can be connected as “reutilization” which attempts to
correct the implication of “universality, naturalness, and an intrinsic structure” that have accrued to
the term ritual (Roy, 1999: 37). Rateuli performance at marriage ceremony in Achham district has
its own naturalness and quite intrinsic and rhythmic structure in relaying the typical cultural message
among all Achhami women.
The hidden pathos, emotions and confined feelings of gender discrimination among women are
released through marriage Rateuli. It also let women inhale breathe of complete freedom. The
long-run ritualistic roles taken by the women during Rateuli performance is not only for their cultural
repetition but also for the obligatory adoption of rooted patriarchy there. Now, the “commercialization
of Deuda Songs, Rateuli dance, their ongoing visualization, and the impact of western culture” as
Prof. Dr. Joshi, has sensitized the women on their primitive mode of Rateuli performance of marriage
ceremony in this district (Joshi, 2011: 51). So the participation of both male and female performers
has keenly been increased erasing the biased and rigid stain of Rateuli culture.
The solidarity, easy acceptance, and adjustment of women in the dance show the similar “semantic
framework”, place and cultural atmosphere with a similar geographical relationship. Such features
evoke the purity of Rateuli dance and their unique cultural semantic framework and its revision.
We can bridge it with Catherine Bell’s opinion as: “Ritual acts must be understood within a semantic
framework whereby the significance of an action is depended upon its place and relationship
within a context of all other ways of acting: what it echoes, what it inverts, what it alludes to, what
it denies”(Bell, 2009: 220).
If we critically observe the role of the Dayngsya woman performing in the second stage of Rauteli,
we may get the vivid and rooted image of male dominance and their ill and emotional behavior
upon women kind there. This may be an irony to male kinds to stop such immoral and unsociable
activities and to provide equality and freedom to women. As Emile Durkheim has written in her
article “The Elementary Forms of Religious life”, “Religion and ritual in patriarchy are biased to
women and it is religious and ritual performance through which women expose their intrinsic wills”
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(Emile, 1961: 67). Similarly, James Fernandez in his “The mission of metaphor in expressive culture”
opines that “Cultures are not women friendly in a male dominated society and the cultural
performance of women, there, unmask such dominance” (James, 1974: 34). Both Emile Durkheim
and James Fernandez try to express in feministic tone and indirectly connote not to let women feel
such discriminating culture because both man and woman are the equal component of the society
where they share their cultural homogeneity.
So Rateuli dance in/of marriage has been exposing the common intrinsic emotions, pathos and
long-run discriminatory feelings of general women of patriarchy Achhami society. The role of
Dangsya woman in male dress and the growing participation of male characters in Rateuli dance
with different sort of songs foregrounds the angle of anti-patriarchy step and gender dynamism in
Marriage Rateuli.
Conclusion
Marriage Rateuli in Achham expresses and performs the women’s mixed emotions via typical sorts
of Deuda Khel and song as with the amalgamation of its four stages: stage of Dio Mano, stage of
Deuda Khel, stage of real Rateuli and stage of Balo Khelaune. But now, the old tradition of
performing marriage Rateuli has been dynamic and modified with the inclusion of male and female
performers due to the influence of other culture, technology, commercialization and visualization of
Deuda dance and song and growing women education. Though the original performance of marriage
Rateuli in Achham is in the verge of extinction, the recent and growing trend of gender dynamism in
it has tried to equalize women as men issuing and challenging the long existed womanish ideology
of the patriarchcal society. Therefore, marriage Rateuli in Achham has become a site of performitivity
and gender dynamism today.
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INDIA'S NEIGHBOURHOOD FIRST POLICY

Bhuwaneswor Pant1
Abstract
After assuming post of prime-minister of India,Narendra Modi hinted that his foreign
policy will actively focus on improving ties with India’s immediate neighbours, a policy
that has since been termed the neighbourhood first policy. India’s Neighbourhood first
Policy indicating four things: India will be giving political and diplomatic priorities to her
immediate neighbours and Indian Ocean Island states, India to provide all essential
requirements of her immediate neighbours as needed by them, to promote greater
connectivity and integration in the Indian subcontinent to ensure a free flow of goods and
services, people, capital etc., and to establish an India-led regionalism in the
neighbourhood.The neighbouring countries had tried to check and restrict India
geopolitically and geo- economically through the overt or covert strategic relationships
with the extra-regional powers. China’s assertive, and often aggressive, behaviour has
been viewed as a huge challenge for India because it opens up the likelihood of China
dominating India’s immediate neighbourhood. The “neighborhood first” policy is the
striking feature of Modi government’s diplomatic approach. In his government’s strategic
imagination, India’s relations with neighboring countries must receive topmost priority. If
India does not resolve its differences with its small neighbors, it will only pave the way for
China to exert growing influence in the region.
Introduction
India has been focusing on improving ties with her immediate neighbours which is being termed as
neighbourhood policy. Indian PM Narendra Modi gave it more value in the foreign policy of India
that is evident in invitation to all the head of state/government in his swearing ceremony. Despite
giving more priority to neighbourhood policy in handling the foreign policy of India by Modi
Government, India has faced huge problems in it. India has witnessed growing influence of China
in her backyard. Neharu had followed this since independence towards the Himalayan kingdom of
Nepal and Bhutan (Yasin, 1994:68-117). He unfolded is Nepal policy, ‘Much we stand for
independence of Nepal, we can‘t allow anything to go wrong in Nepal or permit that barrier to be
crossed and weakened because that would be a risk of our security(Neharu, 1971:436). After
1 Ph.D. Scholar in Political Science in Tribhuvan University.
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Neharu, India’s former Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee has big contribution in shaping first
neighbouring policy. He used to say “Friends can change but notneighbours who have to live
together”. A country’s neighborhood must enjoy unquestionedprimacy in its foreign-policy making.
This is distinctly evident in India’s new Prime MinisterNarendra Modi’s foreign policy mantra –
“neighborhood(Chaturvedy, 2014:1).
After assuming post of priminister of India Narendra Modi hinted that his foreign policy will actively
focus on improving ties with India’s immediate neighbours, a policy that has since been termed the
neighbourhood first policy by the mediaand he started well by inviting all heads of state/heads of
government of South Asian countries in his inauguration and on the second day on office he held
bilateral talks with all of them individually.
Speaking during the general debate of the 69th session of the United Nations General
Assembly(UNGA), Narendra Modi aptly remarked, “A nation’s destiny is linked to its
neighborhood.That is why my government has placed the highest priority on advancing friendship
andcooperation with its neighbors”. Indeed, for India, achieving the objective of becoming oneof
the key powers in Asia depends entirely on India’s ability to manage its immediateneighborhood.
India can become a credible power on the global stage only after attainingenduring primacy in its
own neighborhood(Chaturvedy, 2014:1)
The Modi Government indicated its priority for building stronger ties with its South Asianneighbors.
An account of the Modi government’s foreign policy activism in its first fewmonths in office provides
ample evidence of this. For example, the India-Nepal JointCommission which had remained frozen
for 23 years got into action and reviewed “the entiregamut of bilateral relations”. Similarly, inviting
the President of Sri Lanka and having ameaningful engagement with him, despite opposition from
some regional Indian politicalParties, is another case in point (Chaturvedy, 2014:1)
Further, Delhi’s priority towards its neighbourhood was manifest in the first presidentialaddress to
parliament, which underlined the new Indian Government’s “determination to worktowards building
a peaceful, stable and economically inter-linked neighbourhood which isessential for the collective
development and prosperity of the South Asian Region (Chaturvedy, 2014:1)
India’s Neighbourhood first Policy indicating four things: India will be giving political and diplomatic
priorities to her immediate neighbours and Indian Ocean Island states, India to provide all essential
requirements of her immediate neighbours as needed by them, to promote greater connectivity and
integration in the Indian subcontinent to ensure a free flow of goods and services, people, capital
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etc., and to establish an India-led regionalism in the neighbourhood.
Realizing the geopolitical and geostrategic imperatives, India has invoked all the neighbouring
countries to be partners and contribute to the regional growth and prosperity (MEA, Annual
Report 2005: 1). But on the other hand, the neighbouring countries have been perceiving India as
interfering, non- accommodative, selfish and overbearing. Due to this, bilateral or multilateral relations
have been marred on account of recurring tensions (Singh, 2015:61). The neighbouring countries
had tried to check and restrict India geopolitically and geo- economically through the overt or
covert strategic relationships with the extra-regional powers (ibid).
This article is mainly aimed to examine India’s first neighbourhood policy and its implication in
current period. The whole study has been focused on how far India has been successful in occupying
central position in her neighbouring countries in the changed geopolitical context? Here researcher
attempt to explore the loopholes witnessed in the execution of neighbourhood policy of India
particularly dealing to Nepal.
Research Methodology
The study is qualitative in nature, which will incorporate the description, assessment, examine and
comparative methods. It has attempt to describe the problems in the execution of neighbourhood
first policy of India in changed geopolitical context. The study has been based on secondary
sources of data. In this information has been collected from books, journals, official reports,
newspapers, magazines, articles, monographs, unpublished thesis and dissertations on research
subject. The researcher has also widely used internet variable materials.
Review of literature
Dahiya, R., Behuria, A.K. (2012) argues that the geopolitical situation in the neighborhood is
likely to change significantly due to uncertainties in the global economy, chronic instability in the AfPak region, increasing salience of external factors in regional politics, continuing anti-India sentiments
in some of the countries, demographic pressures, growth in illegal migration, and adverse
consequences of climate change. However, there are also signs of greater desire for economic
integration, strengthening of democratic institutions in some countries, and emphasis on regional
cooperation. While India may face increasing security challenges due to instability in certain countries,
there will be an opportunity for it to better integrate its economy with the region.
Singh (2015) focuses on the fault-line of Indian Neighbourhood Policy particularly in the context
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of its handling of Nepal’s Constitutional Crisis Post-2015. He draws the statement of former
IndianPrime Minister Vajpayee that friends can change but not neighbors who have to live together,
‘ and argues that the neighbourhood policy is holding a very significant place in Indian foreign
policy. Since independence, India has been pursuing ‘ Neighborhood Policy. He also mentions
that the incumbent government has also conceived ‘Neighborhood First ‘ policy under the visionary
and dynamic leadership of PM Modi, but the irony is that notwithstanding this policy, India has
recently lost its geopolitical space in Nepal despite such policy. On the contrary, China has made
its geopolitical space. He also mentions that India has legitimate security concern in addition to its
geopolitical interests. Due to sharing an open border with Nepal, Indian security concerns have
been emanating from the international criminal organizations operating within Nepal, insecure Indian
investment, Maoist movements, and Islamist terrorism along with fake currency etc.
Rengama (2017) argues that “charm offensive” of China’s foreign policy have an impact on
the world in terms of how China pursues its national goals and global objectives. According
to him this “charm” of China is its “soft power,” The term was first coined by Joseph S. Nye Jr.,
who argued that the future of international politics would rest on the attractiveness of a
country and not necessarily its economic or military power. China has understood that
harnessing soft power through attractive features of “brand China” may play a consequential
role in China’s ascendance in the hierarchy of global power
Lai, H., & Lu, Y.(2012)In this book, each of the ten chapters focuses on a unique aspect of
China’s soft power and a rising China, and provides an in-depth analysis of that aspect. Of the ten
chapters, the first seven are devoted to analyses of China’s soft power. These aspects include the
views of the elites on soft power and resources and initiatives to enhance soft power; China’s
diplomatic strategy, such as multilateralism, economic diplomacy, and the good-neighbor policy;
the evolution of China’s public discourse regarding a desirable world order; the origin and change
in use of the peaceful rise concept in public discourse; cultural diplomacy; international
communications; and challenges for China’s soft power endeavors to promote a harmonious world.
Of the remaining three chapters, one discusses the rationale of China’s foreign aid, which could
significantly help to project China’s soft power; another analyzes the international perception of
arising China, which may be regarded as a rough measure of China’s soft power; and another
examines China’s strategy for managing its rise on the world stage.
(Britannica)Good Neighbor Policy, popular name for the Latin American policy pursued by the
administration of the U.S. president Franklin D. Roosevelt. Suggested by the president’s commitment
“to the policy of the good neighbor” (first inaugural address, March 4, 1933), the approach marked
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a departure from traditional American interventionism. Through the diplomacy of Secretary of
State Cordell Hull, the United Statesrepudiated privileges abhorrent to Latin Americans. The United
States renounced its right to unilaterally intervene in the internal affairs of other nations at
the Montevideo Conference (December 1933); thePlatt Amendment, which sanctioned U.S.
intervention in Cuba, wasabrogated (1934); and the U.S.Marines were withdrawn from Haiti.
European Commission, (2003): The European Neighbourhood Policy was launched in the year
2004. Its aim is “....to avoid drawing new dividing lines in Europe and to promote stability and
prosperity within and beyond the new borders of the Union” The policy provides an alternative to
the membership to the EU and creates a framework to maintain relations with the neighbouring
states of the EU
Zagorski (2012)argues Russia, like China, wants to conduct a ‘values-free’ foreign policy with
the United States and Europe in the manner of eighteenth or nineteenth century cabinet diplomacy
where states could do as they please domestically. For most of its post-Soviet history Moscow
has been seeking to project, both domestically and internationally, the image of a resurgent Russia
reassuming the mantle and responsibilities of a great regional power. This vision is based on the
assumption that Russia can only prevail in a globalised world if it succeeds in preventing further
erosion of the ‘post-Soviet space’. This status-quo thinking is deeply rooted in the mindsets of
Russian political elites, resulting in a rigid zero-sum game approach shaping their attitude towards
the neighbourhood. Understanding the neighbouring policy of the regional powers, it’s not doubtful
to trace on the relevance of it. While the whole world is under the impending paradigm shift, the
regional powers are seen in perusing proactive neighbourhood policy.
Is India losing herneighbour?
Despite making an impressive start with its neighbourhood-first policy, the Modi government is
increasingly battling resentment in the region. The message is clear: muscular tactics cannot replace
mature diplomacy (Jacob, 2016, May 18).Coming to these India has been losingher geopolitical
space in her neighbour due change in power dynamics.India’s rise is taking place in the shadow of
China’s even more dramatic rise. China’s assertive, and often aggressive, behavior has been viewed
as a huge challenge for India because it opens up the likelihood of China dominating India’s immediate
neighbourhood. The “neighborhood first” policy is the striking feature of Modi government’s
diplomatic approach. In his government’s strategic imagination, India’s relations with neighboring
countries must receive topmost priority. If India does not resolve its differences with its small
neighbors, it will only pave the way for China to exert growing influence in the region (Jacob,
2016, May 18).
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Sri Lanka has long been in India’s geopolitical orbit, but its relationship with China has strengthened
in recent years. As Western countries accused former President Mahinda Rajapaksa of gross
human rights violations during the final stages of the civil war with LTTE, China extended billions of
dollars of loans to the Sri Lankan government for new infrastructure projects, though these loans
turned out to be economically unviable for the island nation.
India’s ties with Maldives have been impacted by China’s growing footprint on the island. China
opened an embassy in Male, the Maldivian capital, only in 2011. Many countries have non-resident
embassies either in New Delhi or Colombo; the Chinese embassy in Colombo took care of
Maldivian affairs until 2011 (Jacob, 2016, May 18).
The Modi government’s policy of diplomatically isolating Pakistan does not seem to be succeeding
as Islamabad has stepped up its diplomatic efforts to engage Beijing, Moscow, and Tehran.
Escalation of hostilities also inadvertently helps in reinforcing Pakistan’s narrative that India-Pakistan
relations are facing a deadlock, which can only be removed if big powers intervene. New Delhi
has always resisted international intervention in the bilateral dispute (Jacob, 2016, May 18).
There are many reasons behind China’s ability to move much faster than India, including an
authoritarian one-party governing structure that gives President Xi Jinping decision-making power
far beyond what Modi is able to command. Besides the fact that Indian economy is only a fifth of
China’s in size, India suffers key institutional constraints, including a notoriously slow and cumbersome
bureaucracy. Hence, it is no surprise that India has been struggling to compete with China across
different regions, where many nations are now economically dependent on China (Jacob, 2016,
May 18).
India’s Nepal Policy and its repercussions on Nepal India relations
India and Nepal had been sharing civilizational ties since the time immemorial connected by the
geography, history, geo-culture, and religion etc. These multifaceted ties had formalized by signing
the Indo-Nepal Peace and Friendship Treaty of 1950. However, the last several decades, these
bilateral ties had been witnessed many ups and notwithstanding Nepal being figuring prominently in
India’s neighbourhood policy (Singh, 2015:59).
Modi’s initial outreach to Nepal in 2014 managed to strike the right chord, and captured the
imagination of people and policymakers in Nepal. After the devastating earthquake caused great
havoc in Nepal in 2015, India carried out extensive rescue operations and extended much-needed
financial assistance for post-earthquake reconstruction projects.
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However, things began to take an ugly turn when Nepal announced a new constitution, which,
according to critics, disadvantaged ethnic groups such as the Madhesi people in the country’s
Terai region. Consequently, Madhesi protesters’ blockade stopped all essential supplies from
India from reaching Nepal and created a humanitarian crisis. Kathmandu blamed New Delhi for
being complicit in an unofficial economic blockade and began to play the “China card” to balance
India’s immense power over Nepal.
India conveyed Nepal to add seven amendments in the constitution to make it more inclusive.
India through its state apparatus asked Nepal to include seven amendment to the constitution.
These include article 63(3)- electoral constituencies proportional to population; article 21‘proportional inclusion’; article 283- qualification (being citizens of descent) to hold high-ranking
government posts be expanded; article 86-representation should be based on the population of
each state: Article 154- timeframe for delineation of constituencies be 10 years instead of 20-year;
article 11(6)- acquisition of naturalised citizenship be automatic on application. Apart from these
seven recommendations, disputed Kanchanpur, Kailali, Sunsari, Jhapa and Morang districts, home
to a large population of Madhesis, included in the Madhes provinces(singh, 2015:68)
This caused huge resentment against India in Nepal. Nepal sought alternative of India and became
closure to china giving big shock to India’s first neighbourhood policy.Member of the Rajya Shabha
of India Mr. Mani Shankar Aiyar mentions on July 21, 2017:
Springing to the defence of ‘Madhesi’ demands, despite an overwhelming majority of Madhesi
members of the Constituent Assembly having voted for the Constitution as framed after years of
intensive negotiation, Modi sent his Foreign Secretary as a “special envoy” to Kathmandu to
dissuade the Nepalese from proclaiming a constitution they had successfully passed with well over
the required constitutional majority. Foreign Secretary S Jaishankar’s behaviour was described as
akin to “Lord Curzon’s”. The comparison was apt as what would we have made of Lord
Mountbatten returning to India on 24 January, 1950 to order us to not promulgate our constitution
two days.
In May 2016, the Nepali government went to the extent of cancelling the visit of the
country’sPresident Bidhya Devi Bhandari to India and recalling its ambassador in New Delhi. This
radical step was symbolic of the frosty relationship between the two countries.
But little did Nepalis know that an even bigger calamity was around the corner. When the Constituent
Assembly elected to write a new constitution for Nepal produced a charter on September 20,
2015,
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There were spontaneous protests against the new document in the southern parts of the country.
The political parties representing these regions felt that the constitution discriminated against the
natives of the southern plains. As a part of their protest, they set-up temporary camps on Nepal’s
key border points with India, from which the country imports nearly all its fuel and other daily
essentials.
The protestors wouldn’t allow any vehicles to enter Nepal from India, effectively closing the
landlocked country’s lifeline. But the border-centric protests of small parties would most certainly
have failed if they didn’t have the support of India.
India, the preeminent power in South Asia, was also unhappy with the new constitution, which it
felt ignored India’s major concerns even as it went out of its way to accommodate the concerns of
the West and particularly the Chinese, India’s geostrategic rival in Nepal.
The “blockade” lasted for four and a half months. It did great damage to the already-battered
Nepali economy; the blockade,According to Nepal’s finance minister,the blockade inflicted greater
economic damage than the earthquakes. It also led to a humanitarian crisis. “The declining stocks
of gas, food and medicines, together with the closure of schools… and shortages of fuel throughout
the country, are not only inflicting damage to the lives of the children now—they threaten the future
of the country itself.
Although India all along denied it had any role in the disruption of supply of essential goods into
Nepal, few in Nepal were inclined to believe it.
Following the blockade, Nepal has warmed up to China, the only other country besides India with
which Nepal shares a border. There is a feeling that if Nepal does not diversify its trade away from
India-with which it now does 70 percent of its business —it could again be made a victim of
India’s high-handedness in the future. This explains Nepal’s recent overtures toward China to
balance India’s influence.
China is more than willing to fill this vacuum. Kathmandu has already signed on to the BRI plan,
which is likely to cement China’s communication links with Nepal. It may be reasonable to argue
that Nepal would prefer China’s model of economic engagement without political dictation to
Modi’s “neighbourhood first” policy (Jacob, 2016, May 18).
The recent victory of the left coalition in Nepal’s parliamentary elections is expected to pose
several challenges for the Modi government. Due to inconsistent policies and conflicting
priorities from New Delhi as well as the emergence of a new crop of politicians and opinion
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makers in Nepal, India’s leverage in Nepal’s internal politics has shrunk to its lowest level.
New Delhi and Beijing have shown deeper concerns this time because the new government will
probably sustains for the next five years, something that has not happened in Nepal since its first
elections. Both India and China have complained that the lack of stable government in Kathmandu
is affecting their development projects and assistance; both believe that the new government, if
friendly, could be instrumental to advancing their influence and interests in Nepal. That is why both
countries are closely watching the overall election results, with final tallies expected within the
second week of December (Bhattarai, 2017, December01).
As there is little progress to date on the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in Nepal, Beijing hopes that
a left alliance government in Kathmandu will speed up related projects. Beijing is already putting
pressure on Kathmandu to act swiftly on BRI projects.
Oli government has signed several agreements with China, including trade and transit deals that
aim to end India’s monopoly over the Nepali market. During the election campaign, Oli has frequently
mentioned constructing a railway line linking the two countries, something agreed to during his
brief stint as prime minister. China believes that an Oli-led government could be favourable to
advance its interests in Nepal; Beijing is expecting the same spirit and pace after the elections.
India, on the other hand, fears losing its influence in Nepal if the left alliance is in power (Bhattarai,
2017, December01).
Recent Chinese engagement in Nepal
When Chinese Prime Minister Li Keqiang met Nepal’s Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
Krishna Bahadur Mahara on September 7, 2017 in Beijing, the Chinese premier underlined China’s
three priorities in Nepal, i.e. connectivity, trade and investment. According to Xinhua news agency,
the Chinese Premier also expressed his desire to cooperate in energy, infrastructure, and postdisaster reconstruction and tourism. China wants to work in these areas under Belt and Road
Initiatives (BRI), a flagship Chinese project announced by President Xi Jinping. DPM Mahara
requested the Chinese side invest in connectivity and infrastructure projects. Li’s statement clearly
shows China’s key concerns in the Himalayan nation which is sandwiched between two Asian
powers India and China. A week after Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba paid an official visit;
Deputy Prime Minister Mahara held high-level meetings in Beijing. During Mahara’s visit to Beijing,
two countries agreed to work together to ‘speed up the feasibility study of Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) and development of cross-border economic zones.’
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Interestingly, growing Chinese influence in Nepal was also one of the major issues discussed
during PM Deuba’s India visit. As China continues to increase its influence in Nepal challenging
India’s sole dominance in Nepal, a sense of uneasiness is clearly seen in New Delhi. Not only at
the government level, there is growing concern in Delhi about growing Chinese influence in Nepal.
This clearly indicates that China has emerged as a major factor in India-Nepal relation. During the
meeting with Deuba, India’s former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh clearly inquired Deuba about
Nepal’s relation with China and growing Chinese influence (Bhattarai,2017September 30).
In the recent years, China has stepped up high-level visits to Nepal in the recent days. Chinese vice
Prime Minister Wang Yang concluded three day (15-17 August 2017) to Nepal signing three
agreements related to bilateral economic and infrastructure cooperation. Chinese leaders,
government officials and military officials are visiting Nepal almost on monthly basis. In December
last year Liu Qibao, a senior leader of Chinese Communist Party and head of party’s propaganda
department visited Nepal and discussed on connectivity agenda. In March this year, Chinese
Defense Minister and State Councilor General Wanqan paid a three-day official visit to Nepal.
The Defense Minister pledged to provide assistance to Nepal Army and Nepal Police. There are
other various visits from China. The frequent visits from India and China clearly demonstrate the
competition between two giant neighbors to increase their influence in Nepal (Bhattarai, 2017
September 30).
India seems worried about its decreasing influence in Nepal. China, on the other hand, is working
to increase its influence in Nepal though its economic strength. It is easier for China to increase its
influence in Nepal due to at least four reasons. First, there is no opposition or even criticisms from
political parties and media if Nepal government signs deal and understanding with China. Second,
the border blockade in 2015 contributed to anti-Indian feeling in Nepal which provided room to
substantially increase its influence in Nepal. After the blockade China made significant inroad in
Nepal not only in trade, investment and security sector but also in the hearts and minds of ordinary
people. Third, opinion makers, media and intellectuals are supportive of any initiatives taken by
China in Nepal. Fourth, China prefers to work closely with any government in Nepal irrespective
which party or leader leads the government; it is not selective like India(Bhattarai,2017September
30).
India always distinguishes the parties\ media\ political leaders as favorable and unfavorable to it
and deals accordingly. There is a growing perception in Nepal that deal with India would be unfair
and disadvantageous to Nepal. In the last two years, there has not been any big deal between
India and Nepal. Prime Ministers who frequently visit to India refuse to sign a deal with a fear of
criticisms by opposition parties. But, there have been several deals between Nepal and China in
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the last two years and China is making inroad to Nepal. Two years ago, CPN-UML Chairman KP
Oli-led government signed Trade and Transit agreement with China ending India’s monopoly.
Chinese side is pressing Nepal to implement the agreements reached between two countries during
Oli’s tenure. The erstwhile government led by CPN (Maoist Centre) Pushpa Kamal Dahal signed
an accord on the framework Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Connectivity is one of the major areas
where two countries are closely competing in Nepal. China plans to extend its railway to Lumbini.
Military is another area where China is challenging India’s influence.
Armies of Nepal and India enjoy a special relationship which has been established since the long
period. India is still the largest supplier of military hardware to Nepal. Hundreds of Nepal Army
officials get training and scholarship opportunities in India on annual basis. China is extending more
hardware and budgetary support to Nepal Army. Similarly, Nepal Army is keen to purchase its
military requirement from China(Bhattarai,2017September 30).
Trade and Transit is another area when two Asian giant are competing each other. For the long
time, Nepal used only Kolkata port the export and import with third countries. Now, both countries
are offer new transit routes. As both countries are pressing for specific development, hydro and
other connectivity projects, it has been difficult to Nepal government to make decision. Dealing
with India and China is increasingly becoming a major foreign policy challenge for Nepal though
they are major development partners. As India-China relation continues to sour, it will be more
difficult to make a balance relation between two countries.
Conclusions
India to its neighbours, instead of mourning China’s rising profile in the Subcontinent, Delhi should
reflect on its past failures to respect the logic of geography in the neighbourhood and find ways to
correct them.
Proximity at once generates intimacy and hostility between a hegemon and its neighbours. India’s
problem is not about competing with China in South Asia, but managing its messy interdependence
with the neighbours with some strategic vision and a lot of tactical finesse.
Delhi’s foreign policy discourse must stop seeing the competition with China in the Subcontinent as
a limited overs cricket game with one winning and the other losing at the end of play. Even if Delhi
“loses” most of the presumed “encounters” with Beijing in the near term, there is no way China can
eliminate, let alone neutralise, India’s weight in the Subcontinent.
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India must be more comfortable with the idea of Nepal dealing more with the rest of the world,
including with China.
India also needs to recalibrate its perception of country borders. It is essential to understand that
there has been a paradigm shift in the understanding of borders, which has evolved from boundaries
separating regions to areas, facilitates the movement of people and goods across borders. In
today’s global climate, cooperation and connectivity with neighbours is a must if one is to maintain
decorum. Therefore, India must change its views and adopt a more open stance when it comes to
borders.
India and its relationship with its neighbours have always been marred by minor disputes, which
harm bilateral ties. To counter this, short-term sacrifices need to be taken on the Indian front in
order to achieve long-term goals; focusing on the provision of mutual, unilateral and preferential
benefits to its neighbours in order to build their trust, and thereby tying them to India in the long run
In regard to crises and problems in neighbouring countries, India needs to first self-introspect
before blaming neighbours for their ‘internal problems’; as the root of crises in neighbouring countries
can often be traced back to the other side of the border, as is also the case for domestic and
regional policies.
While the influence of China in South Asia steadily rising over the past decade, India should neither
overlook nor overreact to the growing influence. While China has been growing from strength to
strength in conducting development projects in third world countries, India has been unable to
complete a majority of its endeavours in third world countries. Focus therefore needs to be placed
on actions such as project delivery instead of political manoeuvring to address the threat of China’s
increasing influence.
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THE EFFECT OF INSECTICIDE, MONOCROTOPHOS IN DIVIDING CELLS
OF ALLIUM CEPAL.AND STUDY OF ITS MITOTIC INDEX

Tek Bahadur Oli1
Abstract
The effect of moncrotophos, insecticidehas been studied in root tip of Allium cepa. The
study shows that monocrotophos induced mitodespersive effect and cytological
abnormalities. The abnormalities like plasmolysed cells, c-metaphase, stickymetaphase,
precociousarms, laggard ,bridge ,fragmentation of chromosomes, delayed cytokinesis and
bi and tri nucleated were observed.The mitotic index ,prophase index, metaphase index
and anaphase and telo phase index were obtained.
Key Words: Monocrotophos, insecticides, pesticides, mitoticindex, Alliumcepa.
Introduction
micals includes food additives,cosmetics,and drug pestcidies .10,000 of them are produced
annually in quantities 500 and 1,00,000 kg (UNEP 1975).The use of pesticides has increased
inspite of hazardous nature in human environment.It is now obvious that use of pesticides has
many secondary cosequences(Duggan et.al .1966,Reddy and Rao,Joshi and Bhuju,Joshi et.al.
1986) and their repeated use may even induce resistant in pest.They are intended to control.The
over use can lead to increase in crop loses and resurgence of the diseases.
In Nepal ,the use of pesticides began in 1940’s to eradicate Malaria out break through out the
country by using Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT).More than 250 different types of
insecticides and 40 herbicides are registered for their use in Nepal and their consumption is estimated
to be approximately 55 metric ton per annum (MOPE 1998) and worth of Rs.I.5 million is
imported in every year 44% insecticides,50% fungicides,2% herbicides and 4% other(Uddin
2004).In 1977,Nepal pesticide and chemical industries PVT.LTD (NEPCIL) was established.
The danger of pesticides is not necessary result of direct application where some pesticides
accumulate in the food to toxic level and affect the public health.Although the use of insecticides
has reduced significantly ,the crop lands may still have some residual effect from persistent chemical
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usage. Studies have indicated accumulation of DDT in rice and wheat (Joshi,1998) .Out of 527
samples of rice analysed ,Over 70% were found contaminated by DDT. In case of wheat DDT
residues were higher than in rice.
Monocrotophos:
Common name :Monocrotophos
Chemical name(IUPAC): Diethyl (E)-1-methyl-2-(methyl carbamoyl) vinyl phosphate
Trade name:Monohit,Monosil
Manufacturer: National organic industries limited .Bombay,India,Comlets chemical industries CO.Ltd
(R.C.O)Cyanomid(Brazil)
Objectives: The cytological effect of insecticides,monocrotophos on root tip of Allium cepa and
its mitotic index is to be studied.
Justification of Study: The large amount of pesticides are used ,generally in Terai region of
Nepal.Monohit or MOnosil is used as trade name for monocrotophos.The genetic effect in root
tip of Allium cepa and its mitotic index in lower or higher doses than recommended doses is to
understand by carrying out cytological effect of monocrotophos.
Literature Review
It has been found that effect of different pesticides leads to mutagenic and carcinogenic effect in
long run(Kumar and Sinha 1989) .Excessive and continos use of pesticides,herbicides
,fungicides,laboratoryagent,plant extract of medical values ,food additives and antibiotics are
induced in breaking down of chromosomes,clumping of chromosome and inhibition of cell division.
Cytological Effect of pesticides in plant cell
The cytological effect of organophosphate phosalone were studied on root meristem of Allium
cepa. Concentration (0.25%,0.5%,0.75%,and 1%) of pesticides were taken and subsequent Knops
recovery was done 96 hours after treatment of up to 24 hours and 48 hours .Mitotic index gradually
decreasing with increasing in concentration and time. Mutagenic effects like chromosome breakage
,sticky,bridge,laggard,polyploidy and clumping.The slow risedmitoic index after recovery for 48
hours and 96 hours of 24 hours and 48 hours respectively.The total percentage of abnormalities
was increased concentration 0.25%, and 0.75% and slightly to decreased in concentration 0.50%
and 1.0% repectively.Material treated with 0.75% and 1.0% phosalone for 48 hours failed to
show recovery with death of roots.Sinha.et.al (1989).
Bom(2005) studied the cytological effect of pesticides Dimethoate on mitotic activity and
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chromosomal behavior in root tip cells ofAllium cepa .Chromosomal behavior at high concentration
and large time shows toxic effect.The abnormalities such as c-metaphase,breaks and fragments
chromosome,stickinessand polyploidy were observed.
Cytological effect in fungicides in plant cells.
Carbendazin was treated with seeds of sunflower and pearl millet ,variety of chromosomal aberration
in root tip (somatic cell) and reproductive cell (pollen grain ).Cell observed more chromosomal
aberration in pearl millet than sun flower.At late prophase leading to fragment and stickiness and
laggard at meta and anaphase,while no aberration at telophase in somatic cell of pearl millet and
abnormal bridge at anaphase and laggard at metaphase on sunflower somatic cells were
observed.Abnormalities of reproductive cell at sdaikinesis and metaphase in pearl millet and laggard
at metaphase in sunflower reproductive cells were observed(Chand et.al 1994).
Cytological Effect of Herbicides in Plant Cells
Herbicides like ,Gas and Igran in barley seed with 10-121% / 100% cm3 aqueous solution of these
herbicides for 12 and 24 hours caused the decrease in mitotic inded of root tip s which was studied
by Topakatas et.al 1991.
Cytological Effect of Industrial Effluents
In crotolaria the plant growing near Titanium factory from which geotaxis potential of pollutants
effect was investigated .Growth retardation, inhibition of celldivision, chromosome clumping
abnormalities which were lacking in control plant in same environment (Abraham and Abraham
1991).
Cytological Effect of Plant Extract and Other
Allium cepa root treated with 0.05%,0.25%,0.50%,0.75%, and 1.0% aqueous solution of sodium
salicyalate for 2,4,6,8 hrs and 24 hrs. The increase in nuclear and chromosomal aberration was
depend on concentration and duration of treatment(Briand and Kapoor,1989)
Material and Methods
The root tip (meristem) from onion bulb was taken for study cytological effect of Monocrotophos
.The following procedures and materials were used in the experiment.
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Material: Root tip of Allium cepa
Selection of Rooting bulb: Equal size and red light bulbs ofAllium cepa were selected for rooting.The
bulb selected were devoid of any damage and healthy.
The bulb was washed thoroughly with clean water and placed with basal side facing downward
over jar filled with water for growing roots.The water in jar was refilled at 24 hours interval to
check the growth of micro-organisms.
Preparation of suspension for experiment: suspension of monocrotophos was prepare in separate
glass jar at concentration of 25%,50%,75% and 100% respectively.
Methods
Treatment of rooting bulbs: when the lateral roots of Allium cepa were about 2 cm long,they were
exposed to freshly prepared test solution of different concentrartion for 3,6,12 and 24 hours at
room temperature.
Preparation of Agent for cytological study: For fixing and staining the tissues,following chemicals
were used.
Fixing agent: Acetic alcohol
Preserving agent: 70% ethyl alcohol
Staining : 2% acetocaramine
Fixing period: The time was between 10:00 am and 10:30 am
Cytological slide preparation and mounting media:
The darkly stained root was selected and placed on clean slide . About 2mm root tip was required
to squash .The clean cover slip was gently placed and squashed.The slide was observed under the
compound microscope.The given below dehydration grades were used in preparing permanent
slides.
A. i Glacial acetic acid - 1 part
ii. Butyl alcohol - 1 part
B i. Glacial acetic acid - 1 part
Ii Butyl alcohol 3 part
c. Butyl alcohol - pure (100%)
Cytological Observation and Calculation
The slides were observed under compound microscope. The observation were taken on around
3100 cells from at least five different root tips treated with various concentration of suspensions of
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Monocrotophos( control,25%,50%,75% and 100%) .The following formulae was used.
Mitotic index (MI)=
(TDC= Total diving cells, Tc= total cells counted)
Prophase index(Pro I) =

Metaphase index(Meta I) =
Anaphase and Telophase index (Ana-Telo) =
Result
The effect of insecticides,monocrotophos in root tip of Allium cepa was analysed .Variation of
mitotic index and chromosomal abnormalities were observed.Bridge,laggard,breakage of
chromosome,andhyperploidy cells were found.Chromosomal abnormalities during treatment was
proportional to concentration and during of treatment.Dividing cells were completely absent in
treatment with higher concentration.
4035302520151050

0 hrs

3 hrs
control

6 hrs
25%

12 hrs
50%

24 hrs
75%

100%

Fig: Graph of Mitotic Index ofAllium cepa root tip cells Vs treatment time with given concentration
of monocrotophos.
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Mitotic index (MI) value decrease gradually with increase in time and concentration .The control
value was32.98 where as 24 hours of treatment in 100% concentration,the mitotic index was
inversely proportional to concentration and time.
Effect in prophase index:
The control value was 91.47 and maximum 97.80 at 24 hours treatment of 100% concentration.The
value was increasing irregularyupto 24 hours treatment of 100% concentration.
Effect in Metaphase index:
The control value was 4.8 and minimum value was 5.42 at concentration of 3 hours treatment.
Effect in Anaphase and telophase index
The control index was 3.66,the nil value was at 12 hrs of 75% concentration,and 24hrs of 75%
concentration.
Discussion and Conclusion:
Monocrotophos showed variation on different mitotic activities and induced chromosomal
abnormalities during somatic cell division on different concentration on root tip os Allium
cepa.Therefore,Monocrotophos has poisonous character in the present experiment. It was
observed that mitotic index value decreases as the concentration and time o f treatment increases
with relation to control.The average mitotic index value was 32.60 in 3 hours and 24 hours
(19.59).The reduction of mitotic activity seems to be common effect of most of pesticides tested
for their action on mitosis.
The increase prophase index in high concentration in time and concentration.The mean prophase
index was92.26 at 3 hours and 97.80 at 24 hours.The increased prophase index shows prophase
poisoning where cells entered into mitosis but they were arrested in prophase in high frequency
(Prasad and Das 1997),which result of effect of monocrotophos at prophase stage.
Metaphase index showed no regularity.Metaphase index was higher than anaphase-telophase
index and lower than prophase index.Decreased metaphase index with increased the time treatment
.It shows high accumulation of abnormal metaphase cells(Pathak,1999).
Anaphase ant telophase indices were higher than metaphase index in 24 hours treatment and lower
the prophase index and remaining 3,6,and 12hours treatment,metaphase index was greater than
ana-telophase .In this way ,no regularity was seen.In average ,ana-telophase index decreased with
increasing time and concentration due to prolonged prophase and not entered into further
division.Similar result was obtained by treating Carbendazin in Allium cepa root(Shrestha2004)
Jain and Sarbhoy (1988) suggested that sticky nature of chromosome at metaphase due to delay
in chromosome movement by pesticides treatment. Stickiness, andclumping chromosomes,
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bridgeformation,laggard ,fragmentation of chromosome and c-metaphase were found. From above
observation, it is concluded that monocrotohosshows clastogeniceffet (breaks, bridge,
micronucleated), cytotoxic effects and turbogenic effect (C-metaphase, laggard, precocious
chromosomes and bi and tri nucleated cells).
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Wjlglj1fg / g]kfnL efiffsf Wjlgsf] ;}4flGts cWoog
no vltj8f!
;f/ ;+I f]k
Wjlglj1fgn] dfgjLo Wjlgsf] ;"Id?kdf cWoog ub{5 . Wjlg cjoj, Zjff; k|jfx, pRrf/0f
k|lqmof, :j/ / Jo~hg Wjlgsf] juL{s/0f Wjlglj1fgdf ul/G5 . cflbsf af/]df j}1flgs cWoog ug{]
sfd Wjlglj1fgn] ub{5 . :j/ Wjlgsf] juL{s/0f lha|f]sf] ;ls|o efu,lha|fsf]] prfO,cf]7sf] l:ylt,
df+;k]zLo cfwf/, xfa|f]sf] l:ylt, d"n / ;+o'St cflb cfwf/df ul/G5 eg] Jo~hg Wjlgsf] juL{s/0f
pRrf/0f :yfg, k|oTg, 3f]ifTj / k|f0fTjsf cfwf/df ul/G5 . Wjlg kl/jt{gsf] sf/0f, Wjlgsf sf/0fn]
cy{df x'g] leGgtfnfO{ Wjlglj1fgn] ;"Id?kdf cWoog ub{5 . Wjlglj1fg / o;sf zfvfx¿, Wjlgsf]
klxrfg, juL{s/0f tyf g]kfnL efiffsf Wjlg;DaGwL cWoog låtLo ;|f]taf6 ;fdu|L ;ª\sng u/L of]
n]v tof/ ul/Psf]] 5 .
d'Vo kb kbfjnL
Wjlg, Zjf; k|jfx, ¿k, efiff, :yfg, k|oTg, 3f]ifTj, k|f0fTj, v08Lo,v08]t/ Wjlg, dfqf,
cg'gfl;stf, cf3ft, Zj;g, ;'/, pRrfl/t, ;f~rfl/s, >fjl0fs, Wjlgu'0f, WjlgnIf0f, :j/u'0f, rn
Wjlg cjoj, crn Wjlg cjoj, cf]7, lha|f], sf]dn tfn', lsnlsn], unlha|L, :j/oGq, kmf]S;f], bfFt /
gfl;sf ljj/, d'vdfks, s[ltdtfn', sfodf]u|fd, 6]k/]s8/, qmf]df]u|fkm, PS;/], O08f]:sf]k, cfl;nf]u|fkm
cflb .
kl/ro
efiffsf] k|f/De Wjlgaf6 x'G5 . Wjlgsf] j}1flgs 9ª\un] cWoog ljZn]if0f ug{] lj1fg g} Wjlglj1fg
xf] . Wjlglj1fg zAb Wjlg / lj1fg b'O{ zAb ldn]/ ag]sf] zAb xf] . Wjlg zAb ;+:s[tsf] Wjg\ wft'df O
k|Too hf]l8P/ lgdf{0f ePsf] zAb xf] . h;sf] zflAbs cy{ cfjfh lgsfNg' eGg] x'G5 . Wjlg cGo j:t'af6
klg lg:sG5 t/ efiffdf dfgj cjojåf/f lgsflnPsf] cfjfhnfO{ dfq Wjlg elgG5 . Wjlgsf] klxrfg,
z'4 pRrf/0f, pRrf/0f k|lqmof, :j/ / Jo~hgdf juL{s/0f, :j?k, ljsf;qmd, k|of]u, Zjf; k|jfx, Wjlg
cjoj cflbsf] j}1flgs tl/sfn] cWoog ljZn]if0f Wjlglj1fgn] ub{5 . Wjlglj1fgn] pRrf/0f :yfg,
k|oTg, 3f]ifTj / k|f0fTjsf cfwf/df Wjlgsf] cWoog ub{5 . Wjlgx¿ k:bf] / lg:sbf] ;f;sf]
dfWodåf/f pRrfl/t x'G5g\ . lg:sbf] ;f;sf] dfWodåf/f pRrfl/t WjlgnfO{ k|Zjf; / k:bf] ;f;sf]
dfWoodåf/f pRrfl/t WjlgnfO{ lSns elgG5 . g]kfnL / lxGbL efiff nufot ljZjsf clwsf+; Wjlgx¿
lg:sbf] ;f;sf] dfWodåf/f pRrfl/t x'G5g\ .
ljZjsf ;a} efiffdf k|of]u x'g] Wjlgsf] n]vfhf]vf ug{], :j/, Jo~hg / cIf/sf] lgwf{/0f ug{],

! ;xk|fWofks, 6Lsfk'/ ax'd'vL SofDk;
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jnf3ft, dfqf, cg'tfg cflbsf] cWoog ug{] efiffsf] nw'td PsfO g} Wjlglj1fg xf] . k|To]s efiffsf]
cfˆg} Wjlg x'G5 . g]kfnL efiffsf] s WjlgnfO{ cª\u|]hLdf K, C, Q, (Key, Cat, Queen) n] ;ª\s]t
ul/G5 . g]kfnL efiffdf k, km Wjlg h;/L pRrf/0f ul/G5 To;/L g} cª\u|]hL efiffdf ul/b}g . JolQmcg';f/
Wjlg km/s km/s x'G5 . oxL sf/0fn] Wjlgsf cfwf/df JolQmsf] klxrfg ug{ ;lsG5 . Wjlg;DaGwL
cWoog e"t / jt{dfgsf] ul/G5 . Wjlg j0f{gd"ns, juL{s/0fd"ns / ;fdfGoLs[t x'G5 . Wjlglj1fg
efiffsf cGo If]qx¿ j0f{lj1fg, ?klj1fg, zAblj1fg, jfSolj1fg / cy{lj1fgdf cfwfl/t x'G5 . lnlk
lgdf{0fdf Wjlglj1fgsf] clgjfo{ cfjZostf kb{5 . Wjlglj1fg efiffeGbf a9L z/L/ lj1fg;Fu ;DalGwt
x'G5 . Wjlglj1fgsf] cWoog ubf{ Wjlg cjoj cf]7, bfFt, lha|f], tfn' cflbsf] cWoog ljZn]if0f u/L
pRrf/0f :yfg, k|oTg, 3f]ifTj, k|f0fTjsf af/]df lj:t[t?kdf cWoog ul/G5 . jQmfn] Wjlgsf] pRrf/0f
s;/L ub{5,pRrfl/t Wjlg s;/L ;f~rfl/s eO{ >f]tfn] >j0f ub{5, o;sf cfwf/df Wjlglj1fgnfO{
cf}Rrfl/s, ;f~rfl/s / >fjl0fs u/L tLg zfvfdf juL{s/0f ul/G5 .
kfl0flgnfO{ Wjlgsf] k|f/lDes k|jt{s cfrfo{ dflgG5 . pgn] Wjlgsf] Joj:yf Pjd\ ljGof; ug{]
sfo{ u/] . kfl0flgn] WjlgnfO{ lzIffcGt{ut /fvL cf3ft, dfqf, pRrf/0f :yfg, k|oTg / Wjlg ;fdu|L
u/L % k|sf/df juL{s/0f u/]sf 5g\ . @) cf}+ ztfAbLsf] k|f/De ;g\ !(@! lt/ o"/f]k]nL efiff j}1flgsx¿
;:o'/ / ;lk/n] Wjlgsf If]qdf dxÎjk"0f{ sfo{ u/] . k|fu, n08g, sf]k]gx]ug, h]g]jf, cd]l/sL
s]Gb|x¿åf/f Wjlg;DaGwL cWoog ul/of] . An'dlkmN8, 8\oflgon hf]G;, /f]dg ofsf]A;g, cfGb|] dft{g,
Pr=P= lUn;g, kfOs, h:tf efiffj}1flgsx?n] Wjlgsf] laleGg kIfaf6 cWoog ug{] sfo{ u/] . ;+;f/sf
efiffsf Wjlgx¿sf] cWoog ug{ !( cf}+ ztfAbLsf] cGTolt/ k|mfG;df cGt/fli6«o Wjlg ;ª\+3sf] :yfkgf
ePsf] lyof] . o;n] cGt/{fli6«o WjlgtflTjs j0f{dfnf ;g\ !*** df tof/ kf¥of] . cGt/{fli6«o WjlgtflTjs
j0f{dfnf agfpg] sfddf efiffj}1flgs 8\oflgon hf]G;sf] dxÎjk"0f{ e"ldsf /x]sf] 5 . o;n] jt{dfg
;dodf Wjlgsf] cWoog ljZn]if0fsf ;fy} ljZj efiffsf WjGofTds cfn]vg ug{ ;/n agfPsf] 5 .
Wjlglj1fgsf] kl/efiff
!_ dflg;sf pRrf/0f cjojaf6 pRrfl/t Wjlgx¿sf] lj1fg;Ddt cWoog ug{] zf:qnfO{ Wjlglj1fg
elgG5 -uf}td / n'O6]n,@)%# M !&_ .
@_ pRrfl/t Wjlgx?sf] j}1flgs cWoog ug{] zf:qnfO{ Wjlglj1fg elgG5 -zdf{ / n'O6]n, @)^$M$#_ .
#_ Wjlglj1fgdf d'vf]Rrfl/t Wjlgx¿sf] cWoog ul/G5 . o;df Wjlg;DaGwL ;Dk"0f{ s'/fx¿sf] cWoog
ul/G5 -jGw",@)$* M !&_ .
$_ Wjlg;DaGwL s'/fsf] ljj]rgf / ljZn]if0f ePsf] efiffj}1flgs Ps zfvfnfO{ Wjlglj1fg elgG5
-g]kfnL a[xt\ zAbsf]z, @)%* M ^^)_ .
%_ Wjlglj1fg efifflj1fgsf] Tof] zfvf xf] h;df Wjlgsf] pRrf/0f, pRrf/0f cjo, juL{s/0f, Wjlg
k|jfx / u|x0fsf af/]df cWoog ul/G5 - zdf{,;g\ @))) M !&(_ .
^_ eflifs Wjlgsf] ef}lts kIfsf] ;}4flGts cWoog Wjlglj1fg xf] -Gof}kfg], @)^! M !**_ .
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Wjlgsf] pkof]l utf
 z'4 pRrf/0f ug{,
 cIf/sf] lgwf{/0f ug{,
 cy{ klxrfg ug{,
 wfld{s, kf}/fl0fs / ;flxlTos s[ltsf] ;lx pRrf/0f ug{,
 Wjlg klxrfg u/L lnlk lgdf{0f ug{,
 pRrf/0f cjojsf] cWoog ug{,
 JolQmsf] dgf]lj1fgsf] cWoog ug{ .
Wjlglj1fgsf zfvfx¿
Wjlglj1fgsf cf}Rrfl/s, ;f~rfl/s / >fjl0fs tLg zfvfx¿ 5g\ . cf}rfl/s Wjlglj1fg Wjlg
pTkfbg;F+u ;DalGwt 5 eg] ;f~rfl/s Wjlglj1fg Wjlgsf] ef}lts :j?k;Fu ;DalGwt 5 . >fjl0fs
Wjlglj1fg Wjlgsf] u|x0f;Fu ;DalGwt 5 .
s_ cf} R rfl/s Wjlglj1fg
 pRrf/0f cjojsf] cWoog ul/g],
 cGo zfvfeGbf Jofks,
 Wjlg pTkfbg;Fu ;DalGwt,
 s;/L s'g cjojaf6 Wjlg pTkflbt x'g] To;sf] cWoog ul/g],
 k|oTg, an, k|f0fTj, 3f]ifTj :yfg cflbsf] cWoog ul/g] .
cf}Rrfl/s Wjlglj1fgn] dfgjLo Wjlgsf] pTkfbg ub{5 . Wjlgsf] pTkfbg s;/L s'g Wjlg
cjojåf/f x'G5 To;sf] cWoog cf}Rrfl/s zfvfn] ub{5 . Wjlg cjojx? rn / crn u/L b'O{ k|sf/
sf x'G5g\ . rn Wjlg cjojx¿ cf]7, lha|f], sf]dn tfn', lsnlsn], unlha|L, :j/oGq, kmf]S;f], tyf crn
Wjlg cjojx¿ bfFt / gfl;sf ljj/, tfn'sf] s]xL efuaf6 s] s:tf Wjlgx¿ pRrfl/t x'G5g\ To;sf]
j}1flgs tl/sfn] cWoog cf}Rrfl/s Wjlglj1fgn] ub{5 . pRrfl/t WjlgnfO{ v08Lo / v08]t/ u/L b'O{
k|sf/df laefhg ul/G5 . Wjlgsf] pTkfbg j+zk/Dk/f / Wjlg cjojsf] cfsf/ k|sf/n] k|efljt
kfb{5 . kmf]S;f]af6 lgl:sPsf] ;f;nfO{ jfo'dfu{df slt jfwf pTkGg x'G5 o; cfwf/df Wjlgx¿sf]
juL{s/0f ul/G5 . Wjlg pTkfbgdf JolQmsf] dgf]efjn] k|efj kfb{5 . Wjlgx¿ cf]i7\o, bGTo, tfnAo jT:o{,
s07\o, clts07\o s'g :yfgaf6 pRrfl/t ePsf x'g\ < kmf]S;f]af6 ;f;jflx/ cfpFbf s] slt an jf k|oTg
eO{ hf]l8g], yls{g], 3if{0f x'g] / sfKg] k|lqmof x'G5 < :j/oGqsf] sDkg s:tf] 5 / ;f;sf] dfqf / ult
w]/} jf yf]/} slt 5 < cflb cfwf/df pRrfl/t Wjlgx¿sf] cWoog ljZn]if0f cf}Rrfl/s Wjlglj1fgn]
ub{5 . Wjlglj1fgsf tLg zfvfx¿ dWo] cf}Rrfl/s Wjlglj1fg Jofks / lj:t[t zfvf xf] . Wjlg pTkfbg
ubf{ ;j{k|yd jQmfn] dgf]ljDj jf s] af]Ng] eGg] wf/0ff tof/ ub{5 . dgf]ljDa jf wf/0ff tof/ eP kZrft\
zAbljDa jf zAbsf] rog ub{5 . zAbsf] rogkZrft\ zAbn] lbg] cy{ af]w ub{5 . zAbsf] cy{ ;lx ePdf
jf pRrf/0f ug{ ldNg] ePdf dfq jQmfn] Wjlg pRrf/0f ub{5 o;nfO{ o;/L b]vfpg ;lsG5 .
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zAb ljDa
tof/ ug{]

cy{af]w
ug{]

Wjlgsf] pRrf/0f
jf pTkfbg ug{]

;~r/0f

dgf]ljDa
tof/ ug]{

jQmf
v_ ;f~rfl/s Wjlglj1fg
ef}lts :j?k;F+u ;DalGwt x'g],
>j0f OlGb|odf leGgtf x'g],
JolQmsf] af]Ng] z}nL km/s x'g],
b]zsfn / jftfj/0fn] k|efj kfg{],
pTkfbg / >j0flarsf] l:yltsf] cWoog ug{] Wjlglj1fgsf] zfvfnfO{ ;f~rfl/s Wjlglj1fg
elgG5 . ;f~rfl/s Wjlglj1fgn] ef}lts :j?ksf] j:t'k/s 9ª\un] cWoog ub{5 . jQmfåf/f pRrl/t Wjlg
xfjfdf s;/L t/ª\lut eP/ >f]tfsf] sfg;Dd k'U5 < jQmfn] pRrf/0f u/]sf] Wjlg ljgf jfwf lj/f]w
>f]tfsf] sfg;Dd k'u]sf] 5 5}g To;sf] cWoog ljZn]if0f Wjlgsf] ;f~rfl/s zfvfdf ul/G5 . WjlgnfO{
ljleGg oGqåf/f k|of]u k/LIf0f ul/g] x'Fbf o;nfO{ k|fof]lus Wjlglj1fg klg elgG5 . ;f~rfl/s WjlgnfO{
ul0ftLo cfwf/df j}1flgs k|lqmofåf/f dfkg ul/g] x'Fbf o;af6 k|fKt lgisif{ j:t'k/s, k|fdfl0fs /
j}1flgs k|s[ltsf] x'G5 . cfjfhsf] ultnfO{ 8]l;jndf dfkg ul/G5 . sfgsf] >j0f ug{] Ifdtf lglZrt
x'G5 . Wjlgsf] rfn k|lt;]s]G8 !!#) lkm6sf b/n] xfjfdf ;f~rfl/s x'G5 -9sfn,@)^% M ^@_ . Wjlg
jfo'd08ndf t/lª\ut eP/ cufl8 a9\5 . Wjlg rfn qmdzM cufl8 a9\b} lglZrt ljGb'df k'Ubf Wjlg 36\b}
z"Go x'G5 / >f]tfn] >j0f ug{ ;Sb}g . pTkflbt Wjlg ;f~rfl/s x'Fbf ljlebtf x'G5 . Wjlg cjoj / >j0f
OlGb|odf leGgtf, km/s jftfj/0f / kl/j]z, zAbsf] pRrf/0f ug{] ;do, JolQmsf] jf]Ng] z}nL cflb cfwf/
df Wjlgdf lalewtf x'G5 . ;f~rfl/s Wjlgn] d'v/tf, bL3{tf, 3f]ifTj, k|f0fTj, cg'gfl;stf, jnf3ft, ;'/
tfg cflbsf] cWoog ub{5 . ;f~rfl/s WjlgnfO{ d'vdfks, s[ltd tfn', sfodf]u|fd, Os /fO6/,
6]k/]s8/, qmf]df]u|fkm, PS;/], O08f]:sf]k, cfl;nf]u|fkm cflb oGqsf] dfWodåf/f dfkg ul/G5 -ltjf/L, ;g\
@))# M##$_ .
u_ >fjl0fs Wjlglj1fg
>j0f;F+u ;DalGwt Wjlglj1fgsf] zfvf,
t/ª\lut Wjlg cjojn] ubf{ sDkg pTkGg x'g],
>j0fdf sfg / sfg;Fu ;DalGwt :gfo' k|0ffnL ;lqmo x'g],
z/L/ / dl:tis;F+u ;DalGwt,
dgf]lj1fg;Fu ;DalGwt x'g] .
>fjl0fs Wjlglj1fgn] jQmfn] pRrfl/t u/L ;f~rfl/s ePsf WjlgnfO{ >j0f u/L ljZn]if0f
ub{5 . >f]tfsf] sfg / dl:tis;Fu k|ToIf ;DalGwt >fjl0fs Wjlglj1fgn] jfo'd08ndf t/lª\ut Wjlgsf]
>j0f ug{], ljZn]if0f ug{], cy{af]w ug{], / u|x0f ug{] sfd ub{5 . Wjlglj1fgsf] gofF zfvf dflgg] >fjl0fs
Wjlglj1fg cGo b'O{ zfvfeGbf sd k|of]udf cfPsf] 5 . sfg / sfg;+Fu ;DalGwt :gfo' k|0ffnL, dl:tis
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cflbsf] cWoog >fjl0fs zfvfcGtu{t ul/G5 . ha jQmfn] pTkfbg u/]sf] Wjlg t/lª\ut eP/ >f]tfsf]
sfg;Dd k'U5 ta >j0f OlGb|odf sDkg pTkGg x'G5 . sDkg pTkGg eP kZrft\ >f]tfn] Wjlg u|x0f
ub{5 . sDkgnfO{ xh{df dfkg ul/G5 . efiffj}1flgs ef]nfgfy ltjf/Ln] o;nfO{ lk|mSj]G;L jf cfj[lQdf
dfkg u/]sf 5g\ . pgn] () b]lv !))) cfj[lQsf] WjlgnfO{ JolQmn] /fd|/L ;'Gg / a'‰g ;Sb5 eGg] ljrf/
JoQm u/]sf 5g\ . Wjlglj1fgsf] >fjl0fs zfvfn] Wjlgsf] u'0f, dfqf, :j?k, k|efj, sfo{ tyf k|sf/sf]
j:t'k/s cWoog ljZn]if0f ub{5 . pRrfl/t WjlgnfO{ >f]tfn] o;/L >j0f ub{5 M

Wjlgsf]
ljZn]if0f

Wjlg
>j0f

Wjlgsf]
cy{ af]w

Wjlgsf] cy{
u|x0f

>f]tf
Wjlgsf] juL{ s /0f
dfgj pRrf/0f cjojåf/f pRrfl/t ;fy{s cfjfhnfO{ Wjlg elgG5 . Wjlgsf] cWoog ljZn]if0f
ug{] efifflj1fgsf] Ps zfvfnfO{ Wjlglj1fg elgG5 . Wjlg efiffsf] pRrfo{ n3'td PsfO xf] . Wjlg
pRrf/0f ubf{ kmf]S;f]af6 ;f;aflx/ lg:sg] / k:g] qmd x'G5 . Wjlglj1fgn] Wjlg cjoj, Zjf;k|jfx,
pRrf/0f k|lqmof, :j/ / Jo~hg Wjlgsf] cWoog ub{5 . pRrf/0f :yfg, k|oTg, 3f]ifTj / k|f0fTjsf
cfwf/df Wjlg s;/L pRrfl/t x'G5g\ To;sf] cWoog Wjlglj1fgdf ul/G5 . Wjlgsf] cWoog ug{]
k/Dk/f w]/} k'/fgf] xf] . Wjlglj1fgn] ;+;f/e/sf efiffdf k|of]u x'g] Wjlgsf] n]vfhf]vf u/L ;}4flGts cfwf/
tof/ ub{5 . WjlgnfO{ v08Lo / v08]t/ u/L o;/L juL{s/0f ul/G5 M

Wjlgsf] juL{s/0f
v08Lo
:j/
lha|f]sf] ;lqmoefu
lha|f]sf] prfO
cf]7sf] l:ylt
df+;k]zLo cfwf/

Jo~hg
:yfg
k|oTg
3f]ifTj
k|f0fTj

v08]t/
dfqf
anfwft
;'/
tfg
cg'gfl;stf
Zj;g

s_ v08Lo Wjlg
v08 v08 ug{ ;lsg] WjlgnfO{ v08Lo Wjlg elgG5 . :jtGq ?kdf pRrf/0f ug{ ;lsg] / v08Lt
ug{ ;lsg] WjlgnfO{ g} v08Lo Wjlg x'g\ . :jtGq ?kdf pRrf/0f ug{ ;lsg] v08Lo WjlgnfO{ :j/, cw{:j/
/ Jo~hg u/L juL{s/0f ul/G5 .
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!= :j/ Wjlg
Zjf;k|jfxdf afwf pTkGg geO{ :jtM pRrf/0f x'g ;Sg] WjlgnfO{ :j/ Wjlg elgG5 . kmf]S;f]af6
lg:sg] ;f;lagf /f]sfj6 aflx/ lgl:sP/ pRrfl/t x'g] Wjlgx¿ g} :j/ Wjlg x'g\ . :j/ Wjlgsf]
pRrf/0f ubf{ c¿ Wjlgsf] cfjZostf kb{}g . ;'gfOsf cfwf/df :j/ Wglgx¿ a9L >'ltuf]r/ / nfdf]
;do;Dd pRrf/0f ug{ ;lsG5 . cGo Wjlg;F+u cfl>t geO{ pRrfl/t x'g] Wjlgx¿ k|To]s efiffdf
km/s km/s ;ª\Vofdf /x]sf x'G5g\ . o;/L :jtM pRrf/0f x'g], Zjf; k|jfxdf afwf gx'g], a9L ;'Gg ;lsg]
cfIfl/s Wjlg g} :j/ Wjlg x'g\ .
:j/ Wjlgsf ljz]i ftf
:jtM pRrf/0f x'g], c?sf] ;xof]u gkg]{,
Zjf;k|jfxdf cj/f]w gx'g],
a9L ;'Gg / nfdf] ;do;Dd pRrf/0f ug{ ;lsg],
cfIfl/s Wjlg ePsfn] cIf/ lgwf{/0f ug{ cfjZos kg{],
3f]if Wjlg, df}lvs Wjlg / Jo~hgsf] t'ngfdf sd ;ª\Vofdf x'g],
;a} :j/Wjlg k|of]udf gcfpg],
lha|f] jf cf]7sf] :kz{ gx'g], anf3ft, bL3{tf, ;'/, tfg x'g] ePsfn] a9L :ki6 x'g], cgfl>t Wjlg.
g]kfnL efiffsf c, cf, O, O{, p, pm, C, P, P], cf], cf}, c+ cM !# j6f n]Vo :j/ WjlgdWo]
efiffj}1flgs k|of]u / pRrf/0fsf b[li6n] sYo ?kdf c, cf, O,p, P, cf] u/L ^ j6f :j/ Wjlgx¿ k|of]udf
cfPsf 5g\ . cGo Wjlgx¿ ;+o'Qm ?kdf o;/L k|of]udf cfPsf x'G5g\ .
O{ ¥ O ± O
pm ¥ p ± p
P] ¥ c ± O
cf} ¥ c ± p
C ¥ /\ ± O
c+ ¥ c ± d\
cM ¥ c ± x\
:j/ Wjlgsf] juL{s/0f lha|f]sf] ;ls|o efu,lha|fsf]] prfO,cf]7sf] l:ylt, df+;k]zLo cfwf/,
xfa|f]sf] l:ylt, d"n / ;+o'St cflb cfwf/df ul/G5 .
@=Jo~hg Wjlg
Zjf; k|jfxdf ljleGg afwf pTkGg eO{ pRrf/0f x'g] WjlgnfO{ Jo~hg Wjlg elgG5 . Jo~hg
Wjlg pRrf/0f ubf{ Zjf; k|jfxdf 3if{0f jf afwf pTkGg x'G5 . Jo~hg Wjlgaf6 cIf/sf] lgwf{/0f ug{
;lsb}g . :j/ Wjlgsf t'ngfdf Ao~hg Wjlg pRrf/0f ubf{ sd ;'lgG5 . Jo~hg Wjlg pRrf/0f ubf{ :j/
s'g} g s'g} ?kdf 6fFl;P/ cfpg] x'Fbf :j/ Wjlgsf] ;xfotflagf Jo~hg Wjlgsf] pRrf/0f ug{ ;lsb}g .
Jo~hg Wjlgx¿ df}lvs / gf;lso b'a} x'G5g\ . sd ;do;Dd dfq pRrf/0f ug{ ;lsg] Jo~hg Wjlg
k|To]s efiffdf km/s km/s ;ª\Vofdf /x]sf x'G5g\ . o;/L :jtM pRrf/0f x'g g;Sg] Zjf; k|jfxdf
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s'g} g s'g} jfwf pTkGg x'g] cgfIfl/s, sd >j0fLo ;3f]if, c3f]if, df}lvs, gf;lso Wjlg g} Jo~hg
Wjlg x'g\ . g]kfnL efiffdf n]Vo ¿kdf #^ j6f Jo~hg Wjlg eP tfklg efiffj}1flgs k|of]u / pRrf/0fsf
b[li6n] @( j6f Jo~hg Wjlgx¿ k|of]udf cfPsf 5g\ . g]kfnL efiffdf sYo ¿kdf k|of]udf cfPsf Jo~hg
Wjlgx¿ lgDg 5g\ M
s
v
u
3
ª
r
5
h
em
–
6
7
8
9
–
t
y
b
w
g
k
km
a
e
d
o
/
n
j
;
x Ö @(
oL afx]s n]Vo ¿df k|of]udf cfpg] `, 0f, z, if, If, q, 1 Jo~hg Wjlg sYo ¿kdf k|of]udf
cfpFb}gg\ . h:t} M
` – sf] ;6\6f g k|of]u x'g]
0f – sf] ;6\6f g k|of]u x'g]
z – sf] ;6\6f ; k|of]u x'g]
if – sf] ;6\6f ; k|of]u x'g]
If – s\±if\±c ldn]/ ag]sf] ;+o'St Wjlg
q – t\±/\±c ldn]/ ag]sf] ;+o'St Wjlg
1 – h\ ±`\±c ldn]/ ag]sf] ;+o'St Wjlg
Jo~hg Wjlgsf ljz] i ftf
:jtM pRrf/0f ug{ g;lsg] :j/ Wjlgsf] cfjZos kg{],
Zjf; k|jfxdf afwf pTkGg x'g],
cgfIfl/s Wjlg,
sd >j0fLo, pRrf/0fdf sd ;do nfUg] / cfl>t Wjlg,
:j/ s'g} g s'g} ¿kdf 6fFl;P/ pRrfl/t x'g],
df}lvs / gf;lso b'a} x'g],
:j/ Wjlgsf] t'ngfdf a9L ;ª\Vofdf x'g],
;a} Jo~hg Wjlg k|of]udf gcfpg],
pRrf/0f :yfg, k|oTg, 3f]ifTj / k|f0fTjsf cfwf/df juL{s/0f ul/g] .
v_ v08]t/ Wjlg
v08 v08 ug{ g;lsg], :jtGq / ;xh pRrf/0f ug{ g;lsg] WjlgnfO{ v08]t/ Wjlg elgG5 .
v08Lo Wjlgsf] ;xof]u lnP/ pRrf/0f ul/g] v08]t/ Wjlgdf dfqf, cg'gfl;stf cfwft, Zj;g, ;'/ cflb
kb{5g\ . v08]t/ WjlgnfO{ Wjlgu'0f, WjlgnIf0f, :j/u'0f, /fuLotÎj klg elgG5 . v08 v08 ug{ g;lsg],
:j/ / Jo~hg Wjlg h:tf] ;xh pRrf/0f ug{ glsg], cy{e]bs, sd >j0fLo, df}lvs / gf;lso Wjlg
g} v08]t/ Wjlg x'g\ . g]kfnL efiffdf v08]t/ WjlgnfO{ o;/L juL{s/0f ul/G5 M
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dfqf
cg'gfl;stf
cfwft

jn3ft
nof3ft

;'/÷tfn
;+lxtf ÷lj/fd
Zj;g

lgisif{
o;/L dfgjåf/f pRrfl/t Wjlgsf] cWoog ug]{ efifflj1fgsf] zfvfnfO{ Wjlglj1fg elgG5 . o;n]
;+;f/sf eflifs Wjlgsf] j:t'k/s 9ª\un] cWoog ljZn]if0f ub{5 . Wjlglj1fg sYodf cfwfl/t x'G5 .
WjlgnfO{ pRrfl/t, ;f~rfl/s / >fjl0fs u/L tLg zfvfdf ljefhg ul/G5 . lnlk lgdf{0fdf Wjlglj1fgsf]
clgjfo{ cfjZostf kb{5 . Wjlglj1fg efiffeGbf a9L z/L/ lj1fg;Fu ;DalGwt x'G5 . Jo~hg Wjlg
cWoog ubf{ Wjlg cjoj cf]7, bfFt, lha|f], tfn' cflbsf] cWoog ljZn]if0f u/L pRrf/0f :yfg, k|oTg,
3f]ifTj, k|f0fTjsf af/]df lj:t[t ?kdf cWoog ul/G5 eg] :j/ Wjlgsf] juL{s/0f lha|f]sf] ;ls|o
efu,lha|fsf]] prfO,cf]7sf] l:ylt, df+;k]zLo cfwf/, xfa|f]sf] l:ylt, d"n / ;+o'St cflb cfwf/df ul/G5 .
;Gbe{ ;"rL
clwsf/L, x]dfª\u/fh -@)%^_, ;fdflhs / k|fof]lus efifflj1fg, sf7df8f}+ M /Tg k':ts e08f/ .
uf}td, b]jLk|;fb -@)$(_, g]kfnL efiff kl/ro, sf7df8f}+ M ;femf k|sfzg .
9sfn, zflGtk|;fb -@)^%_, ;fdfGo efifflj1fg, sf7df8f} M z'esfdgf k|sfzg .
ltjf/L, ef]nfgfy -O{=@))#_, cfw'lgs efifflj1fg, lbNnL M lnlk k|sfzg .
Gof}kfg], 6ª\sk|;fb -@)%!_, efifflj1fgsf] ¿k/]vf, sf7df8f}+ M g]kfn a's l8kf] .
aGw', r"8fdl0f -@)$*_, efifflj1fg, sf7df8f}+ M ;femf k|sfzg .
ofbj, of]u]Gb|k|;fb / eLdgf/fo0f /]UdL -@)%*_ efifflj1fg, sf7df8f}+ M Go" lx/f a'S; .
zdf{,df]xg/fh -@)%$_, zAb/rgf / j0f{ljGof;, sf7df8f}+ M gjLg k|sfzg .
zdf{, df]xg/fh / vu]Gb|k|;fb -@)^$_, cfw'lgs efifflj1fg, sf7df8f}+ M ljBfyL{ k':ts e08f/ .
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f

/fh]Zj/L v08sfJosf] tÎjut ljZn]if0fsf] cfnf]sdf kf}/:To bz{g

wgs[i0f pkfWofo!
;f/ ;ª\I f]k
:jR5GbtfjfbL efj / kl/isf/jfbL lzNksf ;fy snd rnfpg] dfwj l3ld/] -lj= ;+= !(&^_
n] sljtf, v08sfJo, gf6\osfJo, uLt, afnuLt, lgaGw, ;dfnf]rgf h:tf ljleGg ljwfdf snd
rnfPsf 5g\ . pgnfO{ g]kfnL ;flxTodf kl/lrt u/fpg] k|d'v s[lt uf}/L v08sfJo xf] . o;/L slj
l3ld/]nfO{ g]kfnL kf7slar nf]slk|o agfpg] klxnf] s[lt v08sfJo g} /x]sf] b]lvG5 . ;j{bz{gdf :gfts
u/]sf l3ld/]n] uf}/L, kflkgL cfdf, /fh]Zj/L, /fi6"lgdf{tf, wtL{dftf, OGb|s'df/L, uf}FynL / uhwDd] ty
af]/fsf] k/bf u/L cf7 j6f v08sfJo k|sflzt u/]sf 5g\ . bz{gaf6 g} lzlIft tyf bLlIft l3ld/]n]
v08sfJodf kf}/:To jf k"jL{o bz{gsf ljljw ljifoj:t' ;d]6]sf 5g\ . pgsf cGo sfJo em}F
…/fh]Zj/LÚ v08sfJodf kf}/:To bz{gsf] k|of]u ePsf] 5 . v08sfJosf syfgs, kfq, kl/j]z, hLjgbz{g,
efiffz}nL h:tf k|d'v tÎjx¿sf] ljZn]if0fsf ;fy} ltgdf kf}/:To bz{gsf k|d'v ljifo a|Xd, O{j/,
cfTdf, k|s[lt / k'?if, hut\, ljlw, sd{ h:tf tÎjx¿sf] k|of]uaf/] klg ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] 5 .
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJosf] tÎjut ljZn]if0fsf] cfnf]sdf kf}/:To bz{g zLif{ssf] o; n]vdf /x]sf ;}4flGts
kIfx¿ k"jL{o l;4fGt / dfGotfdf cfwfl/t ;flxTozf:q / bz{gzf:qsf k':tsx¿sf d"ne"t dfGotf
u|x0f ul/Psf] 5 . pQm dfGotfsf cfwf/df /fh]Zj/L v08sfJosf tÎjx¿sf] ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] 5 . pQm
l;4fGtsf] ldof]df /xL …/fh]Zj/LÚ v08sfJosf] ;'?b]lv cGt;Dd k6s k6s cWoog u/L tÎjut
ljZn]if0f / kf}/:To bz{gsf] k|of]u;DaGwL cWoog ul/Psf] 5 . ;f] cWoog ubf{ zf]w cWoog ljlw
/ k':tsfno ljlwsf] k|of]u ul/Psf] 5 . l;4fGt / cWoogaf6 …/fh]Zj/LÚ v08sfJosf] tÎjut
ljZn]if0fsf qmddf bfz{lgs k|of]uaf/] pNn]v u/L lgisif{df k'Ug] k|of; ul/Psf] 5 .
d'Vo zAb / zAbfjnL M
;flxlTos ofqf, v08sfJo, afnsljtf, gf6\osfJo, ;dfnf]rgf, :jR5GbtfjfbL, kl/isf/jfbL,
rl/qk|wfg, syfj:t', kf}/:To, dLdf+;f bz{g, sd{ljwfg, lgTosd{, sfDosd{, g}ldlQs sd{, rl/qk|wfg,
gflosf, k|ltlglwd"ns, cfWoflTdstf, ;fj{hgLg dfGotf, ;tLj]bL, dfgjtfjfbL bz{lgs lrGtg,
kl/j]zljwfg, wfld{s d'b|f, kl/l:ylt, åGå, O{Zj/, cfTdf, hGd, d[To', :ju{, aGwg, dfgjtfjfb, ;f+:s[lts
r]tgf, uf]nfOFrL k"mn, ;+:sf/–dgf]e"ld, /fli6«o efjgfsf] lrGtg, hLjgbz{g, j}lbs bz{g, cf/fwgf,
k|s[lt b]j, lhhLljiffsf] k|ltd"lt{, k|s[ltk/s bfz{lgs r]tgf, h8-r]tg-;dGjojfbL lrGtg, cfgGbr]tgf,
lrbfgGb ljZjr]tgf, cª\uL/;, ljk|nDe z[ª\uf/, jfT;No /;, cª\u/;, zfb"{nljqmLl8t 5Gb, lzvl/0fL
5Gb, t[tLo k'?if b[li6laGb', j]bsf] bz{g, ;fª\Vo bz{g, ;lRrbfgGb, cd/, :ju{, sfn, wd{, k|f0f, ;[li6,
s0f, x+;, c+z cflb .

! pkk|fWofks, 6Lsfk'/ ax'd'vL SofDk;
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!= kl/ro
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJosf /rlotf dfwj l3ld/] x'g\ . pgsf] hGd lj= ;+= !(&^ ;fn c;f]h & ut]
;f]daf/sf lbg ndh'ª lhNnfsf] k':t'g afx'g8f"8f ufp"df dftf b|f}kbLb]jL tyf lktf uf}/Lzª\s/ pkfWofosf]
klxnf] ;Gtfgsf ¿kdf ePsf] xf] . ljleGg k];fdf ;+nUg eO{ sfo{ u/]sf l3ld/] ljljw k'/:sf/ tyf
;Ddfgaf6 lje"lift ePsf 5g\ . …1fgk'ikÚ -lj=;+= !((@_ k'm6s/ sljtfaf6 ;flxlTos ofqf k|f/De
u/]sf l3ld/]n] v08sfJo, afn sljtf, uLt, syf ,gf6\osfJo tyf ;dfnf]rgf ljwfdf ;d]t snd
rnfpFb} cfPsf 5g\ . cGo ljwfsf cltl/Qm pgsf kflkgL cfdf -@)!#_, uf}/L -@)!%_, /fh]Zj/L -@)!&_,
/fi6«lgdf{tf -@)@#_, wtL{dftf -@)#)_, OGb|s'df/L -@)%&_, af]/fsf] k/bf -@)%&_ / uf}FynL / uhwDd]
-@)%&_ cf7 j6f v08sfJo, /x]sf 5g\ . l3ld/] efjdf :jR5GbtfjfbL / z}nLdf kl/isf/jfbL sljsf
¿kdf kl/lrt 5g\ . lj= ;+= @)!& ;fndf k|sflzt /fh]Zj/L rl/qk|wfg P]ltxfl;s v08sfJo xf] . o;
v08sfJon] slj l3ld/]sf] sljTjn] dxQd prfOF k|fKt u/]sf] b]lvG5 . k|:t't sfJo hDdf la; 5fndf
ljeflht ul/Psf] 5 . k|To]s 5fnsf] ;'?df Pp6f kl/rofTds uBjfSo / kfFrkfFr j6f Znf]s u/L Ps
;o Znf]s / rf/ ;o r/0f /x]sf 5g\ . of] v08sfJo slj l3ld/]sf] bf];|f] r/0fsf] pTs[i6 s[lt xf] . of]
v08sfJo P]ltxfl;s tYo ljifoj:t'df cfwfl/t eP/ klg efjgfTds /x]sf] 5 .
@= syfj:t'
/0faxfb'/ zfxsL h]7L /fgL /fh]Zj/Lsf] rl/qdf of] sfJo s]lGb|t /x]sf] 5 . o;sf] syfj:t' ;DaGwdf
l3ld/] -@)^( u_ n] eg]sf 5g\,
/fh]Zj/L /0faxfb'/ zfxsL h]7L /fgL x'g\ . u'NdLsf] /fhs'ndf pgsf] hGd ePsf] lyof] . kltk/
fo0ff t/ ;w}+ pk]lIftf, ;GtfgxLgf t/ uLjf{0fsL wd{sL cfdf, pbf/x[bof t/ b/afl/of if8\oGqn] x]nDa'df
ˆofFlsPsL, ;w}+ g]kfnsf] ;'gf}nf] ;kgf b]Vg] t/ klRr;} jif{sf] pd]/df lrtfdf r9]sL– /fgL /fh]Zj/Lsf]
hLjg hl6n e}sg klg ;/n, ;/n e}sg klg dfld{s 5 – ;+;f/sf ;a} dxfg\ JolQmsf] hLjg o:t} x'G5
. ====o; sfo{df d]/f] d'Vo cfwf/ …;tL ljHofo dfnÚ eGg] g]jf/L nf]suLt 5, hf] x]nDa'df lgjf{l;t ePb]lv
jfUdtLdf ;tL uP;Ddsf] /fh]Zj/L dd{dw'/ hLjgsf] z]if c+z;Fu ;DaGw /fVt5 -e"ldsf_ .
o; v08sfJosL k|d'v gflosf /fh]Zj/L b/afl/of if8\oGqsf sf/0f x]nDa'df lgjf{l;t hLjg
latfO/x]sL lyOg\ . ToxfF ;ft hgf b"tx¿ uP/ /fgLnfO{ b/af/lt/ hfg cfu|x ub{5g\ . /fgL if8\oGqsf]
cfzª\sfn] ghfg] s'/f ub{l5g\ . b"tx¿n] /fhfsf] gSsnL k|]dkq ;'gfO{ /fgLnfO{ ljZj:t kf/]/ sflGtk'/
lt/ Nofpg ;kmn x'G5g\ . Ps jf; 6f9f cfOk'u]kl5 /fgLnfO{ /fhfsf] :ju]{ ePsf] va/ x'G5 . /fgL k'gM
x]nDa'lt/ kms{g vf]Hbf b"tx¿ hfg lbFb}gg\ . /fgLsf] b'Mvdo cj:yf b]v]/ u|fdo'jtL b'Mv k|s6 ul5{g\ .
a|hof]lugLdf k'u]/ b]jLnfO{ cfzfu'hf{ r9fpFl5g\, k'hf/Ln] sNof0fsf] sfdgf u5{g\ . /fgLsf] jL/tfsf]
k|;ª\u ufOg]n] ufpF5 . /fgLnfO{ tLg lbgsf] ofqfkl5 jfUdtL lsgf/df k'¥ofpF5g\ . /fgLn] ljleGg
s'/f u/L b/af/ hfg vf]Hbf klg ;]gfkltn] kl/l:ylt ablnPsfn] /fgLk|lt cfb/ x'Fbfx'Fb} klg hfg lbg
g;lsg] s'/f u5{ . /fgL cfo{3f6 k'u]/ cfˆgf] b]znfO{ cfjZostf /x]sf] s'/f ubf{ / /fhg}lts, bfz{lgs,
snfsf/ cflb hg;d"xn] lj/f]w ubf{ klg k'/f]lxtn] wfld{s cf8df / cdfTon] /fhgLltsf] cf8df sflGtk'/
b/af/ uO{ afns 5f]/f uLjf{0fsf]] d'v x]g]{ clGtd OR5f;d]t k"/f gu/L ;tL hfg afWo kfl/Psf]] 5 .
o;/L kf}/:To dLdf+;f bz{gsf sd{ljwfgsf ;DaGwdf klg o; sfJodf ;an ¿kdf lrq0f ul/Psf]
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5 . lgTosd{, sfDosd{ / g}ldlQs sd{sf af/]df ck|ToIf ¿kdf rrf{ ul/Psf] 5 . /fgLnfO{ ha/h:tL
;tL hfg afWo kfl/Psf]df sljn] lrGtf k|s6 u/]sf 5g\ . log} k|d'v 36gfx¿df v08sfJosf] syfj:t'
lgdf{0f ePsf]] 5 . P]ltxfl;s q"m/tfk|lt sljsf] ljb|f]xhGo cleJolQm k|s6 ePsf] 5 .
# = kfq ljwfg
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJo rl/qk|wfg /x]sf] 5 . o;df k|ToIf rf}w hgf kfq /x]sf 5g\ . tL kfqx¿df
b"t, /fh]Zj/L, u|fdo'jtL, k'hf/L, ufOg], ;]gfklt, k'/f]lxt, /fhf, afns /fhf uLjf{0f, cdfTo, /fhgLlt1,
bfz{lgs, snfsf/ / slj /x]sf 5g\ . ck|ToIf kfqx¿df ef/bf/x¿, sflGtdtL, lqk'/f, bf;L / hg;d"x
/x]sf 5g\ . k|ToIf kfqx¿df /fh]Zj/Lsf] e"ldsf ;aeGbf a9L /x]sf] 5 . logsf] e"ldsf 5fn b'O{,
rf/, kfFr, gf}, P3f/, t]x| / kGw|, u/L ;ft 5fndf /x]sf] 5 eg] afFsL t]x| kfqsf] PsPs ;u{df dfq
e"ldsf /x]sf] 5 . t;y{ /fgL /fh]Zj/Lsf] e"ldsf PsltxfOeGbf a9L /x]sf] 5 .
/fh]Zj/L o; sfJosL k|d'v rl/qsf ;fy} gflosf klg x'g\ . u'NdLsf] /fhkl/jf/df x's]{/ g]kfnsf
/fhf /0faxfb'/ zfxsL h]7L /fgL x'g k'u]sL /fh]Zj/L b/afl/of if8\oGqaf6 k6sk6s kLl8t gf/L x'g\ .
t/ klg pgL /fi6"sf] pGgltvflt/ ;w}+ tNnLg /x]sL 5g\ . æ/fh]Zj/L ;fdfGo gf/L, s'zn g]kfnL u[lx0fL,
c;n lk|otdf, cfbz{ cfdf / kltk/fo0ff /d0fLsf ¿kdf lrlqt 5g\ . pgL x]nDa'df kltåf/f g} kl/ToQmf
hf]lugL–ljof]lugL ag]/ a;]sL x'lG5g\, t/ kltsf] k|]d;Gb]z ;'Ggf;fy hfn;fFrsf] zª\sf x'Fbfx'Fb} klg
sflGtk'/ gkmls{O{ kltsf] k|]dlgdGq0fnfO{ nTofpFg ;lSbgg\Æ -kf]v/]n, @)%^, k[=#)_ . pgL cfˆgf] wd{ /
k/Dk/fk|lt ;r]t gf/Lsf ¿kdf /x]sL 5g\ . /fh]Zj/L k|hfjT;nf / hglk|of /fgL, k'qjT;nf cfdf,
kltk/fo0ff /d0fL, jL/fª\ugf, ;tL kTgL, ljwjf gf/L, u[xnIdL, lrtfdf ha/h:tL xf]Dg NofOPsL
c;xfof tyf bogLof lg/Lx gf/Lsf b]lvlG5g\ . pgL cfsif{s, k|efjzfnL / >4]o gf/Lsf ¿kdf kl/lrt
/x]sL 5g\ .
/fh]Zj/Lsf cltl/Qm cGo kfqx¿ k|ltlglwd"ns /x]sf 5g\ . b"tx¿ cx|fPsf] sfd ug]{ / cfˆgf]
ljj]ssf] k|of]udf pbf;Lg lgDgjuL{o sd{rf/L jf l;kfxLsf k|ltlglw x'g\ . u|fdo'jtL g]kfnL ;/n x[bof
gf/LsL k|ltlaDa x'g\ . k'hf/L ;a}sf] enf] lrtfpg] wd{sd{k|lt ;r]t JolQmsf] ¿kdf /x]sf] cfWoflTdstfsf]
k|ltlglwTj ug]{ kfq xf] . a'9f] ufOg] g]kfnL ;+:s[lt / 36gfnfO{ hg;dIf k'/\ofpg] kfqsf ¿kdf cª\lst
ePsf] 5 . tTsfnLg ;dodf 36]sf 36gfnfO{ svf{df afFw]/ cfˆgf] unf / snfdfkm{t hgtfnfO{ ;';"lrt
ug]{ sfd o; kfqn] u/]sf] b]lvG5 . ;]gfklt /fHosf] kl/l:ylt / /fhgLlts Joj:yfcGtu{t /x]/ g'gsf]
;f]emf] ug]{ rl/q xf] . :jljj]seGbf cfb]zsf] kfngf ug]{ JolQmsf] k|ltlglwTj u/L /fgLnfO{ cfo{3f6df
k'¥ofpg tNnLg kfqsf] e"ldsfdf /x]sf]] 5 . o;af6 /fHosf ;'/Iff lgsfox¿ GofocGofosf] 5fglageGbf
zf;ssf] ;Qf hf]ufpg] sfddf ;lqmo x'g'sf ;fy} cfb]zsf] kfngfd} ;Lldt x'g] u5{g\ eGg] ;fj{hgLg
dfGotfsf] pb\3f6g ePsf] b]lvG5 .
k'/f]lxt wd{sf] cf8df ;Qfsf] ;+/If0f ug{lt/ nfu]sf] kfqsf ¿kdf lrlqt 5 . p;n] /fgLnfO{ ;tL
dxfTDo ;'gfP/ ;tL hfg afWo kf/]sf] 5 . pm cGwljZjf;L, ?9 / cdfgjtfjfbL kfqsf ¿kdf b]vf
k/]sf] 5 . gfafns /fhf uLjf{0fdf afn;'ne :jefj /x]sf] 5 . cdfTosf] e"ldsf Pp6f dfq 5fndf
/x] klg /fgLeGbf kl5 p;s} e"ldsf b]lvPsf] 5 . kf]v/]n -@)%^_ n] eg]sf 5g\,
cdfTo s]xL if8\oGqsf/L, kbnf]n'k / /fhgLltsf] lgx'Fdf s"6g}lts w"t{tf v]Ng vlKk; k|tLt
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x'G5g\ . t/ Tof] tTsfnLg / cdfTosf] :jfefljs :j¿k xf] / g]kfnsf] b/afl/of /fhgLltdf cdfTo jf
dGqL ju{sf] k|s[lt To; a]nf To:t} x'GYof] . cdfTo /fgLnfO{ ;tLj]bL hnfP/ cfkm" lglj{£g ¿kn] ;Qfdf
cfpg rfxG5g\ . k|:t't sfJodf /fh]Zj/Lkl5 d'Vo e"ldsf v]Ng] k|d'v kfqsf] ¿kdf cdfTonfO{ k|:t't
ul/Psf] 5 lsgeg] /fh]Z/LnfO{ lrtf r9fpg] d'Vo JolQm pg} x'g\ / sfJosf] ;]/f]km]/f]df pgsf] sfo{Jofkf/
a]nfavt leqleq} l5Kb} u/] klg cToGt k|efjzfnL /x]sf] 5 . /fhgLltdf bofdfof geP/ rfnafhL /
w"t{tf x'G5 eGg] s'/fsf] cfef; cdfTosf] rl/qn] lbG5 . k|sf/fGt/n] To:t} JolQmnfO{ /fhgLlts'zn eGg]
ul/G5 / cdfTo tTsfnLg kl/j]zsf /fhgLltlgk'0f, w"t{, s]xL qm"/, s7f]/ tyf /fheQm -/fhf uLjf{0fk|lt
lgi7fjfg\_ Pj+ b]zeQm klg b]lvG5g\ -k[= %$_ .
snfsf/, /fhg}lts / bfz{lgs tTsfnLg g]kfnL hgtfsf k|ltlglw x'g\ . pgLx¿n] cdfgjLo
sfo{sf lj?4 blaPsf] cfjfh JoQm u/]sf 5g\ . æ/fhg}lts, bfz{lgs, snfsf/ / sljsf cfjfhdf cfbz{
/ jf:tljstfsf] åGådf /gylgPsf] pbfQ pb\uf/sf] cGt:tndf klg g]kfnL JolQmTjsf /flugLx¿ k|z:t
5g\Æ -lqkf7L, @)@*, k[=!*_ . o;/L x]bf{ /fh]Zj/Lsf cltl/Qm cGo kfqx¿n] g]kfnL ;dfhsf] ljleGg
ju{sf] ;zQm k|ltlglwTj u/]sf] kfOG5 . dfgjtfjfbL bz{lgs lrGtg / /fli6«o efjgfn] cf]tk|f]t oL
kfqx¿ sfJonfO{ ;zQm / hLjGt agfpg] sfo{df ;lqmo /x]sf 5g\ .
$= kl/j] z ljwfg
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJo rl/qk|wfg eP klg kl/j]zljwfg klg ;zQm /x]sf] 5 . o;sf] :yfgut
kl/j]z g]kfnL e"ld /x]sf] 5 . 36gf 36]sf :yfgx¿df x]nDa', sf]zL, ah|of]lugL, jfUdtL, sflGtk'/ cflb
/x]sf 5g\ . o;cGtu{t kxf8L ;'Gb/ k|s[ltsf] ;zQm cleJolQm kfOG5 . slj k|s[ltsf] lrq0fdf a9L
tNnLg b]lvG5g\ . æx]nDa'sf k|s[lt / ;+:sf/, sflGtk'/sf k|fs[lts / ;f+:s[lts :kGbg, sf]zL k|b]zsf
k|fs[lts u'~hg, jh|of]lugLsf] ;f+:s[lts / wfld{s d'b|f, sflGtk'/-sfzL / sflGtk'/-x]nDa'sf dfu{ut
k|fs[lts, P]ltxfl;s / ;f+:s[lts :d[lt cflb kl/j]z /x]sf 5g\Æ -lqkf7L, @)!&, k[=!&_ . sfnut kl/j]zdf
sfzLdf hf]uL j]zdf /x]sf /0faxfb'/ zfxnfO{ g]kfn kmsf{P/ NofPb]lvsf] zf;gsfn / pgsf] d[To'kl5sf
tLg lbg d'Vo ¿kdf /x]sf 5g\ . uLjf{0fsf] /fHof/f]x0f / eL;]g yfkfsf] pbosfn cyjf lj= ;+= !(^#
sf] 36gfnfO{ d'Vo ljifo agfOPsf] 5 . o; v08sfJodf k"j{:d[ltsf ¿kdf nfdf] ;do /x] klg d"n 36gf
tLg lbgsf] ;]/f]km]/f]df dfq 36]sf] kfOG5 .
kl/l:yltcGtu{t tTsfnLg g]kfnL /fhgLltdf /x]sf] b/afl/of if8\oGq, hfnem]n, p5f/k5f/,
;Qfv]nsf] rrf{ ul/Psf] b]lvG5 . /fhgLltdf ;Qfsf] k'hf/L aGg] / p;sf] rfs/L / rfKn';L u/]/ cfˆgf]
b'gf] ;f]em\ofpg] k|j[lQ k|:6 b]lvG5 . g]kfnL hgtfsf] dfgjLo ;+j]bgf / zf;ssf] qm"/tflar åGåsf] emns
b]lvG5 . wfld{s tyf ;f+:s[lts k/Dk/f, nf]shghLjg / nf]s;+:s[lt, wfld{s cGwljZjf;, h:tf kIfx¿n]
sfJonfO{ ;zQm agfPsf] b]lvG5 . kf}/:To j}z]lifs bz{gsf sfDosd{ ljrf/ / wd{ ljrf/ tyf
O{Zj/, cfTdf, hGd, d[To', :ju{, aGwg h:tf ljifox¿ klg kl/j]zsf ¿kdf ;dfj]z ul/Psf 5g\ .
k'/f]lxtsf] k|;ª\udf wd{sd{ ljrf/ b]lvG5 eg] ah|oflugL / k'hf/Lsf] k|;ª\df wd{ljrf/ pNn]v ul/Psf]
5 . cGo bfz{lgs, snfsf/, /fhg}lts, sljaf6 kfqx¿åf/f dfgjtfjfbL bz{gsf] phfu/ ePsf] 5 .
O{Zj/jfbL lrGtgsf] kl/l:ylt sfJosf] clwsf+z :yfgdf /x]sf] 5 .
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%= hLjgbz{ g
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJo ?l9 / cGwk/Dk/fsf] cGTo u/L dfgjtfjfbsf] :yfkgf x'g'k5{ eGg] d"n
dfGotfdf cfwfl/t /x]sf] 5 . wd{sf] cf8df cdfgjLo sfo{ ug'{x'Fb}g . t/ a]nfavt ljZjdf o:tf 36gf
x'g] u/]sf] eGb} æk/Dk/f / wfld{s /Llt-l/jfhsf] wDsL lbP/ lgd'vfx¿sf] cl:tTj d]6fOlbg] qm"/x¿sf]
hxfFsxLF klg rfn Pp6} x'G5 . csf{sf] cfF;'nfO{ pk]Iff u/L ltgLx¿ dflg;sf] bfloTjnfO{ bfgjLo
bfloTjsf ¿kdf k"/f u5{g\Æ -l/;fn, @)%), k[=@*!_ eGg] pNn]v ul/Psf] kfOG5 . æslj dfgjtf uLt
ufO{ /fh]Zj/LnfO{ cfk"mdf cfTd;ft\\ u/fP/ Pp6f cg'kd snfsf] l;h{gf / ;+/If0fdf dfgj ;d'bfo
h'6\g'kg]{ ;Gb]z lbG5g\ . bfgjtfnfO{ pv]n]/ dfgjtfnfO{ ;'k|lti7t ug'{k5{ eGg] ;f/ o; sfJon] af]s]sf]
5Æ -uf}td, @)%^, k[=^(_ . o;/L x]bf{ o; sfJosf] hLjgbz{g g} dfgjtfjfbsf] jsfnt /x]sf] 5 . æslj
l3ld/]n] dfgjtfjfbL ljrf/sf ;fy} ;[li6 / hLjgk|ltsf] ;sf/fTds cfzfjfbL :j/ u'GhfPsf 5g\ .
pgsf ljrf/df hLjgdf b'Mv;ª\s6 / ;d:ofn] 3]g{ cfpF5g\ tyf lg/fzfn] ufFHg vf]H5, t/ ;[li6
dg'iosf lglDt ;b}j bofs?0ffsf] d'xfg x'gfsf ;fy} ;'Gb/ dw'/ klg 5Æ -cj:yL, @)^$, k[=@!!_ . oL
egfOx¿sf cfwf/df o; sfJodf d'VotM dfgjtfjfbL bz{g g} hLjgbz{g /x]sf] 5 eg] cGo bfz{lgs
kIfx¿ klg /x]sf 5g\ . o; sfJosf] bfz{lgs kIfaf/] sljn] n]vssf] Ps k|Zgsf] pQ/df eg]sf 5g\,
/fh]zj/L v08sfJo uf}/Lsf] pQ/fw{ dfGg ;lsG5 . cyjf uf}/L v08sfJodf uf}/Lsf] lgwgn] slj;+;f/
z"Go ePsf] 5 . s;}sf] d[To'n] 7'nf] cf3ft k'Ug hfG5 . t;y{ s;}sf] klg hLjgx/0f ug]{ clwsf/ s;}nfO{
5}g . dfgj / k|s[ltsf] 3lgi7 ;DaGw x'G5 . hLjg lbg] clwsf/ s]jn O{Zj/nfO{ dfq ePsfn] x/0f ug]{
clwsf/ c¿sf] 5}g s]jn O{Zj/sf] dfq 5 eGg] ljrf/ lbP/ sljn] hLjgjfbL / dfgjtfjfbL bz{g k|s6
ul/Psf] 5 -cGtjf{tf{_ .
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJodf ;f+:s[lts r]tgf klg k|an ¿kdf /x]sf] 5 . gf/L dfq ePsf] 3/df leq
gk:g] ;f+:s[lts dfGotfsf] kl/kfng ul/Psf] 5 . ljwjf hLjgsf] kl/rrf{, lkt[sfo{ r9fOg] uf]nfOFrL
k"mnsf] k|;ª\u, ;Gtfgsf] afa'cfdfk|ltsf] bfloTj h:tf ;f+:s[lts kIfx¿ klg k|;ª\cg';f/ pNn]v u/]/
g]kfnL ;f+:s[lts kIfsf] pb\3f6g ul/Psf] 5 . æxfd|f nf]sljZjf;, nf]swf/0ff / ;+:sf/–dgf]e"ldsf
cª\s'/x¿ ;FuflnPsf 5g\ . kl/z]ifdf ;f+:s[lts 5ljsf b[li6n] …/fh]Zj/LÚ kof{Kt pHoflnPsf] 5 / cfˆgf
k/Dk/f, ;+:sf/, wd{, ?l9 tyf nf]swf/0ffaf6 /fd|f s'/f lng'k5{, g/fd|f s'/f 5f]8\g'k5{ eGg] cfzo;d]t
oxfF k|:6 kfl/Psf] 5Æ -kf]v/]n, @)%^, k[=*#_ . lrnn] lz/ gf£of] eg] cz'esf] ;ª\s]t, kltj|tf wd{sf]
dlxdf, cltly ;Tsf/ h:tf ;f+:s[lts kIfsf] ;d]t phfu/ ug{ vf]lhPsf] 5 .
/fli6«o efjgfsf] lrGtg / k|:t'tLs/0f o; sfJosf] csf]{ dxÎjk"0f{ p2]Zo /x]sf] 5 . o; sfJodf
k|ToIf ¿kdf /fli6«otfsf] pNn]v geP klg syfgs, kl/j]z / rl/qx¿n] /fli6«otfsf] kIfnfO{ plhNofpg]
sfd u/]sf 5g\ . syfj:t' g]kfnsf] /fhgLltl;t hf]l8Psf] b]lvG5 . kfqx¿ ;a} g]kfnL zf;s / hgtfsf
k|ltlglw /x]sf 5g\ . 36gf ePsf] :yfg g]kfns} e"efu /x]sf] 5 . g]kfnsf gbLgfnf, lxdfn, kxf8, jg,
jg:klt ;a}n] /fli6"otf emNsfPsf 5g\ . b]zsf] pGglt / k|ultk|lt kfqx¿ ;r]t 5g\ . ljb]zdf ePsf
/fhfnfO{ :jb]zdf lkmtL{ ul/Psf] 5 . æg]kfnL k|s[lt, g]kfnL rfnrng / lhGbufgL cflbk|lt cfb/efj /
ddtf hfu[t u/fpg] /fli6«o r}tGo / :jb]z ljifos /lt lapFlemPsf] 5, Tof] cfkm}+df klg dxÎjk"0f{ ag]sf]
5 / To;n] lj/f6\ wtL{ , ljZjJofkL k| s [ l t / ljZjdfgjk| l t Kof/ ug{ k| ] l /t u/] s f] 5Æ
-kf]v/]n, @)%^, k[=*&_ .
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o; sfJodf kf}/:To bz{gsf ljljw kIfx¿ klg hLjgbz{gsf ¿kdf k|:t't ul/Psf kfOG5g\ .
j}lbs bz{gsf k|s[ltnfO{ O{Zj/Lo :j¿k dfgL cf/fwgf ul/g] piff, clZjg jf k|s[lt b]j, d?t\ jf jfo',
hn, k[lyjL, clUg, od jf d[To', ;/:jtL jf gbL, a[x:klt jf k'/f]lxt h:tf kIfx¿sf] pNn]v / cf/fwgf
u/L ;zQm lrq0f ul/Psfn] j]bsf] bfz{lgs k|efj /x]sf] 5 . k|s[ltlrq0faf6 g} sfJosf] ;'?jft u/L
k|s[ltnfO{ g} ;'v / ;[hgfsf] ;fWosf ¿kdf k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 . k|s[ltnfO{ dfgjLo lhhLljiffsf] k|ltd"lt{sf
¿kdf, s?0ff d"lt{sf ¿kdf, zflGt;|f]tsf ¿kdf / ;[li6sf] ;jf{ª\udf JofKt ;lRrbfgGbdo lbJo ¿kdf
k|:t't u/]/ k|s[ltk/s bfz{lgs r]tgf k|:6\ofOPsf] 5 .
slj l3ld/] /f]dflG6s lrGtgk|j[lQs} cg'¿k ;[li6sf] cGt/ª\udf lrbfef;, lbJotÎj jf k/dlrt\
ljBdfg /x]sf] s'/f l:jsf5{g\ t/ ef}lts hut\ jf alx/ª\u k|s[lt;[li6sf] pk]Iff ub}{gg\ . bz{gsf ¿kdf
of] j}lbs lrGtgsf cf8df 6';fPsf] c/ljGb-bz{gsf] h8-r]tg-;dGjojfbL lrGtg xf]- h;df cWofTd
/ ef}ltstf b'a}k|lt ;dfg cfb/efj /flvG5 / cem ef}lts hut\k|lt xflb{s cg'/fu /flvG5, ToxL cf8df
oxfF slj l3ld/]sf] hLjgbz{g l:y/ x'g vf]h]sf] k|tLt x'G5 -kf]v/]n, @)%^, k[=(@-(#_ .
l3ld/]n] kf}/:To bfz{lgs lrGtgnfO{ d"n Wo]osf ¿kdf /fh]Zj/L v08sfJodf k|of]u ug]{ p2]Zo
geP klg ljleGg k|;ª\udf ;xh 9ª\un] k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . ;'v;Gb]z, cfgGbr]tgf, lrbfgGb ljZjr]tgf,
O{Zj/Lo ;[li6 h:tf bfz{lgs kIfx¿ l3ld/]n] hLjgbz{gsf ¿kdf pNn]v u/]sf 5g\ .
^= efiffz} n L
/fh]Zj/L v08sfJodf tb\ej zAbsf] afx'No /x]sf] eP klg tT;d zAbsf] klg k|z:t k|of]u
ePsf] 5 . ;+:s[t hl6n zAbx¿sf] klg b'O{rf/ 7fpFdf k|of]u ePsf] 5 . cfuGt's zAbsf] k|of]u Psbd
Go"g b]lvG5 . tT;d zAbsf] a9L k|of]u b]lvP klg efjaf]wdf hl6ntf kfOFb}g, ;/n, ;xh / af]wuDo
g} /x]sf] 5 . z}nLdf s?0f /; cª\uL/;sf ¿kdf /x]sf] o; sfJodf jL/ /;, zfGt /;, ljk|nDe z[ª\uf/
/ jfT;No /; cª\u /;sf ¿kdf /x]sf 5g\ . Psb]lv pGgfO; 5fn;Dd zfb"{nljqmLl8t 5Gb / clGtd
la;f}+ 5fndf lzvl/0fL 5Gbsf] k|of]u ul/Psf] 5 . o;/L x]bf{ k|:t't sfJodf kGrfgAa] Znf]s zfb"{nljqmLl8t
5Gb / kfFr Znf]s lzvl/0fL 5Gbsf u/L Ps ;o Znf]s jf rf/ ;o x/km /x]sf 5g\ . sfJodf d"ntM
cfVofgLs/0f ul/Psf] eP klg ljleGg 5fndf /x]sf ;+jfb / k|To]s 5fn 5'6\6f5'6\6} zLif{sdf ljefhg
u/L ;'?df uBfTds jfSox¿ kl/rosf qmddf cfPsfn] sfJodf gf6sLs/0f ylkPsf] 5 . t[tLo k'?if
b[li6laGb' d'Vo ¿kdf /x] klg st} låtLo k'?if / st} k|yd k'?ifsf] k|of]un] sfJonfO{ ljljwtfdo agfO{
/f]rstf yk]sf] b]lvG5 . cGofg'k|f;sf] k|of]un] sfJonfO{ nofTds, u]ofTds / ;ª\uLtfTds ag]sf] 5 .
pTk|]Iff, pkdf, ck|:t't k|z+;f, cyf{Gt/Gof;, :jfefjf]lQm h:tf cnª\sf/x¿ k|o'Qm 5g\ . nf]sf]lQmx¿sf]
klg plrt ;+of]hg ul/Psf] 5 .
j]bsf] bz{g / ;fª\Vo bz{gdf jl0f{t k|s[lt / k|fs[lts b]jtfsf] /fh]Zj/L v08sfJodf ;zQm
lrq0f ul/Psf] kfOG5 . o; sfJosf] ;'?jft g} x]nDa'sf] k|s[ltaf6 cl3 a9fOPsf] 5 . b]jbf? jg, z}n,
xfjf, kxf8, k|ftM, s}nfz, lsGg/lsGg/L, /fu, ;fgGb, Hof]lt, j}/fUo, x[bo, w/0fL, /lj, pmWj{-tkl:jgL,
dTo{hg, ;GWofsfn, d"lt{, jh|of]lugL, jL/eb|, b'Mv, ljB't\, ;GWof, lj/f6\ dg'h, ;dflw, j}s'07, kfk,
k'/f]lxt, j}lrTo, l;h{gf, cfTdf, ;lRrbfgGb, cd/, :ju{, sfn, wd{, k|f0f, ;[li6, s0f, x+;, c+z h:tf
kf}/:To bfz{lgs tT;d zAbx¿sf] k|of]un] sfJodf pRr ul/df yk]sf] 5 .
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&= lgisif{
:jR5GbtfjfbL v08sfJosf/ dfwj l3ld/]åf/f /lrt /fh]Zj/L /fgL /fh]Zj/Lsf] P]ltxfl;s
syfj:t'df cfwfl/t /fh]Zj/L rl/qk|wfg v08sfJo xf] . /fh]Zj/Lsf] k|d'v rl/qdf cfwfl/t o; sfJodf
cfdfTo, k'/f]lxtnufotsf hDdf rf}w kfq /x]sf 5g\ . g]kfnL kxf8L k|s[ltsf] :yfgut kl/j]zsf ;fy}
eLd;]g yfkfsf] pbosfnsf] ;do / tTsfnLg g]kfnL /fhgLlts bfpk]r / ;f+:s[lts kl/j]zsf] emns
5 . dfgjtfjfbL lrGtgsf] jsfnt ug{ vf]lhPsf] o; sfJosf] efiffz}nL ;/n, ;xh / af]wuDo /x]sf]
5 . kf}/:To bz{gsf O{Zj/, cfTdf, ;[li6, :ju{gs{, lgTosd{, g}ldlQssd{ / sfDosd{sf ;fy} k|s[lt /
k'?ifsf] ;kmn k|:t'lt /x]sf] 5 . ;fy} O{Zj/åf/f k|bQ dfgjhLjgsf ;fy} ;Dk"0f{ l;h{gfdf v]naf8 ug'{
x'Fb}g eGg] bfz{lgs lrGtg phfu/ ePsf] 5 .
;Gbe{ ;fdu|L ;"rL
l3ld/], dfwj -@)^(_= uf}/L b;f}+ ;+= nlntk'/ M ;femf k|sfzg .
lqkf7L, cfgGbk|sfz -;g\ @))^_= ef/tLo bz{g hok'/ M o"lgjl;{6L a's xfp; k|f=ln= .
lqkf7L, jf;'b]j -@)@*_= dfwj l3ld/]sf] ofqf / /fh]Zj/L v08sfJo= ¿k/]vf, jif{ !@, cª\s !!, k[i7
^-@$ .
lgud, zf]ef -;g\ @)!!_= ef/tLo bz{g rt'y{ ;+= lbNnL M df]tLnfn jgf/;Lbf; .
g]kfn, z}n]Gb|k|sfz -@)^!_= /fi6«slj dfwj l3ld/]= sf7df8f}+ M u08sL ;fdlhs u'7L .
kf]v/]n, efg'eSt -@)%)_= slj l3ld/] / pgsf sfJolrGtg lå= ;+= nlntk'/ M ;femf k|sfzg .
kf]v/]n, efg'eSt -@)%^_= dfwj l3ld/]sf ljlzi6 v08sfJo= nlntk'/ M ;femf k|sfzg .
/fwfs[i0fg\, ;j{kNnL -;g\ @)!%_= ef/tLo bz{g efu @ lxGbL ;+= lbNnL M /fhkfn P08 ;G; .
l/;fn, /fddl0f -@)%)_= g]kfnL sfJo / slj rf}yf] ;+= nlntk'/ M ;femf k|sfzg .
zdf{, afnrGb| -@)#(_= g]kfnL ;flxTosf] Oltxf;= sf7df8f}+ M g]kfn /fhsLo k|1f k|lti7fg .
;f+s[Tofog, /fx'n -;g\ !($$_= bz{g lbUbz{g= Onfxafb M lstfa dxn .
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